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Art, Landscape & Material: Subject into Media 

 

Art, Landscape and Material, Subject into Media: A theoretical and practical 

investigation into the European genre of landscape art, the Plein-Air method and the 

involvement of actual land materials in the development of Post War creative 

practice. 

Abstract 
 

A research investigation that illustrates the development of the European landscape 

tradition as an unbroken interactive and material movement, through discussion of 

artists from Annibale Carracci (1560-1609) to Richard Long (1945 –). The 

contribution of each artist within their respective epoch will be used to propose that 

the subject of landscape has become an actual creative medium, integral to and 

consistent with the external Plein-Air technique. Thus, presenting a ‘creative 

narrative’ from the observed into the articulated that will demonstrate how the 

examination and representation of actual landscapes have become physically used 

within creative presentations.  

 

The study uses key artworks that have been inspired by landscape to show the shift 

from documentation into interaction with the reality of the natural world. This entails 

the chronology of the investigation and commences with the concept of Ideal 

Landscape, established by Carracci, within the late 16th century, through the 

development of the Plein-Air tradition and culminating with particular emphasis on 

European landscape artists’ and movements since 1945 that have interacted with 

actual sites and natural materials: from the ideal to the actual. 

 

Furthermore, the European transfer and diffusion of interactive and material based 

landscape methods, including drawing and painting outside, the collection of organic 

items and photography, passed and developed from one generation to the next, 

informs a body of personal creative work. This is a 50/50 co-dependent strand used 

to illustrate the practical and creative discourses between practitioner and landscape, 

involving the articulation of actual land materials, found objects and Plein-Air 

excursions to the drawing locations of previous practitioners’, sketchbooks and 

journals. The insights provided, by the personal practice and associated theoretical 

position, aid the evaluation, analysis and description of the evolution of the creative 

methods inherent in the development of subject into media, but not presently 

described in historical accounts, therefore, presenting a Material Chronology and 

thus the original contribution of knowledge for this investigation.  
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Research Question 
 
Is there an unbroken line of creative Plein-Air and material interaction, from 

the late 16th century to the Post Second World War era, to illustrate the 

evolution of subject into medium within the European Landscape School? 

 
Aim of the Investigation  
  
The aim of this study is to present how the subject of landscape has become 

an actual creative medium within the European Landscape School, through 

researching the European historical and contemporary interaction with the 

natural world. This will be achieved through the co-dependent strands of 

theory and practice to form links across the identified timeframe of the study. 

Hence, the role of theory and personal practice is planned to be used as 

equal research methods to investigate the literature aligned to the area of 

enquiry. Thus, allowing the identification of the central themes that will define 

the research to establish the context for the investigation. 

 

The Plein-Air technique is also intended to be used as a key research method 

that will allow the experience and investigation of actual landscapes and the 

creation of artwork while outside. Achieve through the practice based 

methods of walking, drawing, painting and collecting organic items, all while 

outside, as allied research techniques that can be combined and evaluated 

against existing artworks and literature.  

 

Such external research experiences are intended to be recorded and 

evaluated through the combined juxtaposition of written quotes, artworks and 

personal practice. Thus, forming the further aim of this investigation, that is to 

form junctions between the information that has been discovered while Plein-

Air into the main body of the thesis. This underpins the co-dependent 

characteristic of the study to illustrate and present how a research 

investigation can be evaluated, analysed and presented through a personal 

method of creative practice and theoretical methods of examination, 

integrating textual and visual material. 
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This will reveal a Material Chronology to present the continued lineage of the 

historical European Plein-Air interactive method, and its development and 

progression into the European Post War usage of actual land materials, 

including earth, leaves, clay and associated found materials. Furthermore, this 

will demonstrate an unbroken line of creativity that has resulted in the subject 

of landscape evolving towards the principal medium for the experience, 

expression and documentation of a self-conscious personal landscape vision.  

 

Contextualised from the birth of Ideal Landscape in the late 16th century, to 

the fruition of subject as media within the Post Second World War era, the 

study endeavours to show that theoretical discussion and first hand 

experience of actual landscapes is a method of research and creative 

interaction that is integral to the identification and presentation of the evolution 

of natural materials within the European Landscape School.  
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Introduction  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figures 1 and 2. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape. Washington, National Gallery of 
Art. (National Gallery of Art, Washington. 2007) and Richard Long (1945 –). England, 1968. 

(Sleeman et al., 1998. no page numbers on text). 
 
At first glance, the two images above (figs 1 and 2) may not seem to hold any 

contextual or creative relationship beyond their fortuitous compositional 

similarities. However, this thesis will argue that such artworks are linked 

together through the same external and materiality based methods, such as 

walking, drawing and painting outside that have been present and continuous 

throughout the European Landscape School since the 16th century. Ultimately, 

this has led to the subject of landscape becoming the actual medium for 

creative experience, expression and final presentation. Although, such 

authors as Kastner and Wallis (1998) state that the Post War experience and 

usage of the natural world is unique to the 20th century, this thesis will present 

a view that the actual experience and creative use of the material world has 

been both a continuous and unbroken line of creativity that stretches back 

through creative practice, thus, forming the foundation for the investigation.  

 

Since the end of the Second World War there has been a reluctance to 

recognise the impact of landscape art history on the development and use of 

actual land materials within personal practice, as demonstrated by Richard 

Long’s opinion that “In the mid-sixties the language and ambition of art were 

due for renewal.  I felt art had barely recognised the natural landscapes which 

cover this planet, or had used the experiences those places could offer” 

(Long; Seymour. 1998, p.52). This appears to be a common reaction to the 

world changing nature of the world war, and can be seen in art movements 

after both global conflicts in the 20th century. However, throughout this study it 
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will become evident that there is a landscape and material history that 

extends back to the birth of ideal landscape within the later part of the 16th 

century; this investigation will also present a timeline to support this viewpoint. 

Furthermore, through the presentation of juxtaposed images, both old and 

contemporary, it will be possible to demonstrate the ever present creative 

relationship between the artist and the material world. This perception will be 

further reinforced through the co-dependent personal practice, that’s purpose 

and contribution has allowed the experience and documentation of actual 

landscapes, drawing parallels from the 16th century until the present day of 

how European artists have immersed themselves within the material world, 

this is supported by the continuity of the Material Chronology (see page 293). 

 

Therefore, what can be allowed at any one time to constitute an acceptable 

artwork will be a thread that will run throughout this thesis. We will see how an 

ideal approach can move into an external working method and that portable 

devices, from sketchbooks to cameras, can be creative companions for the 

Plein-Air artist and are in themselves crucial developments. These are 

practice based concepts that have led the individual toward the material 

reality of the natural world, towards their subject.  

 

A Journey into the Land 
 
The attraction of the artist to a particular location within a particular landscape 

first occurred in the latter part of the 16th century through the birth of Annibale 

Carracci’s concept of Ideal Landscape (Posner. 1971). And as Carracci 

walked within the environs of his home landscape of Roma, the practice of 

observation, physical interaction with an actual landscape, self-consciousness 

and the creative documentation of the material world was set in motion. 

Consequently, this external and primary method of relating to a subject was 

revolutionary in theory and practice, and its eventual effect on the physical 

creation of artworks, within the Post War era, places the modern day 

landscapist, such as Richard Long, (1945 - ) within a within a creative lineage 

of a 400 year old walk with and into the reality of the natural world.  
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The continuation of Carracci’s interactive and physical immersion with the 

natural world previously inspired a MA study at Wolverhampton University, 

focusing on working within my home landscape of The Clent Hills, 

Worcestershire, during 2002-2004 (fig 3). Realising that I was in fact walking 

in the footsteps of others whose examples, knowingly or unknowingly, 

informed my creative reactions and final choice of presentation. Thus, the 

connections that were discovered, through being within an actual location, 

established a practice based method of research that used actual Plein-Air 

experiences, existing theoretical discourses and creative productions to 

analyse and present findings. Hence, inspiring and establishing a method of 

working and investigation for this PhD study.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. D J Greening. 

MA Show, University of Wolverhampton, September, 2004. 
 
However, such a relationship, to the tangibility of the natural world, has largely 

been ignored within existing historical studies, although key texts by Andrews 

(1999), Mullins (1985) and Bermingham (1987) have established 

chronological discourses on the history and development of European 

landscape art, but not as a distinct interactive and materially based discipline. 

Importantly, the literature aligned to this investigation has been reviewed and 

embedded throughout the Thesis, and through its incorporation, within the 

main body of the text, the progression of subject into media is able to be 

presented. Therefore, this study presents a Material Chronology, against an 

historical narrative, illustrating how the European Landscape School has been 
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united across the generations through a principal interaction with the reality of 

a chosen subject – landscape. Hence, establishing the progression and 

creative inclusion of actual land materials as a central concept and means of 

expression in creative practice 

 

The exact nature of this engagement is examined as a coherent strand in the 

evolution of the individual’s landscape vision, focusing on three identified 

themes: Working Plein-Air, A Relationship to Landscape – Home and The 

Depiction and use of minutiae Natural Elements. These themes have been 

identified and selected through a process of analysis and evaluation that has 

found practice-based and visual resonances between the selected chronology 

and artists’ that define the study. Consequently, reoccurring and aligned 

topics have been extracted and analysed through visual juxtapositions and 

personal creative responses, allowing key concepts to form the thematic 

structure of the investigation (see Appendix 04. Identified Themes for further 

information). 

 

The different creative manifestations that relate to these themes, including 

drawings, watercolours, oil sketches, and three-dimensional presentations, 

that have all been continuously produced throughout the European 

Landscape School, will be analysed as integral developmental accounts of 

each period within the study. Therefore, validating the juxtaposition of 

artworks in a concise manner to demonstrate how the vision of contemporary 

artists’, such as Richard Long (1945 - ) and Herman de Vries (1931 - ), lie in a 

direct lineage from Carracci; each generation learning from those who 

proceeded (see figs 4-6).  
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 4. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). 
Landscape. Washington, National Gallery of Art. (National Gallery of Art, Washington. 2007). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 5. Richard Long (1945 - ). A Line 
Made by Walking. 1967. Black and white photograph. Somerset, England. (Goodling; Furlong. 
2002, p.125). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 6. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). a
ergo sum. ‘i walk therefore i am’. 2001. Sanctuaire de rocherousse, digne-les-bains, haute 
provence, France.

mbulo 

 (Gooding. 2002, p.24). 
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Therefore, the use of aligned artworks to the study, from selected 

practitioners’, can further establish how Claude Lorrain’s (1600-1682) 

depiction of an artist working Plein-Air, can resonate with the interaction and 

representation of the selected location through Peter Paul Rubens (1577-

1640), and onto the observation and eventual physical articulation of gathered 

minutiae natural materials (see figs 7-13).  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 7. Claude Lorrain (Claude Gellee) 
(1600-1682). An Artist Sketching, c.1640. (Andrews. 1999, p.98). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 8. Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640). 
Landscape in Flanders, c. 1636. Panel. (Verdi. 2005, p.49). 
 

 Figure 9. D J Greening. The Clent Hills, 
Worcestershire, 23rd May 2006. Photograph. 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 10. Albrecht Durer (1471-1528), The 
Large Turf, 1503. Watercolour and gouache on paper. (Bailey. 2003, p.79. Plate 24). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 11. Adolf Senff (1785-1863). A Study 
of Plants. 1828. Oil on paper laid on cardboard. (Senff. 1828). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 12. C. F. A. Voysey (1857-1941). 
Early botanical photographs from Voysey’s collection of source material. (Hitchmough. 2001, 
p.56).  
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 13. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). das 
grosse rasenstuck. 1979. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.42). 
 
Moreover, the further use of juxtaposed images, as above, including 

examples of my personal creative work and their creation, is a central element 

in the presentation and analysis of the key works and concepts that define the 

research area, thus making connections across the identified research area. 

This allows the chronology of the thesis to be presented through creative 

manifestations, from the 16th century to the Post War ear. Also, the 18th 

century Picturesque theory, with reference to the writings of Sir Uvedale Price 

(1747-1829), Richard Payne Knight (1751-1824), William Gilpin (1724-1804) 

and Edmund Burke (1729-1797), will inform the study to further establish the 

personal and continuous lineage that defines the progression of subject into 

media this will form original links to theatrical discourse and artworks within a 

historic, Post War and thematic context. 

 

Furthermore, this continues the line of physical investigation used by previous 

practitioners’, even an architect such as Voysey as he collected organic items 

from the natural world to use as “source material” (Hitchmough. 2001, p. 56.). 

Therefore, this study will use existing artworks, quotes, the Plein-Air method 

and the creative articulation of actual land materials as an original method of 

investigation to engage with and evaluate a theoretical hypothesis. 
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Additionally, the body of personal creative work will illustrate the development 

and presentation of the self-consciousness and self-awareness of the artist, 

with their chosen muse, as a source of creative inspiration and personal 

expression through following and continuing the European Plein-Air 

technique. This is presented as a defining characteristic of the European 

Landscape Schools progression from the observed into the articulated, 

combined with the central role of actual land materials as a process led and 

theoretical device for fruition through the Post War practitioner. Therefore, as 

George Stubbs (1724-1806) created his account of The Anatomy of the Horse 

and pulled back the layers of his subject, to delve into its physicality, for the 

first time within the 18th century, this study has a comparable credo, to 

engage, uncover, articulate, analyse and present through creative and actual 

means of interaction, creation and presentation.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 14. George Stubbs (1724-1806). Finished studies for ‘Tab. XI, XIV, XV & III’ The 
Anatomy of the Horse, 1766. Pencil. (Egerton. 1976, pp.20-1). 
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Contextual Review 
 
A personal desire to be within the natural world is a thread that runs 

throughout this thesis, and through the aligned external methods of walking 

and drawing outside the individual is thus invited ‘towards’ the land. This is 

result of the Plein-Air approach. Though, the question can be asked, what 

actually permitted such an interaction with the material world within the 

European Landscape School? Through this Contextual Review a foundation 

will be presented that gives a basis for the investigation and that underpins 

the co-dependent theoretical and practice based approach that is at the heart 

of this thesis. The review is structured within three main sections; the first 

gives an insight in my personal background, the second presents the rationale 

for the study, with reference to the existing literature, and the final section 

discusses the theory and practice relationship that is integral to defining this 

investigation.  

 
Personal Background 

 
Throughout my life I have lived within one landscape and thus been exposed 

to its images and material realities. It is this continuous interaction with an 

actual site that can be seen as a common strand within the European 

Landscape School, a strand that runs throughout the Material Chronology   

presented throughout this study. Therefore, the continuous experiences of 

those artists who have interacted with actual landscapes beforehand, in 

particular Carracci, were essential to informing my MA investigation, as 

initially discussed on page 10 of the Introduction. The focus of this study was 

a creative exploration into the natural world, centred in terms of my own 

practice, on The Clent Hills, Worcestershire, England; the landscape I have 

known and lived within since childhood. 

 

Consequently, while experiencing and walking within The Clent Hills, first 

hand, I became able to engage with the material character of the fields and 

woods, collected leaves, twigs, soil and clay as physical memories of my 

external journeys over and through a known landscape. These gathered 

actual land materials were then directly incorporated into creative responses; 
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responses that became united to found objects, family objects, that had been 

discovered from within my adjacent domestic setting. These included boxes, 

tools, personal effects and fragments from family life (see Fig 3, page 10). 

When coupled with the natural materials that I had collected a combined 

physical presentation was able to be formed. Therefore, natural materials 

become united to objects that had once been used by the previous 

generations of my family. This reinforced an image of what could be seen as a 

personalised home landscape. Though, not just through walking within an 

environment within this present time, but reaching back into a personal past to 

give insights into the actions of those individuals who had previously 

interacted with a selected landscape (The Clent Hills) beforehand, through 

their action of walking and the objects they once held and used. 

 

The manner of ‘reaching back’ into the past, thus became central to the 

development and final presentation of my MA study. However, through such a 

working method I started to question why I was able to work in this way, what 

were the creative threads that stretched back into European landscape art 

history to permit such creative approaches, and what other artists, starting 

from the time of Carracci, had worked and walked previously in these creative 

footsteps, allowing me to present natural materials and outside experiences 

as acceptable final artworks? These were some of the questions raised after 

the MA study, and came to define the focus for this PhD investigation, asking 

why such methods as walking, drawing, painting and collecting natural items 

while outside became central within the evolution of a personal, material and 

creative European Post War practice.  

 

Hence, the aim of this study became how best to present the way in which the 

material experiences of landscape has become an actual creative medium 

within the European Landscape School, joined to how the material world has 

evolved towards a principal medium for the experience, expression and 

documentation of a self conscious personal landscape vision, particularly 

within the Post Second World War Era. These are the questions that will be 

answered through this research by the presentation of the Material 
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Chronology, and are also essential to determining the focus and method of 

working for this PhD investigation.   

 

Therefore, as I have previously walked within actual landscapes and studied 

the European Landscape School, I have been placed within a self-conscious 

creative ancestry, and as this has unfolded throughout my present education, 

it is this journey that runs through this doctoral research. Here, my home 

landscape is extended into the actual experience of those locations that were 

important to the artists that comprise the chronology of this study. Such an 

approach will inform my creative productions and discussions within this 

thesis. This also allows the extension of the connections I once made 

between the natural materials gathered from The Clent Hills, with items 

collected from other landscapes of historic Plein-Air importance to this study.  

Expressed through the combination of selected quotes both visual and 

textual, this approach will enable the forming of links across the identified 

timeframe of the study, from both a united practical and theoretical 

perspective, enabling personal connections to be made to natural materials 

and actual locations. Furthermore, the combination of a practice based 

method of research that will use Plein-Air experiences, existing theoretical 

discourses and creative productions, allowing me to analyse and present 

findings, integral to defining the co-dependent nature of this investigation.  

 
Rationale 

 
The role of personal experience, identified and expanded upon from the MA 

project, is significant within this PhD study and forms a key element of the 

research. However, this actual and creative experience of landscape as a 

form of research, through viewing scenes, walking and collecting natural 

materials, has prominently not been addressed within existing literature. 

Though, building from the key texts by Andrews (1999), Mullins (1985) and 

Bermingham (1987), already referenced within the introduction, other authors, 

such as Posner’s (1971), Sutton’s (1987) and Causey (2003) are important to 

this study as they have contributed towards establishing chronological 

discourses on the history of European landscape art. However, an actual 

Plein-Air and material perspective can be said to be missing from their work, a 
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gap indentified and hopefully filled by this study. Furthermore, the element of 

personal practice, in this research project, becomes the means by which this 

missing element is provided through its access to the actual creative 

experience and creative interpretation of landscape. 

 

The term Plein-Air has been traditionally aligned to describing how the 

Impressionists worked outside within the natural world (Chilvers. 1993). 

However, within this thesis, this external and interactive technique will be 

used to illustrate how creative methods, encompassing walking, drawing, 

painting and collecting natural items, has been integral to the unbroken line of 

material experience and interaction that has run throughout the European 

Landscape School.  

 

Therefore, the grounds of this investigation will be primarily informed from the 

identified authors stated on the previous page, as their texts offer a contextual 

structure for a research investigation and suggest methods of selection, 

analysis and presentation. As a result, key strands of examination can be 

recognised and expanded upon, including the use and application of 

juxtaposed images from across selected disciplines, as indicated through the 

text by Mullins (1985), and how both a chronological and thematic structure 

can be applied, as used by Bermingham (1987) and Andrews (1999). 

Furthermore, these three texts can also indicate how a research study can 

focus on a selected timeframe for the evaluation and presentation of a 

research study. 

 

The emphasis on the individual, their personal perspective and creative 

choice, can also further resonate with Mullins (1985) and Posner’s (1971) use 

of the individual artist and author as a selected and appropriate voice to 

discuss creative landscape responses and its implication within a self-aware 

practice. This can lead onto the choice of the artist to work within a selected 

landscape, as illustrated through Posner’s discussion of Annibale Carracci 

working within Roma, Sutton’s (1987) discussion of the 17th century Dutch 

Landscapes Schools actual experience and documentation of their home 

landscape and Causeys (2003) presentation of Paul Nash’s (1889-1946) 
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personal landscape practice, rooted into the ancestry of the land and 

landscape art history. Furthermore, these are approaches that give foundation 

and extension to the use of personal creative practice as a research tool, a 

perspective that will be expanded upon in the final section of this review.  

 

Consequently, the combined use of Andrews (1999), Bermingham (1987) and 

Mullins (1985) use of historically based surveys, focused on landscape art, 

can show how both chronologically and thematic frameworks can be 

employed. Though, importantly the texts that are aligned to this investigation 

may all be united through landscape but they have not addressed the material 

application of witnessed environments through their overall role on the 

creation of a Post Second World War personal landscape practice. Therefore, 

indicating a gap in perceived knowledge that can be filled through the 

theoretical and practical co-dependant threads that define this research 

investigation.  

 

Significantly, a key factor to demonstrate this gap further can relate back to 

the discussion of Kastner and Wallis’s (1998) statement (discussed at the 

start of the Introduction of this thesis) and how they presented as fact that 

natural materials only became part of a creative landscape practice during the 

1960s. This point of view is challenged within my research, by the placement 

of an interactive and material Plein-Air chronology that will trace and present 

the history and current destination of the creative use of actual land material, 

within a self-conscious landscape practice, thus forming the contribution of 

knowledge for this investigation. 

 

Therefore, the progression from what was once visually observed into acts of 

creative articulations forms the rationale for this thesis. Here, the Plein-Air 

technique becomes an important element to the gathering and final display of 

natural materials. And though the Plein-Air method historically resulted in 

sketches that would have been taken back to the studio and worked into the 

creation of final canvases, the actual primary experience of the subject was 

key. As a result, drawing outside in the natural world offered the artist 

experience, a material experience of their chosen subject.  
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Moreover, the role of the ‘artist as a researcher’ is crucial to understanding 

and presenting the evolution of how actual landscapes and natural materials 

have impacted on the progression of the European Landscape School. This is 

a practice based method of evaluation and a research technique that is not 

used or presented in the identified literature associated to this investigation. 

Therefore, the role of the individual researcher, who can walk, draw, paint and 

experience the reality of those landscapes central to the artists who have 

worked within the natural world, since the time of Carracci, becomes both a 

vital and singular means in which to forms junctions between personal 

experience, existing artworks and theoretical debates, underpinning the co-

dependent method of research.   

 
The Theory and Practice Relationship 

 
The theory and practice relationship, fundamental to this study, has its roots in 

the key strands that have already been discussed within this review. These 

are strands that include the role of personal experience and practice within a 

research project, as started through my MA study, and the methods of 

evaluation and presentation, suggested through the literature aligned to this 

present study. Furthermore, these are elements that give foundation to a 

research and creative approach. Though, these approaches, like the 

characteristic of the European Landscape School itself, can hopefully run and 

develop through the chronology of this study. This will hopefully allow the key 

artworks, ideas and theories, which are embedded within the artist and their 

self-conscious interest in landscape, to be selected and combined through 

practical and written sources, permitting the identification and presentation of 

the evolution of landscape and natural materials as a subject and medium 

within European Landscape art.  

 

Here, the ‘artist as a researcher’ can be applied to this present study. Though 

such a method could be said to underpin the last 400 years of how 

practitioners have interacted with actual landscapes and their creative history. 

This is a reflective lineage comprising those individuals whose awareness of 

their ancestry ultimately assists in the construction of the Material Chronology 

of this study. Importantly, this sets a precedent for the role of practice as a 
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research tool, equal to that of the written word. It is here where the lines of a 

Plein-Air drawing can present the record of a personal or creative response as 

equally as the lines of the written word. Hence, the co-dependent nature of 

this study can start to be revealed, and thus will be integral to the discussion 

and presentation of each respective chapter of this thesis. 

 

Therefore, theory and practice can become united together, a union defined 

through how the experience of the natural world can both be generated from 

and inform creative results, where words can be used to describe an account 

of a landscape as equally as pen and ink over paper or oil on canvas. For this 

reason, both forms of documentation become integrated, a product from the 

same external experience and when identified and combined, from a historical 

context, the unbroken line of outside and material continuity, which runs 

throughout the European Landscape School, can be presented.  

 

It is such a combined manner of approach that allowed landscape to move 

from being a setting for narrative painting into the story of the landscape itself.  

Carracci’s personal experience of nature is an underlying principle to this shift, 

and permitted those who would follow in his Plein-Air footsteps to take a 

sketchbook and pencil on a journey through a real landscape, into its material 

character, a practice based method of research that has inspired this study.  

 

Consequently, the role of this thesis, with its aligned body of personal creative 

work, will be able to show the evolution of the shifting definition of what 

constitutes an acceptable artwork, a thread that will focus and run throughout 

this study. Also, those artists, who with each generation, added to the 

discourse on the creative experience and use of the natural world will act as 

my model and mentor, permitting me, as the individual, to walk in their 

footsteps, uncover the scenes and material reality they once witnessed. And 

as these moments are both inspired from and fall into the past, the emphasis 

on progression, a journey into the natural world, will continue, each step not 

only tracing a line back into a European landscape history but moving forward 

to construct the framework and chronology for this investigation.  
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Glossary  
 
 
Actual Land Materials  

Organic materials sourced directly from the natural world.  
 
Co-dependent Method  

A form of investigation that equally uses both theoretical and practical 
methods of analysis and evaluation to investigate and answer a 
research question.  

 
Dialogue 

A creative process between the artist and nature, that forms a 
discourse from actually being within and touching the reality of the 
natural world.  

 
European Landscape School  

European artists’ who have focused on the actual experience and 
representation of landscape, through personal creative practice, from 
the late 16th century to 2010.  

 
External Footsteps 

The process of actually walking within a landscape that has been 
previously experienced by European artists’, who concentrated on the 
physical reality of the natural world.  

 
External Process 

The interaction of the artist with the natural world.   
 
Images of Resonance  

Artworks and photographs, including examples from the body of 
personal creative work, which hold comparable compositions and 
subject matters.   

 
Interactive Method  

A method of relating to the natural world, defined through the 
processes of walking, drawing, painting and collecting organic items.  

 
Landskip 

Originally a term associated with the Dutch 17th century Landscape 
School and used to describe an artwork that focuses solely on 
landscape.  

 
Landscapists 

An individual artist who focuses on the experience, physicality and 
creative representation of the natural world.  
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Landscape of Reality 
An emphasis on landscape defined through the individual having direct 
contact with the natural world, combined with an aware of the historic 
presidents of working outside.  

  
Material Chronology  

A term used to describe the evolution of ‘subject into media’ through 
how natural materials have been experienced, used and presented, 
within the European Landscape School from the late 16th century to 
2010. 

 
Material Essence  

The fundamental characteristics of actual land materials, discovered 
through direct experienced.   

 
Material Practice  

A personal creative practice that focuses on the gathering, articulation 
and presentation of actual land materials.  

 
Material Vocabulary  

Actual land materials functioning as words within a creative dialogue; 
allowing the analysis, combination and presentation of ideas and 
experiences through physical forms of creation and display. 

 
Material World  

The surrounding physical world, defined through its material 
composition.   

 
Plein-Air 

A French term that translates to ‘in the open air’ and used within this 
thesis to describe outdoor creative methods, encompassing walking, 
drawing, painting and collecting natural items.  

 
Permitted 

European landscape artists’ being allowed to walk and work within the 
natural world, due to an awareness of the historical precedents through 
how each generation has widen and extended the creative remit.  

 
Personal Choice of Discovery  

The individuals own creative choice to walk within the natural world to 
discover its visual and physical potential.  

 
Practical Experiences  

A creative experience of the natural world through directly working with 
its material composition.  
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Reflective Method  
A method defined through how drawing, painting, photographing and 
creating three-dimensional responses, from an actual experience of 
landscape, can be inspired from historical precedents. This is then 
reflected back to the original source of inspiration to find appropriate 
theoretical and practice-based links across the indentified timeframe of 
the study to prove the Material Chronology.  

 
Topographical Resonance  

A visual likeness between an artwork and the actual landscape it is 
depicting.   

 
Universal Landscape 

The subject of landscape being accessible to all, through encouraging 
historical awareness, actual site-specific experiences and aligned 
creative responses.  

 
Visual and Physical Information  

The combination of artworks (Visual Information) combined to actual 
land materials, including soil, clay, leaves and twigs (Physical 
Information).  

 
Visually Walking  

A method of visually interacting with the chorology of the European 
Landscape School, through actually being in contact with the artworks 
produced and walking within the actual landscapes that defined their 
practice.  
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Methodology 
 
The methodology for the study focuses on a reflective research and 

evaluative process, comprised of nine key stages (see the diagram below) 

that underpin the foundation and structure of the co-dependent personal 

creative work and final thesis.  

 

 
 

Figure 15  
The nine key stages of the reflective research and evaluative methodology. 
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The nine stages have been established to gather, refine, analyse and assist in 

the presentation of the findings of the study. This approach is allied to Corbin 

and Strauss’s (1998) discussion on constructing a research study and has 

therefore allowed the development of a reflective system of quantification, 

hence the nine stage cyclic process. Through finding existing research and 

actual creative productions, which can be united through personal experience, 

a system of evaluation has been applied that uses theoretical, visual and 

practice based methods of analysis. In turn, this gives justification to the 

inclusion of selected data that has been “systematically gathered and 

analysed through the research process” (Corbin and Strauss.1998, p.12) 

within the stages that comprise the reflective methodology and also the use of 

juxtaposed images to make subject specific references across the timeframe 

that focuses the study. Both the thesis and the body of personal creative work 

are outcomes of this structure and although interdependent in terms of their 

positions within this study, will ultimately be capable of independent 

presentation. 

 

Furthermore, Bogdan’s and Taylor’s (1998) qualitative research model of 

discovering patterns within date, allied to historic research within a 

contemporary context, has also been applied. The focus for this resonates 

with the approach of “understanding people from their own frames of 

reference and experiencing reality as they experienced it” (Bogdan’s and 

Taylor. 1998, p. 7); importantly justifying the actual and personal Plein-Air 

experience of landscapes, through working and walking outside, that are 

integral to the analysis and presentation of this investigation. Therefore, the 

Plein-Air practices and creative productions of the artists’ that are integral to 

this study can be my model and mentor, leading me towards the reality of the 

material world and past creative experiences as a viable method of actual 

engagement for examination. Therefore, through the action of walking and 

working outside, personal and creative experiences are produced, that allow 

conclusions to be drawn to unite the shifting nature of the evolving attitude to 

experiencing landscape through the context of the unbroken line that defines 

the material chronology integral to this study.  
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Consequently, “critical and creative thinking” (Corbin and Strauss.1998, p.13) 

is essential to defining the co-dependent strands of theory and practice that 

distinguish this study. And through the inclusion of the nine key stages of the 

methodology, as appendices, the precise function of the reflective research 

and evaluative process can be presented. This is to allow those who will 

hopefully engage with this work to have the option to experience the entirety 

of the visual and practical findings of the study; allowing the reality that 

Bogdan and Taylor (1998) discussed to be experienced through the 

framework of my personal findings, evaluation and creative Plein-Air 

experiences and productions.  

 

Therefore, the individual appendices have been numbered and then ordered 

alphabetically or by title. They have an important role, as a physically 

separate though integral element of the study, in holding, displaying and 

allowing access to the body of personal creative work that has been formed 

from and combined with the identified context of the historical and practical 

information that constitutes the investigation. As a result, individual pathways 

and journeys can hopefully be made into the research, a corresponding 

method of interaction that has been further inspired from the European 

Landscape Schools approach to its history and the material world.  

 

In addition, the appendices have been constructed, and relate to the thesis as 

a whole, to logically document the shift from the observed into the articulated, 

making reference to visual modes of presentation (in particular through 

PowerPoint Presentations) and the allied body of personal creative work that 

acts as 50% of the final outcome of the investigation. The final thesis and 

creative work is hence a result of this personal and reflective method, aligned 

and integral to the overall research model, chronology and identified themes 

of the study. The nine stages are listed on the following page, followed by an 

explanation for each. 
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1. Working Journal 
2. Literature Review  
3. Timelines 
4. Themes & Concepts  
5. Identified Themes 
6. Interviews  
7. Visual Thesis  
8. Personal Creative Work 
9. Key Development Stages of Subject into Media 

 

1. Working Journal 
 
The specific purpose of this appendix is the preliminary location to present 

and hold all relevant quoted literature and creative work, including personal 

Plein-Air activities, within a Working Journal that parallels the entire study 

(see Appendix 01. Working Journal). The Journal comprises of five folders, 

one for each year of the investigation, including the theoretical and practice 

based work produced during the preparation period for the PhD (2005), which 

in turn, further established the co-dependent method of using theory and 

practice as a principal research tool. In addition, the chronological structure of 

the Journal charts and records the development of the study through daily, 

monthly and then yearly accounts. This includes visual juxtapositions of 

existing artworks, personal practice, a visual log and appraisals, regarding the 

progression of the investigation, through written responses to tutorials with the 

supervisory team, which also has its own identified appendix (see Appendix 

09. Response to Tutorials for further information). This has permitted a 

process of reflection and for information to be evaluated, refined and 

implemented in the following research stages. 

  

2. Literature Review  
 
The literature review focused on souring key texts aligned to the research 

area and thus reflected through the Bibliography (see page 303). 

Subsequently, allowing the indentified literature to be evaluated against the 

research question and then incorporated throughout the study. Therefore, the 

salient aspects have been embedded within the thesis to assist in the 

examination and presentation of the contextual framework of the investigation 

that traces the evolution of the Material Chronology.  
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3. Timelines 
 
The refinement and implementation of the central ideas and themes that have 

been gathered and identified through the Working Journal and continuous 

Literature Review are then refined and presented within four PowerPoint 

Presentations that act as a collection of visual Timelines. The titles for the 

presentations are as follows: A British Timeline, A European Timeline, A 

Landscape Timeline and A Post War Timeline (see Appendix 02. Timelines). 

 

These chronological presentations display key examples of artworks and form 

further connections to establish a narrative of how the natural world became a 

practical medium for personal expression, within the European Landscape 

School. Compositional resonances, the continuation of the Plein-Air method 

and interactive modes of working within selected locations and actual land 

materials run as unbroken creative narratives throughout these Timelines. 

Thus, displaying and forming original connections between key examples of 

artworks and quotes to assist in the development of the main concepts, 

themes and structure of the investigation.  

 

4. Themes & Concepts 
 
The connections and themes, revealed through the Timelines, with their 

central application of the existing literature, key artwork and creative 

examples from the body of personal work, is then extracted for further 

analysis within a collection of eight PowerPoint Presentations, (see Appendix 

03. Themes & Concepts) as listed below:   

 

1. A Domestic Perspective 
2. Agriculture, Landscape, Interaction & Material 
3. Animism 
4. Drawing the Actual Object: Touch 
5. Materials 
6. The Importance of the Sketch 
7. The Seasons: A Home Landscape 
8. Trees 
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Each presentation has been formatted to demonstrate a creative chronology 

that presents the development of the research findings and assists in drawing 

initial conclusions to help structure the thesis. The clarification for each 

individual topic, though within the same theoretical and creative sphere, has 

been determined by bringing together selected written, visual and practical 

artworks and concepts that relate to the Plein-Air method and an interaction 

with landscape. Therefore, through their juxtaposition, the selected artworks 

have further allowed historical and contemporary practice-based 

methodologies, and final creative outcomes, to be joined across the 

chronology of the investigation and thus, allow the refinement of the study 

within a thematic structure. Consequently, this permits the examination and 

analysis of the recurring concepts, that are present throughout the research, 

and permits a synthesis of information that corresponds to the continuation of 

the Plein-Air technique and the creative succession of the actual material 

world within the Post War era.  

 

5. Identified Themes 
 
The Themes & Concepts, with their integral fusion of the existing literature, 

key artworks and creative examples from the body of personal work, is then 

aligned against the research question and translated into constructing and 

defining the three main identified themes of the study:  

 

 1: Working Plein-Air 
2: A Relationship to Landscape – Home 
3: The Depiction and Use of minutiae Natural Elements  

 

These central themes are presented through respective PowerPoint 

Presentations (see Appendix 04. Identified Themes) that integrate the 

narrative of the study by weaving specific references across the thesis, 

especially to linear issues that develop across the chronology. The three 

strands present the constants of how artists’ have engaged with the reality of 

the material world, landscape and actual land materials, hence, presenting a 

European creative dialogue with the physicality of nature and its effect on the 

use of actual land materials, within the development of the Post War era. 
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6. Interviews 
 
A collection of interviews, from European Post War materially based artists, 

also informs and furthers the investigation. The interviews act as a source of 

primary and original information, relating to the Identified Themes of the thesis 

and the fruition of actual land materials, as a focal subject and media, for Post 

War creative practice. The artists interviewed include, Chris Drury (1948 - ) 

and Robert Perry (1944 - ). The information obtained, from the individual 

artists, has its own respective Word Document, so the complete interviews 

can be read (for further information see Appendix 05. Interviews).  

 

7. Visual Thesis  
 
Therefore, stages one to five create the foundation for the Visual Thesis, a 

pictorial presentation that focuses on the selected artworks and examples 

from the co-dependent personal practice that define this investigation. 

Consequently, those who engage with the Visual Thesis can choose a visual 

path into the research and findings. This is presented through a chronological 

and thematic manner to allow the Visual Thesis to be allied against the written 

section of the study, furthermore acting as a distilled visual resource for the 

investigation that informs and constructs the final theoretical and practical 

presentation. The Visual Thesis corresponds to the same number of chapters 

of the written section of the research project, each comprising of four parts 

(see Appendix 06. Visual Thesis).   

 

8. Personal Creative Work 
 
The central role of the co-dependent Personal Creative Work is to combine 

the existing theoretical position, identified through the present literature and 

the sequential research and evaluative process of the project, against a 

practical mode of assessment and evaluation to form new outcomes and to 

answer the research question. This method continues the historic European 

Plein-Air technique of interacting and rendering images of witnessed 

landscape. Though, develops this through using actual interaction, with the 

external world, as a means of analysis to conclude how the experience of the 

natural world has resulted in the central use of actual land materials as a 
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defining focus for Post War European landscape based practitioners’. In 

addition, the actual works documented will be exhibited as part of the 

examination process. 

 

The Personal Creative Work has been logged and presented through a 

collection of Folders that include individual PowerPoint Presentations and 

Word Documents. Also, key Plein-Air excursions have been presented 

through a Web-Site, constructed to express the research activities to a wider 

audience (see Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work and the web-site 

www.djgreening.co.uk for further information). 

 

Therefore, the use of articulating actual land materials, found objects, the 

experience of Plein-Air excursions, Sketchbooks (viewed on request) and 

Working Journals will give new insights into how the subject of landscape has 

become an actual creative medium, achieved through three-dimensional 

manifestations and their ability to present visual and physical responses, 

equal and related to written outcomes. These new practice led presentations, 

combined with a Written and Visual Thesis, will present how the material 

world has evolved from a subject of study and representation into a media of 

experience and personal expression. Furthermore, due to the personal 

practice led element of the study, the thesis will use the personal pronoun, 

informed by the studies of Harwood (2005.a) and Vassileva (1998). Therefore, 

the role of the individual, united to a self-conscious awareness of their place 

within a historical and physical landscape context, will be tied into the thesis 

and assist in presenting the four key developmental stages of subject into 

media. 

 

9. Key Development Stages/Chapters: Subject into Media 
 
The results of the nine key stages, that compose the sequential research and 

evaluative methodology of this investigation, have led to a focus on four key 

developmental phases. These trace and illustrate the continuity and 

development of the European Landscape Schools progression from the 

depiction of the subject of landscape into a physical interactive source, studio 
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and medium for creative expression, within the Post War era. These stages 

construct the thematic led narrative for each one of the four identified chapters 

of the thesis, each section building on the last and thus, intending to resolve 

the research question (see Appendix 08. Key Development Stages of Subject 

into Media). 

 

Moreover, each chapter includes a Plein-Air excursion, ranging from Roma, 

Bath, Avebury and The Clent Hills. This is the integral inclusion of the co-

dependent strand of the study, implementing the actual experience of 

locations, combined with historical information and external techniques, into 

the identified research area. Therefore, each respective chapter will 

demonstrate a key stage of development that has allowed the subject of 

landscape to evolve into a creative media; a progression illustrated below 

through the visual timeline (figs 16-32).  

 

The Four Key Development Stages/Chapters 

 

 Chapter One (1560-1800): A Known Landscape & Italy: A Plein-Air 
Excursion.   

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 16. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape.  

(National Gallery of Art, Washington. 2007). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 17. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). An Artist Sketching, c.1640. 

(Andrews. 1999, p.98). 
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↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 18. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). Tivoli: Temple of the Sibyl and the Campagna II. 

(Constable. 1953, Plate.116b). 

↓ 
 

 Chapter Two (1800-1900): “The how as well as the what” (Joyes; 
Forge. 1975, p.7). 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 19. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). Self-Portrait Sketching. c.1754-9. 

(Myrone; Rosenthal. 2002, p.57). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figures 20-1. John Constable (1776-1837). Study of foliage, 1820-30, and a page from a 

sketchbook, 1813. (Parkinson. 1998, p.66-7). 

↓ 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 22. Claude Monet (1840-1926). The Beach at Trouville 1870. 

(Langmuir. 1997, pp.315-16). 

↓ 
 

 Chapter Three (1900-1960): The Spirit of the Material World.  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 23. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Standing with Sketchbook, Cowley Dump, Oxford. 1940. 

(Causey et al., 2003, p.117). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 24. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942).Chalk Paths. 1935.  

(Constable. 1982, Plate.8). 

↓ 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 25. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). Blue Glass Airscape, 1960. 

(Stephens. 2000, p.165). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 26. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). Waterloo, et la terre tremble encore, 1982. 

(Arasse. c.2001, p.109). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 27. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). Alpi Marittime (Maritime Alps). 1968. 

(Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p.146). 

↓ 
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 Chapter Four (1960-2009): “Into the Soil” (Bjork et al., 2008).  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 28. Ulla Viotti (1933 - ). Homage to King Bol. 

(Heeney. 2003, p.86). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 29. Nils Udo (1937 - ). "Untitled", Indian O ean, 1990. c

(The Green Museum. No date. b). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 30. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). Das Grosse R stuck. 1979. asen

(Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.42). 

↓ 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 31. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). Peter’s Story, 1986-89. La g at a waterhole, Frome n

Creek, Flinders Ranges. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.107). 

↓ 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
Figure 32. Richard Long (1945 - ).Cerne Abbas Walk. 1975. 

(Dimbleby. 2005, p.190). 
 

herefore, within Chapter One, we will see the first stage of development and 
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hus, chapters one to three illustrate the foundation for the creative lineage 

ir 

, 

allowing the evolution of the Material Chronology that defines this study to be 

T

how the creation of Ideal Landscape was able to form a sole discipline of 

personal practice, focused on landscape and personal experience. And wi

its creation, allowed the individual artist to walk and work within the natural 

world, able to decide on a method, location and subject. The next stage of 

development, as discussed through Chapter Two, will present how these 

initial practice based methodologies can be explored further, through 

investigating how the development of the Plein-Air technique incorpora

further experience of selected locations, including the creation of sketchbooks 

and model landscapes. This allowed the artist to progress their physical and 

creative role with the material world, permitting artworks to be inspired from 

nature, and finalised while within the external studio of the material world. Th

leads to the focus of Chapter Three, where these threads join even closer 

together, to present a development through a contextual progression define

by the Plein-Air artist actually staying within the natural world, communing 

with its visual and material character, and reinforced through the 

corresponding concepts of animism and the minutiae. Here, the m

experience of the selected location is now able to be presented, equally to

chosen subject of landscape.    

 

T

that runs as an unbroken line throughout the European Landscape School, 

culminating within the final stage of development that is discussed and 

presented within Chapter Four. Here, the material fruition of the Plein-A

technique, through the individuals’ personal landscape vision, is presented
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n confirmed.  Therefore, these four developmental stages present the unbroke

line of the Plein-Air method and with the allied practice based inclusions, 

introduction and conclusion present the structure, documentation and findings 

for the investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



One (1560-1800) 
 

A Known Landscape & Italy:  
A Plein-Air Excursion: An interactive and creative immersion 
into the material world, through the concept of Ideal Landscape and the Plein-
Air method of walking and drawing, permitting the practitioner to move into 
their chosen muse to collect visual and physical information. This later 
assisted in the construction and presentation of painted landscape responses 
while within the studio, and setting in motion a creative emphasis on 
landscape and actual land materials as a creative cipher that would continue 
unbroken to the present time, and which forms the focus of this study.  
  
Chapter One is presented within three sections, each one establishing an 
important aspect of the creative lineage that permitted the subject of 
landscape to become an actual medium for personal creative production and 
final presentation. The three sections are as follows: To be Plein-Air, Rome, 
An External Approach and Tivoli, An Open Air Landscape. The sections 
contain the documentation of my personal practice set against the historical 
precedents that focus on actual Plein-Air excursions that walk and work within 
the footsteps of the artists integral to this investigation. The chapter also 
includes discussion on the identified themes of the study, thus establishing a 
theoretical and practice based method of analysis and evaluation to present 
research findings and insights.  
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To be Plein-Air  

 
 

Far from my dearest Friend, ’tis mine to rove 
Through bare grey dell, high wood, and pastoral cove; 
Where Derwent rests, and listens to the roar 
That stuns the tremulous cliffs of high Lodore; 
Where peace to Grasmere’s lonely island leads, 
To willowy hedge-rows, and to emerald meads; 
Leads to her bridge, rude church, and cottage grounds, 
Her rocky sheepwalks, and her woodland bounds; 
Where, undisturbed by winds, Winander sleeps.  
 (Wordsworth. 1908, p.2). 

 
An Evening Walk  

William Wordsworth (1770-1850) 
 
When Wordsworth described his action and personal desire to roam within the 

landscape of Windermere, as presented through the poem above, we can 

imagine how he was able to commune with the reality of landscape as equally 

as St Francis had previously been depicted by Bellini and Wolfgang Laib 

(1950 - ) continues to do so within the Post War era (see figs 33 and 34 on 

the following page). Wordsworth was thus describing an interactive and 

creative Plein-Air method; a method that at its heart was defined by the 

lineage and placement of the individual within their chosen subject. Here, to 

be outside, within the external world, visually and physically communing with 

the details of nature became an appropriate action, which has become in 

contemporary terms, as with Laib, almost a conventional, commonplace 

activity. 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 33. Giovanni Bellini (called Giambellino) 
(c.1430/40-1516). St Francis in the Wilderness (Clarke.1961, p.25). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 34. Wolfgang Laib (1950 - ). In the buttercup 
meadow (Crowther. 1994, p.25). 
 

However, Wordworth’s insight was actually a revolutionary act of 

documentation for his time, and through a focus on the humble subject of 

landscape he placed himself within an existing Plein-Air and material 

chronology. Thus, his revelation in writing about his external experiences, 

within Windermere, is creativity surrounded by and based on those who had 

previously held similar concerns. He is therefore part of a creative narrative of 

the land, a result of what preceded him, and leading to the suggestion of what 

would occur next. This unbroken line ultimately led to the Post War usage of 

the natural world as a subject and tangible paint box and would come to 

define the role of landscape within the 20th century. This would allow soil to be 

used as paint and leaves as a medium for sculpture. Though, where does the 

seed for this creative and material story start, bound within the consciousness 

of the practitioner, an act of genesis through the spirit of the landscape or 

deep within the Italian countryside of the early 17th century? Through the 

chronology and the identified themes that focus this study and chapters, these 

questions will begin to be answered. The starting point for this journey is with 

the Italian artist Annibale Carracci (1560-1609), who while walking within the 

environs of Roma during the 16th century was seeing and experiencing similar 

scenes that Wordsworth’s would have done within the 19th century. It may 
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have been a different time, country and language, but the essence of the land 

is able to transcend these differences, united through the action of being 

Plein-Air.  

 

Therefore, an outdoor awareness and understanding of the material world can 

permit the contemplation of the “humblest objects in nature” (Stainton. 1991, 

p.14), a perception that has further allowed “us to see ‘into the life of things” 

(Stainton. 1991, p.14). For example, as for Wordsworth, a “high wood, and 

pastoral cove” (Wordsworth. 1908, p.2), or a daffodil, and for Carracci, the 

physical wonderment of the landscape of Italy. Consequently, a transition 

occurred, the start of an evolution that is fundamental to establishing the 

progression of subject into media. This can be presented by how Carracci 

allowed the act of personal experience to become central within a creative 

construct and final act of presentation. Carracci defined this through the 

creation of the compositional formula he would describe as Ideal Landscape; 

a very classical idea to present a model version of nature, ordered and 

presented, though importantly distilled from the reality of the site specific 

countryside he had witnessed.  

 

To further present the importance of Carracci’s creative movement into the 

material world, a specific work by him will be used from which this 

evolutionary journey will begin. This is his painting solely titled Landscape 

(see fig 35) the “first wholly personal landscape statement [in European art] as 

well as his earliest known painting which [has] landscape as [its] true subject” 

(Posner. 1971, pp.115-16, Vol 1). This painting, as Posner (1971, p.116, Vol 

1) further stated was, “far less the results of Annibale’s study of Niccolo dell 

Abate [c.1512 – 1571] than of his walks in the countryside, [and] the scores of 

drawings that were his means of learning the poetry of nature”. 
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To produce such a work Carracci engaged in actual creative dialogue with his 

muse, learning first hand from nature and capturing this primary information 

within his practice. As he walked, his footsteps over the land became creative 

actions that would later be echoed through the movement of his pencil over 

paper or brush over canvas. Thus, the act of walking was itself tracing a line, 

not just over and through the countryside around Roma but through the 

practitioners thought processes and final creative presentations. The walk for 

the first time can be seen as tool of discovery, as an action to find those 

Classical motifs for contemplation and expression. Here, a “naturalistic 

technique” (Posner. 1971, pp.113-14, Vol 1) was formed and “the experience 

of the landscape” (Howard. 1991, p.29) created a new aesthetic and 

conceptual basis for the European landscapist, one that would centre on 

personal experience, observation and physical immersion.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 35. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape. 
(National Gallery of Art, Washington. 2007). 

 

The material world, therefore, gave impetus to the construction of a pure 

landscape narrative, a story that Carracci clearly told to those who viewed and 

still view his work. The Plein-Air method from this point can be characterised 

through a direct interaction with the natural world, and became the primary 

means by which to understand the subject of landscape. In turn, such an 

approach would form the start of the creative lineage and culminate in the 

work of the Post Second World War artists who would both follow and extend 

the same Plein-Air path. 

This external method, coupled with an engagement with selected locations, 

can bring the individual to the land, and one of the principal contributions of 

Carracci’s practice is that he “permits us to move closer” (Posner. 1971, 
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“us to the very 

edge of the river, to a point where the trees on the bank tower above us and 

spread a canopy of leafy branches over our heads. We feel that we stand 

within a forest, and this creates the wonderful impression of intimacy and 

close contact with nature that the paintings convey” (Posner. 1971, p.116, Vol 

1). Therefore, such paintings as Landscape allow us, the viewer, to be within 

the landscape the artist has witnessed and to commune with the details of 

nature, ranging from the depiction of a single blade of grass to an individual 

leaf. The portrait of these minutiae elements allows the movement from the 

general to the specific, the progression of a material and interactive dialogue.  

 

We are thus permitted to walk alongside Carracci, visually through his 

canvases and onto our own Plein-Air excursions; what was once documented, 

within the 16th century, can be experienced once again, reflective, though 

singular to the individuals own place within the external world. Such a 

personal journey allows an engagement into real landscapes and physical 

interactions with its character, following and adding to the material chronology 

of the European Landscape School. Here, the narrative of the land can be 

experienced at firsthand through the method of the walk. This method was a 

factor in the exploration of my personal creative project titled, Carracci & 

Clent, which took place on Monday 26th March 2007 within the Clent Hills, 

Worcestershire,. (See the following figs 36-45 and for further information see 

Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Carracci and Clent). 
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Figures 36-45. D J Greening. Carracci & Clent. A Walk within The Clent Hills, Worcestershire, to discover the visual 
resonance between the practice of Annibale Carracci (1560-1609) and a personal experience of landscape.  

(Monday 26th March 2007)1. 

 

                                                 
1 Black and white image from, Posner. 1971. Plate 50, Volume 2. Colour image from: National Gallery of Art, 
Washington. 2007. 
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The work presented previously is a product inspired by Carracci, a result of 

my personal Plein-Air experience to re-visit his 17th century Plein-Air method, 

within the 21st century. A correlation can also be found to Carracci’s drawings 

and how the individual has been depicted (see figs 46-48 below). Here, 

personal interaction with a landscape has been documented and thus able to 

inspire actual personal experience. Therefore, we are invited to follow those 

who have been represented and walk, swim or just sit within the natural world.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 46 Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape. 
(Posner. 1971, Fig 96, Vol 1). 
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 Figure 47 Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape 
with Swimmers. London, Oppe Collection. (Posner. 1971, Fig 95, Vol 1). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 48 Annibale Carracci: Landscape. (Posner. 1971, 
Fig 98, Vol 1). 
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Therefore, being within a selected location, the environs of The Clent Hills, 

Worcestershire, I was able to discover and document my own ideal landscape 

compositions and place it against Carracci’s to form the record of a Post War 

Plein-Air excursion; thus, permitted to continue to walk within his creative 

legacy. Though, this is a retrospective view, one that is unique to my own 

experience. However, it is a perspective that holds the expectation of 

discovery, a characteristic that has been present from Carracci to the present 

day. Here, actual landscapes can not only inform the final creation of 

artworks, but through the Plein-Air method the actual location of the artist, 

within a selected landscape, at a given time, resounds through its continuity, 

between those who have previously chosen to be within the studio of nature.  

 

The result of this combined experience enables a direct interaction with the 

reality of the natural world; both scenes and actual materials are able to be 

experienced. Therefore, the Plein-Air method, as Carl Ritter stated, c.1830, 

has allowed “the very productions of the soil [to be] interwoven, as it were, 

into the textures of the human mind” (Andrews. 1999, p.181) – interwoven into 

the individuals conscious desire to be within their muse and combined, not 

just with a physical appreciation, but a searching insight into the chronology 

that has permitted the artist to be outside; to be Plein-Air as a creative method 

and eventually a final act of production and material presentation. Hence, the 

natural world, with all its details and facets is to be “grasped, held in awe, 

viewed as a wonderful spectacle and as a mirror of all manner of passions. 

She is alive, and artists feel themselves to be more alive in her company” 

(Mullins. 1985, pp.12-13). In addition, within Carracci’s painting The Baptism 

of Christ, 1585, (see figs 49-50) the concept of feeling alive within the 

company of the natural world has been transcended and captured through a 

creative response.  
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Figures 49 and 50. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). 
The Baptism of Christ. Bologna, S. Gregorio (detail right hand side). 

 (Krén; Marx. No date).  
 
Posner (1971, p.114, Vol 1) discussed the “soft, damp earth”, that had been 

rendered so succinctly by Carracci within this canvas, (see the detail above, 

fig 50), that we could once again walk into his work, his landscape, and 

witness the “direct, intimate confrontation aspects with nature” (Posner. 1971, 

p.113, Vol 1) that he initially experienced. This allows us the viewer to hold 

the reality of the material world in our hands, to actively search for the 

materiality that Carracci had portrayed, and include such experiences into the 

creations and presentation of artworks within the Post War Era.  

 

From this, The Baptism and Landscape, produced at a time when Carracci 

was starting to focus on creating pure landscape works, illustrates how such 

paintings led to the fruition of his Plein-Air and material practice, where in the 

1590s he gave central emphasis to “the beauties of inanimate nature … 

presented for their own sake and as a primary subject” (Posner. 1971, p.113, 

Vol 1). This presents a shift into the central application of the material world 

and therefore, this primary subject is defined by the components of method 

and subject. We are “invited to envisage the viewer as part of the scene” 

(Howard. 1991, p.29), to share the actual Plein-Air experience which as a 

result defines the reality woven and presented into the canvas, thus permitted 

to have our own external and material experiences.  
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As a consequence, we are not only confronted with “inanimate nature” 

(Posner. 1971, p.113, Vol 1), but a living nature defined through the 

individuals interactions, where the natural world can be remembered, relayed 

and reflected, while viewing artworks and being Plein-Air; linking location, 

experience and subject. Such an approach was uncovered while visiting The 

Musee du Louvre, Paris, on Thursday 11th December, 2008, to view the 

Carracci canvas titled, Hunting, c.1585-8. (See figs 51-2 and for further 

information view Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Paris December 

2008). Here, I was able to experience the “deep, abiding love of nature”, 

(Posner. 1971, p.113, Vol 1) Carracci held with his muse, an appreciation that 

resonated back to the material and visual reality I had searched for and been 

exposed to previously within The Clent Hills.  
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Figure 51. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Hunting, c.1585-88. Oil on canvas. (Carracci. 
c.1585-8. Paris: Musee du Louvre). 
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Figure 52. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Hunting [Detail], c.1585-88. Oil on canvas. 
(Carracci. c.1585-8. Paris: Musee du Louvre). 
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Therefore, while in the Louvre, I was able to be in contact with Carracci’s soft 

damp earth, an earth I had seen and touched myself through my Plein-Air 

walks, I was in what might be termed a dialogue with a landscape image, 

though not just defined by reading a visual scene, but also through reading a 

creative method of being placed within the natural world. Accordingly, a key 

benefit of the Plein-Air can be presented through its influence and ability to 

bring the artist to the land and be expressed through a creative presentation. 

Within this thesis, such experiences of actual artworks, locations and previous 

Plein-Air creative interactions have been repeated at each stage of my 

exploration of the chronology that defines the timeline for this investigation. 

This is an example of specific artists being my model and mentor, to lead me 

to those individuals who comprise the European Landscape School, and on 

into actual landscapes. The differing nature of my creative responses, that are 

presented throughout this thesis, are thus a testament to the shifting nature of 

the evolving attitude to experiencing landscape, an attitude that corresponds 

to W. J. T. Mitchell, who stated that, “Landscape is a medium of exchange 

between the human and the natural, the self and the other” (Andrews. 1999, 

p.15).  

 

Such inclusive exchanges have allowed the continuation and development of 

the Plein-Air landscape chronology and genre. A direct creative descendant 

from Carracci, who held such an approach, is the French landscapist Claude 

Lorrain (Claude Gellee) (1600-1682). Claude was an avid sketcher, devoted 

to being outside. He collected visual scenes, scribing hundreds of pen and ink 

drawings to form his Liber Veritatis, a collection of his Plein-Air activities, now 

held in the British Museum, London.   
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Claude, as Carracci had previously, expressed an “exquisite naturalism” 

(Andrews. 1999, p.99) through his Plein-Air work. This is a naturalism that is 

imbued with personal feeling, created from a direct experience of the external 

world, but most of all an instrument to reveal “how Claude saw things” (Cotté. 

1970, p.70). Nowhere better can this approach be seen than through the 

collection held in London at the British Museum and while actually viewing 

Claude’s Plein-Air work on Friday 11th April 2008, the action of placing oneself 

next to his work might be equated to placing oneself ‘within’ a physical 

landscape. Hence, the result of Claude’s desire to be and work within the 

natural world can start to unfold, a creative story defined by interaction, 

documentation and presentation. (For further information see Appendix 01. 

Working Journal 2008 → D. April Journal 2008, from page 16).   

 

A key example, that presents the further evolution of this narrative, is Claude’s 

rendering of An Artist Sketching, c.1640 (see fig 53). Here, the method of 

being in contact with material nature has been recorded. Suddenly, the actual 

process of working outside is in itself a subject for artistic documentation. The 

freedom, purity and immediacy, which Claude would have experienced, while 

walking and working Plein-Air has been captured within the artwork. As the 

viewer, we are permitted to be captivated by the “bravura, that [enabled] 

Claude [to] take account of nature in its wilder aspects” (Russell. c.1982, 

p.202), and start our own “process of ordering nature … out-of-doors” 

(Russell. c.1982, p.202). 
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 Figure 53. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). An Artist 
Sketching, c.1640. (Andrews. 1999, p.98). 
 
This is an external process that can find further resonance through the Post 

War practice of Wolfgang Laib (1950 - ) (see fig 54 below). Laib holds a 

continuous Plein-Air dialogue with the world that surrounds him, a dialogue 

that is integral to the European desire to be within actual landscapes. Laib 

constantly refreshes his creative vocabulary, illustrated by how in 1993 he 

stated that he is, “always going back [to nature] because that is where my 

work comes from” (Crowther. 1994, p.27).  
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 Figure 54. Wolfgang Laib (1950 - ). In the buttercup 
meadow (Crowther. 1994, p.25). 
 
To explore Claude’s process of experiencing and ordering nature out-of-

doors, and its influence on Laib’s Post War method of going back to nature, I 

created a series of works that used soil, gathered from an actual landscape, 

as a medium to record both a landscapes image and a Plein-Air activity. The 

creative approach of these drawings was defined by Claude’s studies and 

Laib’s focus on the Plein-Air as a process and final presentation. 
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Furthermore, while viewing Claude’s sketches (at the British Museum) the 

il 

nt 

 Figure 55. D J Greening. 
. Paper and Soil (Soil Gathered from the 

m. 

 Figure 56. D J Greening. 
. Paper and Soil (Soil Gathered from the 

m. 

in-

f site-

most striking attribute was not just the freedom of the brushwork but the 

suggestion of the land itself; the use of brown ink was evocative of the so

and thus inspired the collection (see figs 55-6 below). Although, this comme

is, in itself, a self-conscious reaction on my part; an aspect I will return to.  

 

Landscape (Soil) Painting. Saturday 15th March, 2008
Hagley Woods, The Clent Hills, Worcestershire). Dimensions: H. 17.8 cm x W. 29.6c
 

Landscape (Soil) Painting. Saturday 15th March, 2008
Hagley Woods, The Clent Hills, Worcestershire). Dimensions: H. 17.8 cm x W. 29.6c
 

herefore, it is possible to experience Claude’s creative mantra, to be PleT

Air, and as many of Claude’s drawings were produced while working in the 

landscape that was familiar to Carracci, Roma, we can subsequently walk, 

work and physically interact within this chosen landscape or other selected 

locations. This is the result of a creative chronology that links Claude to 

Carracci and Laib to the Plein-Air ancestry that defines the experience o

specific landscapes, within the Post War Era, thus, bringing the European 

landscapist into a common evolved method. 
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Here, practice based and visual bridges can cross the conscious desires of 

p 

 

ally 

the individual, over timeframes and actual environments. The result is a grou

of artists that placed the Plein-Air technique at the forefront of their practice, 

and through its continuation and progression, the natural world was seen not 

just as a backdrop for biblical or historical narratives, but as central narrative 

in its own right. Hence, a timeline can be illustrated from one generation to the

next, (see figs 57-64) each extending and encouraging a direct interaction 

with nature, allowing the walk to be an integral working method and eventu

allowing ink, pen and paint to be replaced by the media that they once 

rendered. (For further visual information see Appendix 02. Timelines). 
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 Figure 57. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). 
Landscape (c.1635). Chalk, brown wash. (Cotté. 1970, p.90). 
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 Figure 58. Alexander Cozens (1717-
1786). The Banks of a Lake. Study in Indian ink, pages of a sketchbook. (Meyer. 1995, p.35). 
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 Figure 59. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). 
Portreath Rock, 1950. Gouache. (Lanyon et al., 1983, p.20). 
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 Figure 60. John Constable (1776-1837). 
Trees and a Stretch of water on the Stour, c.1830-6. Pencil and sepia wash. (Sunderland. 
1993, pp.126-7). 
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 Figure 61. Ulrike Arnold (1950 - ). 
Meteorite 1. 2009. Meteorite dust with binder on canvas. (Garbracht. 2009, pp.158-9). 
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 Figure 62. Bernard Leach (1887-1979). 
Ink Drawing. (Watson. 1997, p.49). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 63. D J Greening. A Drawing from Drawing Tin: The Hagley Woods, The Clent Hills, 
Worcestershire created on 18th May, 2007. Brown Paper and Soil Gathered from The Hagley 
Woods, The Clent Hills. A4. 
 

  
 
Figure 64. D J Greening. Drawing Tin; Working Plein-Air: The Hagley Woods, The Clent Hills, 
Worcestershire, 18th May 2007. For further information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative 
Work → 2007 Personal Creative Work, from Slide 97.  
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Roma 

An External Approach 
Sunday 31st August – Tuesday 9th September, 2008 

 
The preceding juxtaposition of images sets in motion the presentation of the 

interactive shift for subject to become media. This creative story can further 

be explored through the importance of a selected location. Roma, through the 

practice of Carracci and Claude, can thus be presented as a crucible for the 

evolution of the Plein-Air, and the artist actually touching and knowing the 

reality of their chosen landscape. Therefore, the next section of this chapter 

will focus on this landscape and its influence on the collection of visual and 

physical information, which started a creative emphasis on actual land 

materials as a creative cipher for the Post War artist. This will be presented 

through the record of a personal practice based interaction with the city that 

occurred between Sunday 31st August to Tuesday 9th September, 2008 (for 

further information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Roma 

September 2008). 

 

While in Roma, I self-consciously walked within the footsteps of those who 

had gone before, adding to a chronology but also uncovering familiar scenes 

and methods that resonated through the creative responses of the artists that 

define this thesis. While immersed within the city that Carracci and Claude 

had previously known, the application of the Plein-Air could be considered 

(see figs 65-6). Here, a creative journey resulted in a collection of drawn and 

photographic responses, presented throughout this section. Thus, through the 

method of the Plein-Air I was permitted to work within a selected location and 

placed myself within the landscape of my forbearers as an interactive method 

of discovery.  
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Figures 65 and 66. D J Greening, Drawing in Roma, Sunday 31st August – Tuesday 9th 
September, 2008 and Claude Lorrain (1600-1682), An Artist Sketching, c.1640,  

(Andrews. 1999, p.98). 
 
The concept of being linked to a particular location illustrates a key shift of 

concern; a creative concern that was uncovered through being in the city of 

Roma and the surrounding area of the Campagna. The Plein-Air method is an 

essential component in the gathering of information, and though this 

historically resulted in sketches that would have been taken back to the studio 

and worked into the production of final canvases, the actual primary 

experience of the subject was the key. Landscape was not just a two-

dimensional rendering, but a physical and inclusive environment, a place 

where, according to Claude’s friend Joachim von Sandrart (1606-1688), he 

would be at “first and last … a student of nature” (Cotté. 1970, p.25). 

 

Therefore, I became this student in Roma, and as Claude had beforehand I 

placed myself within all “the forms of nature, [and became an aspect of those] 

who inhabit an ordered and spacious realm,… beautifully, serene, and 

harmoniously connected” (Russell. c.1982, p.47). Hence, as Claude had lived 

within his Italian city and Campagna, and used his practice as a device to 

become connected to what he loved, I desired to walk, draw and experience a 

similar Plein-Air method, though remembering at all times that artists, such as 

Claude, had allowed me to experience such methods as creative interactions 

and final presentation (see figs 67-72). 
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Roma Plein-Air [Friday 5th September, 2008] 
 

 Figure 67. D J Greening. Rome. Pen on Paper (overlaid 
with tracing paper). Friday 5th September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 

 

 Figure 68. D J Greening. Rome. Pen on Paper (overlaid 
with tracing paper). Friday 5th September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

Figure 69. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). View with Trees. 
Chalk, brown and pink washes. (Cotté. 1970, p.49). 
  

 Figure 70. D J Greening. Rome. Pen on Paper (overlaid 
with tracing paper). Friday 5th September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
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 Figure 71. D J Greening. Rome. Pen on Paper (overlaid 
with tracing paper). Friday 5th September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
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 Figure 72. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). Wooded 
Landscape (c.1635). Pen, brown wash. (Cotté. 1970, p.68). 
 
Therefore, the previous drawings, juxtaposed against their inspiration, trace a 

line of creative interaction from Claude to myself. Claude’s Plein-Air sketches 

are very personal creations which, when viewed from a 21st century 

perspective can be seen as the precursors of what came later. They were, of 

course, never intended for sale, or even public exposure, but fundamental to a 

working process and as Cotté (1970, p.15) stated they hold “certain purity… 

[and] reveal the fountainhead of [his] work in all its spontaneous [clarity]”. 

Consequently, to have a direct and natural experience, leading to a primary 

creative result, can be presented as a choice; a personal desire to witness 

and document an unadulterated scene. Nevertheless, in doing so, the 

universal landscape becomes personalised, an experience I mirror in my own 

practice.  

 

Furthermore, this method of seeing and touching a real scene, an actual 

landscape, can illustrate how the Plein-Air technique was fundamental to 

allowing the artist to be outside. In turn, this permitted the individual to place 

themselves against the focus of their practice, landscape. Here, a visual and 

creative story can unfold; a sequence of events that can discover the scenes, 

motifs and vistas that have previously been witnessed. Through finding 
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images of resonance, it is not just the scene that is important but the act of 

actually being confronted with a reality that has been observed, to stand in the 

location of the previous generation of European Landscapist, and permitted to 

do so because of their personal choice to be Plein-Air. 

 

While walking and drawing in Roma I frequently discovered compositions and 

scenes that I had seen before, familiar images that hang on gallery walls in 

the United Kingdom, though I was confronted with the reality of these views 

through this contemporary experience. Just as walking in the Clent Hills was 

reminiscent of Carracci’s landscapes, Roma gave images from Claude, 

Thomas Jones (1742-1803), Paul Nash (1889-1946) and the Post War 

practice of Alberto Burri (1915-[1995]), see the following figs 73-83. This 

sense of an accumulated experience is one that runs throughout this study as 

an integral theme, and binds those who have shared the experience of 

landscape, establishing and strengthening a European material chronology. 

 

Resonance: Roma  
 

 Figure 73. D J Greening. Castel Sant Angelo & 
Pontes Sant Angelo. Roma, Friday 5th September, 2008. 
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 Figure 74. Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). Pastoral 
Landscape with the Ponte Molle, 1645. Oil on canvas. (Myrone; Rosenthal. 2002, p.250). 
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 Figure 75. D J Greening. Parco Della Villa 
Borghese. Roma, Friday 5th September, 2008. 
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 Figure 76. Thomas Jones (1742-1803). 
In the Road to Santa Maria de'Monti, near Naples: Morning 1781. Watercolour and pencil on 
paper. Support. (Tate Gallery. No date. a). 
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 Figure 77. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Wood 
on the Downs, 1930. Oil on canvas. (Causey et al., 2003, p. 27). 
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 Figure 78. D J Greening. Parco Della Villa 
Borghese. Roma, Friday 5th September, 2008. 
 

 Figure 79. D J Greening. Parco Della Villa 
Borghese. Roma, Friday 5th September, 2008. 
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 Figure 80. Alberto Burri (1915-[1995]). Sacco H3, 
1954, Sacking H3. Sacking, pumice stone, oil paint and Vinavil on canvas. (Gale. 2005, 
pp.78-9). 
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 Figure 81. D J Greening. Parco Della Villa 
Borghese. Roma, Friday 5th September, 2008. 
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 Figure 82. Alberto Burri (1915-[1995]). Sacco e 
rosso, 1954, Sacking and Red. Sacking and oil on canvas. (Gale. 2005, p. 16). 
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 Figure 83. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). The 
Baptism of Christ. Bologna, S. Gregorio. (Krén; Marx. No date).  
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Here, within a landscape of reality and European art history, a material 

chronology can start to be revealed. As Claude’s highly personal Plein-Air 

productions allowed him to become in “direct contact with the external world” 

(Cotté. 1970, p.64), while in Roma I followed this method, drawing a 

“vocabulary from nature” (Cotté. 1970, p.64), forming a relationship that 

allowed the “essential individuality” (Cotté. 1970, pp. 64) of the natural world 

to bring my practice to the European Landscape School, as much as to the 

reality of the earth itself. Hence, a creative language was formed, defined 

through an inclusive dialogue between artist, subject and the actual natural 

world.  

 

This language can now reveal how the external method of the Plein-Air, 

combined with its ability to experience the physical world, allowed European 

artists to walk within a creative and material line, stretching back to Claude 

and Carracci. Therefore, when a Post War practitioner, such as Burri chooses 

to use natural materials as an integral medium for his work, he places himself 

in the creative lineage that stretches back to Carracci. Such connections are 

integral to this investigation and show how artists, from the 16th to the 20th 

century, shared the same love for the “soft, damp earth” (Posner. 1971, p.114, 

Vol 1). This is a physical desire to record creative actions and tangible 

memories, within both the production and final presentation of the works that 

define their material practice.  

 

Therefore, the act of combining the methods and works of European 

landscapists, alongside their external working methods, particular 

environments and choice of subject can illustrate that within the Post War era, 

we can work within the same external and creative sphere. Thus, we are 

somehow permitted to take a sketchbook and pencil on a journey through a 

real landscape, (the pencil being a relatively new innovation for the European 

Landscapists of the 17th century, (see fig 84) and immerse ourselves in a 

landscape, rambling through its character, as Jones2 would reminisce about 

his jaunts within the countryside of Naples and Rome:  

                                                 
2 Chilvers discussed (1993. pp, 259): while Jones was in Italy between 1776-1783, he spent those seven years “on 
location”, creating some of the first “British examples of … open-air” sketches, (see fig 127, page 92) sketches that 
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Very agreeably rambling about and Making a Number of Views and 
Sketches of the Different scenes in this most picturesque Country  
(Tate Gallery. No date. b). 

 
Thomas Jones (1742-1803) 
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Figure 84. Faber-Castell, Pencil, c.17th century. 
(Faber-Castell. No date). 

 

As Carracci, Claude and Jones had previously in Roma, I continued this 

creative method further; a method achieved through using practical and 

portable creative media; sketchbooks, pencils, pen/ink, camera and even 

occasionally collecting leaves from the grounds of the Parco Della Villa 

Borghese, to record the actual material reality of a witnessed landscape, an 

authenticity that would have also been known by Burri. 

 

Therefore, to be Plein-Air and to walk through, photograph and draw 

locations, such as the Foro Romano, and to follow in the footsteps of the 

European Landscape School, enabled further images of resonance to be 

revealed, leading to the documentation of new external and material 

experiences (see figs 85-96). Accordingly, the artist can document “exactly 

what [they see], including the unbeautiful scrubby terrain” (Stainton. 1991, 

p.27) and the broken stones and brickwork that compose picturesque scenes 

from antiquity, including all the details and material essence of the 

environments that the Plein-Air practitioner finds themselves immersed within. 

 
                                                                                                                                            
have a “directness that look forward to”, as much as back to the generation of landscape artist that comprise the 
European School.   Additionally, Jones’s direct manner of creative approach, coupled the mediums of oil, paper, 
board, and the actual experience of being within the material reality of a location, permitted the expression of the 
individual “to discover this scenery for themselves [and] undoubtedly a compelling reason for British landscape 
painters to study in Rome in the second half of the eighteenth century” (Stainton. 1991. pp. 8). 
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Foro Romano [Tuesday 2nd September, 2008] 
 

 
 

Figure 85. D J Greening. Foro Romano, Roma, Tuesday 2nd September, 2008. 
 

 
 

Figure 86. D J Greening. Foro Romano, Roma, Tuesday 2nd September, 2008. 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 87. Claude Lorraine (1600-1682). Foro Romano, 1632.  
(Painted while in Roma). (Wild. 2008, p.56). 

 
Following Figures, 88, 89 and 90, Foro Romano. D J Greening.  

 (Photographic Repetition and Rotation). 
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Roma, Foro Romano, Plein-Air [Tuesday 2nd September, 2008] 
 

 Figure 91. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 92. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 93. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 94. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
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 Figure 95. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 96. D J Greening. Foro Romano. Pen on Paper. 
Tuesday 2nd September, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 
Subsequently, Plein-Air activities, in particular my drawings, can both link in 

method and style once again to Claude’s landscape practice (fig 97). When 

juxtaposed these images show how working outside can present a universal 

application of the individual’s conscious desires. This can be defined by how 

Claude’s personal method of working Plein-Air, recorded through his pen and 

ink sketches, can communicate their method of creation; a method bound 

within each line that traces and presents the reality Claude desired to witness.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 97. Claude Lorraine (1600-
1682). Landscape Studies (1630-1635). Pen. (Cotté. 1970, p.65). 
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Furthermore, as Peter Lanyon (1918-1964), an artist normally associated with 

his native Cornwall, worked in Roma, during the mid 1950s, his choice to work 

within a city, surrounded by the memory of the creative activities of the 

previous European landscape artists, become an integral cipher to define the 

progression of his practice (fig 98). This was not just through physical 

artworks, but through the actions of being within a selected location, exposed 

to its character and its material spirit. Therefore, to be Plein-Air, and its 

continuation throughout the European Landscape School, can show how the 

use of a creative method can, when passed from one generation to the next, 

allow the experience of a chosen subject to transcend into the creation of the 

work itself. Consequently, we can take inspiration from such works, as Claude 

did with Carracci, using the external method of the Plein-Air as a creative 

journey into the material world, the foundation for the Post War artist to use 

actual land materials as a central subject as well as medium. 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

  
 

Figure 98. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). 
Pantheon, Rome, 1957. (Garlake. c.2003, p.47). 

 

 
 

Figure 99. D J Greening. Pantheon, Rome, Monday 1st September, 2008. 
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As a result, a creative ancestry can be presented. This can guide the 

individual towards direct experience and touch, a method that permitted a 

physical interaction and photographic documentation of the Pantheon, in the 

footsteps of Lanyon and his predecessors (see figs 99 on the previous page). 

Furthermore, on the wall of the Hall of the Eagles, within The Capitoline 

Museum, Roma, there can be found an image of a gentleman outside the 

Coliseum with quill in hand (see fig 100). This image, from 1544, can be seen 

to present the model of the Plein-Air from a time even before Carracci partook 

of his walks within and around Roma. Hence, to be within the external world 

has always been an integral element of the individuals journey through a 

landscape; a journey that has allowed experience and documentation. 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 100. Hall of the Eagles. View of the Colosseo (c.1544) Detail from Frieze, The 
Capitoline Museum, Rome. (Borgna. 2000, p.114). 

 
Consequently, once again I placed myself within this historic lineage, walking 

and drawing within the same environment that would have been known to the 

individual depicted from the 16th century fresco. Here, I witnessed the reality 

of a landscape, unlocked through working Plein-Air and thus became exposed 

to the physicality of a particular location (see figs 101-2). 
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Figures 101 and 102. D J Greening. Roma: Colosseo, Working Plein-Air. Wednesday 3rd 
September, 2008. 

 

Able to document my experiences, through the media of the camera and 

paper and pencil I became able to walk and work within a selected location, 

as its visual and material qualities unravelled around me. This creative 

interaction formed junctions between witnessed scenes, the action of 

photographic documentation, drawing and being in direct contact with the 

materials that formed the encompassing environment (figs 103-8).  
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Roma, Colosseo [Wednesday 3rd September, 2008] 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 103. D J Greening. Roma: Colosseo, Exterior. Wednesday 3rd September, 2008. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 104. D J Greening. Roma: Colosseo, Interior. Wednesday 3rd September, 2008. (For 
further information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Roma September 2008, 

 from slide 104). 
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Roma, Colosseo, Plein-Air [Wednesday 3rd September, 2008] 
 

 Figure 105. D J Greening. Colosseo. Pen on Paper. 
Wednesday 3rd, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 106. D J Greening. Colosseo. Pen on Paper. 
Wednesday 3rd, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 107. D J Greening. Colosseo. Pen on Paper. 
Wednesday 3rd, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
 

 Figure 108. D J Greening. Colosseo. Pen on Paper. 
Wednesday 3rd, 2008, H. 20 cm x W. 24.5 cm. 
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Therefore, I was able, through my practice, to use the method of the Plein-Air 

as a device in the material world, combining subject and media. An interactive 

technique that was inspired from the historical precedents that have been 

established by those artists who had previously walked and worked within the 

external world; each step unfolding and thus tracing a creative journey that 

would permit me, as the individual, to travel further into the material world, 

from the city into the countryside beyond (as illustrated through the preceding 

figs 101-8). 
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Tivoli 
An Open Air Landscape  

Saturday 6th September, 2008 
 
Roma, Tivoli, Plein-Air [Saturday 6th September, 2008] 
 
The Plein-Air technique, used and developed in Rome, can therefore be seen 

as an interactive method that encouraged the artist to experience a more 

inclusive representation of the natural world; to delve deeper into its material 

essence. As already discussed, the landscape around Roma, The Campagna, 

was an influential environment for Carracci and Claude, therefore the final 

section of this chapter will focus on a practice based journey into the environs 

of the city, focusing on the town of Tivoli, a historic town with a strong Plein-

Air heritage. (For further information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative 

Work → Roma September 2008, from slide 232). 

 

 
 

Figure 109. D J Greening. Tivoli, Saturday 6th September, 2008. 
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Figure 110. Gaspard Dughet (1615-1675). Tivoli, c.1670. 
Canvas. (Wilson. 1985, pp.70-1). 
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The town of Tivoli illustrates a central movement into the natural world, the 

progression of a practice based and material interaction within a selected 

location. A key artist, who chose to combine both his own character and the 

essence of the witnessed landscape of Tivoli, was Gaspard Dughet (1615-

1675). Within his c.1670 painting (see fig 109 on the previous page) the reality 

of Dughet’s Plein-Air activities were captured and framed, the actual image of 

the represented location is the narrative of the work (Wilson. 1985, p.70), a 

topographical resonance demonstrated through my photographic 

documentation (see fig 110). Therefore, Dughet’s choice to experience and 

portray an actual landscape allowed him to “devote all his energies to 

landscape painting” (Wilson. 1985, p.68); energies that conformed to 

Carracci’s ideal formula but progressed the genre through incorporating “an 

extraordinary degree of naturalistic observation” (Wilson. 1985, p.68) that 

would ultimately allow him, just like his contemporary Claude, to interact and 

touch the physicality of the natural world. 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 111. Claude Lorraine (1600-1682). 
View between Tivoli and Subiaco (dated 1642). 

Pen, brown wash. (Cotté. 1970, p.67). 
 
Hence, an awareness of the soil, Carracci’s “soft, damp earth” (1971, p.114, 

Vol 1), allowed the “rich diversity of natural forms” (Wilson. 1985, p.70) to be 

unlocked to Dughet and Claude. This defined the material realism present 

within the Plein-Air method that was employed within the 17th century. 

Consequently, to continue to walk within the 21st century, within the external 

footsteps of these artists, allowed “the play of light on foliage, rock and water 

[to convey a] sense of freshness and immediacy” (Wilson. 1985, p.70), 

attributes that are bound within Dughet’s and Claude’s representations, but 

also bound and rediscovered through placing oneself within their familiar 
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landscape. This “confirms the truthfulness of … observation” (Wilson. 1985, 

p.70) and how visual images and Plein-Air practice based methods can both 

resonate and inform creative actions and visual accounts. 

 

The juxtaposition of the images on the following page (figs 112-13) show how 

my experience of Tivoli can relate to a 17th century sensibility, however, this 

experience is not just confined to two-dimensional images, but an 

encompassing material sensation created while Plein-Air; an inclusive image 

that allowed the experience of nature to be both pictorial and material. 
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Figure 112. D J Greening. 
Tivoli Town Centre & Parco Villa Gregoriana, Tivoli. 

Saturday 6th September, 2008. 
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Figure 113. Gaspard Dughet (1615-1675). 
The Falls of Tivoli.1661-3.  Canvas.  

(Wallace. No date). 
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Roma, Tivoli, Plein-Air [Saturday 6th September, 2008] 
 

Tivoli: Parco Villa Gregoriana 
 
Hence, we are permitted to walk into a material landscape, following Dughet 

and Claude, discovering a landscape and a Plein-Air lineage while on this 

external journey into the material world (fig 114). Furthermore, as Richard 

Wilson3 (1713/14-1782), Thomas Jones’s tutor and mentor, worked within 

Tivoli, during 1750-1756, he also related his own character to the actuality of 

the natural world, resonating with how Claude had previously expressed the 

“worship of nature” (Manwaring. 1965, p.230) through his external methods 

and creative presentations. The Plein-Air technique was therefore not just a 

movement through an actual landscape but into its material quality, and as 

Wilson walked and drew within the Parco Villa Gregoriana (fig 115), he was 

inspired by the environment that surrounded him (Chilvers. 1993, pp.536-37); 

enticed into discovering his own desires and conscious awareness to the 

reality of a selected landscape.  

 

 
 

Figure 114. D J Greening. Tivoli: Parco Villa Gregoriana, Temple of the Sibyl. 
Saturday 6th September, 2008.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 115. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). Tivoli: Temple of the Sibyl and the Campagna II. 
(Tivoli: Parco Villa Gregoriana). Canvas. (Constable.1953, Plate.116b). 

                                                 
3 Wilson’s manner of using the Plein-Air can further he shown through “Farington’s sketchbook of 1765, in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, [as] there is a drawing of an artist at work with an inscription Richard Wilson painting 
from nature in Moor Park 1765” (Constable. 1953, p.109). The natural world was becoming the artist’s studio and a 
device in which to express receptiveness towards location and materially.  
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The act of being outside was therefore to develop into a creative process 

uniting the artist and the muse. This resulted in the expression of a material 

vocabulary as a source and eventual medium, allowing the visual 

documentation of the artist working outside and permitting the Plein-Air 

method to be used within the Post War Era as a device to discover and 

implement past external activities (figs 116-18).  

 

  
 

Figures 116 and 117. D J Greening. Tivoli: Parco Villa Gregoriana,  
Temple of the Sibyl. Saturday 6th September, 2008.  
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Figure 118. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782).Tivoli: The Cascatelle. 
Canvas. (Constable.1953, Plate.117a). 
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Consequently, the actual materials of nature became imbued with a personal 

choice of discovery; we can follow Wilson on his material journey across Italy 

and back to his homeland of Wales, and his use of the discipline of landscape 

as a distinct genre in its own right. Here, we can walk into the material world; 

visually walking through Dughet, Claude’s or Wilson’s landscape images’ or 

walk literally in their footsteps through the tunnels of the Parco Villa 

Gregoriana, Tivoli (see fig 119). 

 

 
 

Figure 119. D J Greening. Tivoli: Parco Villa Gregoriana, Tunnels. 
Saturday 6th September, 2008. 

 
Visual presentations and practice based methods can resound between 

artists, selected locations and acts of being Plein-Air, (illustrated through figs 

120-21). These elements are combined through an experience of being in 

physical contact with nature and form the creative lineage that has allowed 

the European landscape practitioner to walk and work within the natural world. 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 120. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). A Grotto. Chalk on paper. 
 (Tate Gallery. No date. c). 
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Figure 121. John Glover (1767-1849). A Rocky Gorge. 
Watercolour. (Stainton. 1991, Plate.35). 

 
For this reason, the use of an experienced landscape, with its charm, reality 

and material character, allowed the individual to “use the landscape to evoke 

an emotion which the artist felt” (Hemming. 1989, p.44), placing their own 

sensual responses against the narrative of their chosen subject. Therefore, 

the movement that would come to be termed Picturesque was born, an 

approach that was to bring the conscious self into a personal dialogue with 

nature. The artist as the hermit (fig 122), observer and Plein-Air practitioner 

could wander within an actual landscape, communing with its character and 

reality.  

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 122. Salvator Rosa (1615-1673). Landscape with a Hermit, c.1667.  
Canvas. (National Museums Liverpool. 1994, p.40). 
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The artist is permitted to see the natural world as this inclusive and reflective 

creative space, due to the focus that Carracci placed onto landscape through 

his ideal approach, explored while on location in Tivoli, through the creation of 

a model town that could be arranged and rearranged to form a memory of the 

witnessed location, see figs 123-5. Thus, when such actual experiences are 

combined through an awareness of Rosa’s and Bellini’s depiction of the 

hermit, against Claude’s, Dughet’s, Jones’s, Wilson’s, Lanyon’s and also 

Wordworth’s manner of the Plein-Air, the attributes of the Plein-Air and the 

use of the material world can start to unfold, presenting the foundation of a 

material chronology.  

 
Roma, Tivoli, Plein-Air [Saturday 6th September, 2008] 
 

A Model Town 
 

Motifs: Form, Arrange and Rearrange the Classical Landscape of Tivoli 
 

   
 
Figures 123, 124 and 125. D J Greening. Motifs: Form, Arrange and Rearrange the Classical 
Landscape of Tivoli. Created Plein-Air at Tivoli, Saturday 6th September, 2008.  H. 4.5 cm x 

W. 8.8 cm. (Dimensions of Each Drawing). 
 
Link:  
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Figures 126 and 127. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964), Anticoli Corrado, 1957, (Garlake. c.2003, 
p.46) and Thomas Jones (1743-1803), Naples, The Capella Nuova outside the Porta di 

Chiaja, 1782, Plein-Air oil painting on paper support. (Tate Gallery. No date. d). 
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Within the first section of this chapter the concept of the creative journey into 

the material world was also raised, its components were questioned from the 

consciousness of the practitioner, an act of genesis through the spirit of the 

landscape and the crucial role of the Italian countryside from the early 17th 

century. Through the discussion of key artists, locations and the integral 

method of the Plein-Air, the foundation for this material expedition can now be 

presented. It lies with all the components stated above, as the European 

landscapist is an individual who is bound to the land, their own personal 

reactions, and the chronology from Carracci’s emphasis of ideal and pure 

landscape.  

 

Though, when retracing the Plein-Air steps of the indentified artists, the 16th 

century landscape that was known by Carracci still echoes throughout the 

European Landscape School to this present day, allowing the subject, 

experience and physical value of the material world to be a focus for personal 

practice. In turn, this allowed the subsequent generations of materially 

focused European landscapists, such as Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ), to take 

part in a ‘creative walk’ that has spanned over 400 years, to move closer to 

the material potential of the earth, and start to assimilate the “language of 

things” (Goodling. 2002, p.32-3) into a personal creative practice.  

 
 

I try to work in the language of things… The use of materials in a 
manner that enables them to communicate emotions, sensations, 
reflections, and a sense of wonder is an activity that is now almost 
entirely confined to art. (Goodling. 2002, p.32-3). 

 
Giuseppe Penone (1947 - )  

 
This is a process that would come to fruition through the Post War usage of 

the natural world and the narrative that forms the basis for the following 

Chapters of this thesis. The point being, that while the evolution occurred 

incrementally, it can only be seen in total in retrospect. 
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Two (1800-1900) 

 

“The how as well as the what” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.7): 

The Continuation of the Plein-Air method; a physical, material and creative 
interaction, resulting in the production of the first drawn and painted artworks, 
created wholly while within selected locations, to be presented as final 
creative outcomes.  
 
The Chapter is presented within three main sections that further illustrate the 
creative lineage and evolution that allowed the actual materials of landscape 
to become a central medium within the Post War Era. The three sections are 
as follows: A Dutch Method, An External Appreciation, Bath & Bathampton, A 
Plein-Air Excursion and Plein-Air, Portable Methods & Materials. Moreover, 
the interactive methods of walking and drawing Plein-Air, including model 
landskips, portable devices, such as sketchbooks and cameras, are 
discussed against historical and contemporary creative examples, aligned to 
personal external experiences and outcomes to give further insights into the 
eventual development of subject into media. 
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“The how as well as what” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.7). 

 
For nature to be seen as an inclusive palette, holding and giving all the 

necessary attributes for a Plein-Air and material experience, it brings to mind 

the statement, and hence the title of this chapter, by Forbes (1975, p.7), 

regarding the practice of Claude-Oscar Monet (1840-1926). 

 
 

“As soon as [Monet] begins to paint nature on the spot he accepts that 
the real world is the source both of subject-matter and style – that is to 
say, the ‘how’ as well as the ‘what” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.7). 

 

Here, the subject and style are one, brought together through an external and 

physical interactive process; with the medium of oil paint acting as an 

intermediary. However, this insight is a product, and thus formed from the 

previous generations of European Landscape artists who shared the same 

appreciation of, and wish to be with nature. Furthermore, the quote also 

indicates how the subject of landscape would not only become linked to style 

but also eventually include the land itself as a central medium within the Post 

War era. Therefore, the concepts to be presented within this chapter will 

resonate with the ideas presented previously and further establish the 

chronology for the Thesis, to present the development of subject into medium. 

Moreover, juxtaposed images of artists work, photographs and examples from 

the co-dependent personal work will continue to be used to form a visual 

chronology that parallels the identified themes of the study.  

 

Consequently, it may seem strange to use a quote regarding Monet for a 

chapter that will start with discussion on the 17th Century Dutch Landscape 

School. However, artists from Carracci, Monet to the Dutch School all hold a 

common creative language of the Plein-Air. The continuous method evolved 

through contextual developments, such as how European geologists and 

cultural theorist, from the Picturesque to the Romantic, “increasingly stressed 

the belief that humans were not … detached from natural processes” 

(Andrews. 1999, p.181). Hence, new ideas and methods occurred, and 

through this chapter we will see how the artist could desire to be placed within 

an actual landscape, relating to its visual and material essence and thus, 
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becoming “locked together in a strangely intimate alliance” (Joyes; Forge. 

1975, p.8), of observation, desire and self-awareness that equally crosses 

different centuries, creative practices as well as actual landscapes. 
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A Dutch Method 
An External Appreciation 

 
 
 

The harvest of landscape painters, as I 
shall refer to those who paint woods, field, 
mountains and villages, is so great and 
famous in our Netherlands that anyone 
attempting to name them all would fill a 
small book….It can even be said, as far as 
naturalism is concerned, that in the works 
of these clever men, nothing is lacking but 
the warmth of the sun and the movement 
caused by the gentle breeze. (Sutton. 1987, p.1). 

 
 Constantijn Huygens (1596-1687), c.1629/1630 
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The major practitioners who comprised the 17th Century Dutch Landscape 

School are, as Huygens stated, great. These artists were active at the same 

time as Carracci and Claude in Italy, witnessing landscape firsthand, 

translating and documenting their personal experiences through Plein-Air 

sketches and final creative presentations.  

 

Just as Huygens further stated, those practitioners who concentrated on the 

“woods, field, mountains and villages” (Sutton. 1987, p.1) of their homeland, 

imbued their creative responses with a sense of pure naturalism, that through 

an actual understanding of a known landscape, and its minutiae material 

qualities, allowed the succinct communication of its character. Furthermore, 

the onlookers to these works, since their creation in the 17th Century, have 

been able to imagine the actual sun and breeze, discussed by Huygens, 

which the Dutch artists would have known while creating such responses. 

Therefore, those landscapists that would follow were permitted to experience 

their own primary relationship with the muse of landscape and continue the 

Plein-Air method into the Post War era. Thus, binding the reality of the land 

into artworks and allowing the expression of a selected or home landscape to 

become a key subject. This further allowed the method of the Plein-Air to be 

used as an interactive model to engage with the material reality of nature, a 

method that resonates from the 17th to the 20th Century (see figs 128-30), and 

a debt acknowledged time and again in artists` writings (as illustrated through 

the quotes from Jean-Francois Millet on page 108 and Theophile Thore 

(1807-1869) on page 116).  
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 Figure 128. Aelbert Cuyp (1620-1691). 
Artist Sketching, Panel. (Sutton. 1987, p.81). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 129. Allart van Everdingen (1621-
1675). Draftsmen in Scandinavia. Etching. (Sutton. 1987, p.11). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 130. Paul Nash (1889-1946) 
Standing with Sketchbook, Cowley Dump, Oxford. 1940. (Causley et al., 2003, p.44). 
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A Plein-Air and material experience, of being within nature, can be presented 

as a key movement into the physical essence of the natural world. Though, 

what are the specific implications of the central creative processes of drawing 

Plein-Air and walking, within the external world, on the translation from the 

observed into the tangibly articulated?   

 

A key contribution the Dutch Landscape School made, moving into the land, 

was their emphasis on drawing outside. Many of their paintings “theoretically 

began as drawings made out of doors on the spot” (Sutton. 1987, p.5) and the 

rise of drawing Plein-Air was largely due to the “spread in popularity of chalk 

drawings and the rise of the sketchbook” (Sutton. 1987, p.5). Therefore, three 

interactive devices can be placed together, walking, drawing and the portable 

sketchbook4. 

 

 
 
Figure 131. D J Greening. Images of the ‘Sketchbook From The Hagley Woods’. Friday 18th 

April, 2008. Pencil on paper. H.15 cm x W.21.5 cm (Dimensions Closed). 
 
As a result, these three devices allowed the individual to commune with the 

reality of nature. Furthermore, they became integral processes to the 

understanding and presenting of the subject of landscape; a Plein-Air method 

was being recorded, hence, the narrative of being within the external world 

became “frequently depict [through portraying] artists sketching out of doors” 

(Sutton. 1987, p.10) (see fig 132).  

 

                                                 
4 “Virtually all the … generations of [Dutch] landscapists’ sketched in chalk: Simon de Vlieger, Albert Cuyp, Jacob van 
Ruisdael, Antonie Waterloo, Joris van der Haagen, Meindert Hobbema, Philips Wouwermans, and Jan van der 
Cappelle. Although Rembrandt, like Cornelis Vroom and Aert van der Neer, preferred pen and brush, he too 
sketched in the speedy, versatile medium of chalk”. (Sutton. 1987, p.6). 
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 Figure 132. Jan Both (c.1615-1652). 
Italian Landscape with Draftsmen, c.1650, Signed, Canvas. (Sutton. 1987, Plate.54). 
 
For this reason, the method of being within a landscape was not just central to 

its representation, but also to the primary collection of information. 

Consequently, the 17th Century Dutch Landscape School engaged directly 

with their Home-Scape, physically and self-consciously, an attribute that 

inspired John Constable (1776-1837) to state: “The Dutch painters were a 

stay-at-home people, – hence their originality” (Leslie. 1995, p.271). This 

originality can be further presented through the poetry of Karl van Mander 

(1548-1606), who encouraged the experience of the natural world and 

expressed the physicality of the landscape through the written word, thus 

inspired its translation through the Plein-Air method.   

 

Karl van Mander discussed how “People [would enjoy] themselves by going 

for a walk” (verse 44) (Sutton. 1987, p.10) and also “How the trodden dew 

turns a lighter tone of green, showing their footprints” (Sutton. 1987, p.9). 

Here, the method of being Plein-Air, walking within the natural world, and 

relating to its material character became reactive techniques to engage with 

the physicality of landscape. This creative method encouraged the artist to 

“observe nature at first hand, recording it (“naar het leven”) in drawings” 

(Sutton. 1987, p.10) and through primary experiences. Karl van Mander also 

described how we could walk through “green, dewy fields” (Sutton. 1987, p.9), 

as our eyes move over a painted image or actually immersed within the 

material reality and wonderment of nature. Accordingly, it is not surprising that 

the design of such an interactive method resonated, informed and assisted in 

the continuation of the Plein-Air technique within the Post War era. Nowhere 
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better can this link be presented than through the practice of Richard Long 

(1945 - ): 

 
 

I call myself an artist.  Nature is the source of my work.  The medium of 
my work is walking (the elements of time) and nature’s materials 
(sculpture). (Sleeman et al., 1998, no page numbers on text). 

 
Richard Long (1945 - ) 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 133. Richard Long (1945 - ). A Line Made by Walking. 1967. Black and white 
photograph. Somerset, England. (Goodling; Furlong. 2002, p.125). 

 
Consequently, Nature is the source, but the chronology within this thesis can 

present the foundation. Long’s first walk work was created in 1967, (see fig 

133 above) though his footsteps reach back to the Dutch School and the Ideal 

Landscapes of Carracci. At this juncture, landscape practitioners commune 

with one another, through the universal activity of walking and searching for 

their “earthly aim” (Sutton. 1987, p.1), as described by Eugene Fromentin in 

1875. Hence, linear pathways can be uncovered between the Plein-Air 

activities of the 17th Century and our present time; a connection that inspired 

the personal concept below through allowing the interaction of the individual 

to be discovered, witnessed and documented as a creative method and final 

presentation (see figs 134-5).  
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Figures 134 and 135. D J Greening. ‘A Discovered Line – A Discovered Walk’. 
The Clent Hills, Worcestershire. 1st July, 2004. 
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As I walked, I did so in the “green, dewy fields” (Sutton. 1987, p.9) described 

by Karl van Mander and within the footsteps of others; equal to the footsteps 

trodden by the previous generation of landscape artists. Furthermore, 

remembering the words of Philibert van Borsselen, who in 1613 stated that: 

“In the evening what joy to take in the cool air, / To Hasten with hurried step 

out of the anxious house into the open field, / To look at the Heavens and to 

lose earth’s vain care to the stars, / Permitting one’s inner spirit to soar up” 

(Sutton. 1987, p.12), I walked. This allowed the concept of the country walk to 

present both “nature’s restorative psychological and spiritual effects” (Sutton. 

1987, p.12) and thus unlock the material quality of a home landscape, as the 

fields of Holland were for the Dutch and Bristol and Dartmoor still are for Long 

(Sleeman et al., 1998). 

 

Subsequently, I became part of the tradition of those who had experienced an 

immersion within the natural environment beforehand, permitted to reach 

down and touch the materiality of the earth. Hence, as Long used the walk as 

a medium, equal to pencil, ink or oil, which inspired Kastner and Wallis (1998, 

p.125) to state that Long’s “marking of the earth is analogous to drawing with 

his feet”, I could draw with my feet while walking over the landscape of my 

home. Therefore, through an actual creative experience, with a selected 

landscape, a practice-based framework can be presented; a framework that 

reaches across the European Landscape School, from drawing to walking, 

allowing the individual within the Post War era to, as Herman de Vries (1931 - 

) proclaimed,  Ambulo Ergo Sum (‘I Walk therefore I Am’) (Gooding. 2002, 

p.24). 
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Figure 136. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). ambulo ergo sum. ‘i walk therefore i am’. 2001. 
Sanctuaire de Rocherousse, Digne-les-Bains, Haute Provence, France.  

(Gooding. 2002, p.24). 
 
And so, the walk is as an important creative method that relates to the reality 

of landscape, reinforced through the ideas presented within Chapter One. 

However, the Plein-Air sketch is a fundamental companion. As Jacob van 

Ruisdael (1628/29-1682) walked in the “environs of his native Haarlem and 

nearby places” (Slive. 2005, p.168) he experienced the physicality of the 

Dutch landscape. While exploring the “country roads… woodland views and 

windmills and ruins” (Slive. 2005, p.168) he produced many drawings 

documenting his external experience, one of which was Landscape with the 

Ruins (c.1650-55), which has been juxtaposed against two corresponding 

Plein-Air responses on the following page (see figs 137-9). 
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 Figure 137. Jacob van Ruisdael (1628/9-1682). 
Landscape with the Ruins of the Old Church at Muiderberg in the Distance. c.1650-5. Black 
chalk. (Seymour. 2005, p.181). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 138. John Constable (1776-1837). A 
Tree Growing in a Hollow. Inscribed ‘Fittleworth 16 July 1835’. Pencil. (Sunderland. 1993, 
p.126). 
 

 Figure 139. D J Greening. An Uprooted Tree 
Drawing from the ‘Sketchbook From The Hagley Woods’, Friday 18th April, 2008. Pencil on 
paper. H.15 cm x W.21.5 cm. 
 
The placement of the three images above illustrates the continuation of the 

Plein-Air drawing method, and can also show how the creative documentation 

of a subject has moved from a vista towards a specific landscape detail; this 

importantly demonstrates an emphasis on continuing to be in direct and 

material contact with the natural world. This process, of relating to the 

tangibility of nature and creativity recording ones exterior experiences, 

resonates with the theories of William Gilpin (1724-1804):  
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From this correct knowledge of objects arises another amusement; that 
of representing, by a few strokes in a sketch, those ideas which have 
made the most impression upon us. (Bermingham. 1987, p.85). 

 
William Gilpin (1724-1804) 

 
Here, Gilpin instructs us to experience our muse first hand, resulting in an 

understanding of a “correct knowledge of objects”, and from those concise 

drawings, created while Plein-Air, the immediateness of the chalk and 

graphite across the paper can equate to the movement of the actual branches 

and leaves, of the respective trees, in the breeze. An external experience has 

allowed the essence of the natural world to be captured within a working 

method and creative result. Therefore, to be and draw outside has instilled the 

reality of a landscape within a creative method.  

 

A significant premise for this thesis can be shown through the way Ruisdael’s 

practice inspired Sutton (1987, p.50) to state how he “sought heroic effects 

without sacrificing the individuality of each oak, coppice, and clod of earth” 

(see figs 140-1). The reality of the natural world is bound within his work, from 

sketch to canvas; we can observe the actuality he saw while within his 

creative and actual landscape, walk and continue to work Plein-Air, giving 

ourselves to nature and her material actuality.   

 
 

Nature yields herself to those who trouble to explore her, but she 
demands an exclusive love. The works of art we love, we love only 
because they are derived from her. (Bouret. 1973, p.179).  

 
Jean-Francois Millet (1814-1875) 
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 Figure 140. Jacob van Ruisdael (1628/9-1682). 
Hilly Landscape with Large Oak, after 1652. Canvas. (Sutton.1987, Plate.101). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 141. Jacob van Ruisdael (1628/9-1682). 
Hilly Landscape with Large Oak, after 1652 (Detail). (Sutton. 1987, Plate.101). 
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The Plough  
 
Subsequently, the practice and theories presented by Ruisdael, Gilpin and 

Millet elevate the experience and materiality of the natural world. A 

corresponding idea can be shown through the portrayal and use of the plough 

within European landscape practice. This agricultural tool allowed Plein-Air 

devotees to move ‘closer’ to the earth, establishing a focus on working outside 

and with natural materials; the foundation for Post War landscape practice, 

and thus, for subject to become medium.   

 

Millet did not just desire to explore nature as a visual source, but a material 

and inclusive environment; an external studio. Bouret discussed (1973, p.180) 

how he “often used to take the plough from a peasant’s hands for the sheer 

delight of Ploughing a straight furrow”, ploughing into the reality of landscape 

and experiencing its material character and presenting a creative method that 

resounds from Pieter Bruegel (c.1525-1569) to Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). The 

juxtaposition of the nine images, on the following pages, presents this 

chronology (see figs 142-50).  
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 Figure 142. Pieter Bruegel (c.1525-1569). 
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus, c.1558. Oil. (Bruegel, P. c.1558). Oil. 
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 Figure 143. Pieter van Santvoort (1604/5-1635). 
Landscape with a Road and Farmhouse, 1625. Panel. (Sutton. 1987, Plate.29). 
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 Figure 144. Jacob van Ruisdael (c.1628/29-
1682). Dune Landscape, c.1651-55. Monogrammed, Panel. (Sutton. 1987, Plate.94). 
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 Figure 145. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Peasant Ploughing with Two Horses. Oil on canvas. (Postcard: Laing Art Gallery, Tyne 
& Wear Museums. Purchased 2nd March, 2007). 
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 Figure 146. John Constable (1776-1837). 
Landscape, Ploughing Scene in Suffolk, 1814. Oil on canvas. (Rosenthal. 1983, pp.72-3). 
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 Figure 147. John Constable (1776-1837). 
Studies of two ploughs. 1814. Oil on paper. Inscribed, probably by the artist, ‘2nd Novr. 1814’. 
(Parkinson. 1998, p.22). 
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 Figure 148. Jean-Francois Millet (1814-1875). 
Winter, The Plain of Chailly. c.1862-3. (Fowle. 2008, p.110). 
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 Figure 149. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). Downs 
in Winter. c.1934. (Constable. 1982, Plate.7). 
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 Figure 150. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). Ways: 
March Sand, 1980. Wege: Markischer Sand. Acrylic and sand on photograph, mounted on 
burlap. (Rosenthal. 1987, p.78). 
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Therefore, Bruegel’s Fall of Icarus, c.1558, (for further information see 

Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Brussels March 2009) established a 

focus by interacting with the earth as a central narrative, paralleled once again 

to Carracci’s Ideal Landscape. Such an emphasis can be reinforced through 

how the Dutch portrayed the material reality of their landscape, through to 

Thomas Gainsborough’s (1727-1788) interest in the actual Suffolk 

countryman, their tools, clothes and methods of interacting intimately with a 

known landscape (Hemming. 1989, p.38). This informed and inspired his 

Plein-Air method, leading to George William Fulcher, a man from the same 

locality as Gainsborough, to state: 

 
 

The Suffolk ploughman often saw [Gainsborough] in the early morning, 
sketchbook in hand, brushing with hasty steps the dews away; and 
lingering in the golden light of evening; taking lessons from the sun-set 
clouds floating in changeful beauty, as if an angel’s hand had traced 
the scene (Bermingham. 1987, pp.62-3). 

 
George William Fulcher (1795-1855) 

 
Hence, the motif of the plough and the ploughman became an interactive 

device to inspire the artist to directly engage with the natural world. This can 

also resonate with the prose of William Langland, Piers Plowman, who 

presented, within medieval English literature, the idea that the ploughman as 

a metaphor to relate to the essence of the land through describing his 

interactive actions: “Sometimes I sow, sometimes I thresh; I work as a tailor or 

a tinker, carrying out Truth’s plans” (Langland. 1975, pp. 65-7). Therefore, to 

relate to the earth could be a material experience that could continue into the 

19th Century, leading to John Constable (1776-1837) being described as a 

“Man of the Soil” (Meyer. 1995, p.137), “‘living in the fields’ and seeing no-one 

but the harvest men” (Rosenthal. 1983, p.91), in his home landscape of East 

Bergholt. Thus, Constable formed a “vernacular relationship between 

ploughmen and soil to provide a key to understanding” (Cosgrove; Daniels. 

2000, p.111) to the primary focuses of his practice, to be outside and in 

contact with his muse. Accordingly, Constable’s physical depiction of the 

plough, ploughman and earth allows us to view such scenes “only in their 

relation to the landscape, following the plough, bound to the soil” (Cosgrove; 
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Daniels. 2000, p.111), bound to the process of being Plein-Air as a technique 

to experience the tangibly of the material world.   

 

Therefore, European landscape art consists of paintings that contain, as Karl 

Gustav Carus discussed in the 19  Century, “Erdlebenbildkunst” (the life of 

the earth)”

th

 (Stainton. 1991, p.14). These are paintings that hold a life that is 

imbued with what was actuality witnessed, united to the emotions and 

memories of the artist. This is a primary relation to the landscape that has 

assisted and established a physical and creative understanding of nature and 

her materials within the Post War era. Here, the artist can be immersed and 

creativity amalgamated into her physical potential, pressing themselves “down 

into the earth” (Cosgrove; Daniels. 2000, p.112), taking the plough from the 

hands of the peasant, Bruegel, Constable or Millet, and in doing so furrowing 

their own path into a creative material practice. Hence, as Kiefer uses soil as 

both a subject and medium, he is doing so within the European tradition and 

at the same time extending it.  

 
The Progression of the Plein-Air  
 
The Plein-Air is a choice to be within the external world, which has been 

informed and explored through the concept of the plough. Hence, a continued 

desire to work outside can further extend this method, showing how nature 

can be the studio, source and material for personal practice. As the plough 

channels through the earth it joins together those individuals who have held a 

similar creative concern, the reality of the material world. Therefore, when Sir 

Henry Bate-Dudley (1745-1824), a friend of Gainsborough’s, discussed how 

“Nature was his teacher and the woods of Suffolk his academy (Bermingham. 

1987, p.34), the natural world was being deciphered as a holistic place of 

study, observation and creation. This brought nature into an equal dialogue 

with the individual within the 18th Century and allowed the development of 

Picturesque theory. A key advocate of this movement was Richard Payne-

Knight (1751 – 1824) who stated that the purpose of landscape was “to 

arouse the emotions, to stir the imagination, and to delight the eye with its 

naturalness” (Bermingham. 1987, p.72). As a result, the artist was able to 
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locate themselves into their muse, discover its visual and physical 

possibilities, combined with a personal awareness. 

 

Subsequently, nature was the primary catalyst for creative practice; linking 

back to the lineage established by Carracci and continued throughout the 

European Landscape School. The material world developed further into a 

creative tool-box, or three-dimensional creative space and medium, a 

relationship to the natural world became paramount, composition secondary 

(Myrone; Rosenthal. 2002, p.48). The essence of a selected location, and the 

closeness the practitioner experienced with the land, was a fundamental 

aspect in receiving and creatively replaying a witnessed Plein-Air experience, 

a method not dissimilar to Wordworth’s walks in Windermere. Here, the 

landscape of creativity, as it was for Gainsborough, was “the countryside” 

(Bermingham. 1987, p.40) and as the Barbizon School painter,  

Theodore Rousseau (1812-1867) wrote in the 19th Century “The human soul 

is like the forest where we walk” (Bouret. 1973, pp.146-8). Thus, we can be 

joined in sprit to the landscape, and on this journey we can discover “a 

material liaison” (Adams. 1994, p.123), a co-dependent practice-based 

working relationship between practitioner and the natural world, first raised by 

Theophile Thore (1807-1869) while discussing the practice of Theodore 

Rousseau:  

 
 

…a positive and material liaison. You exert a dominance over nature 
and from this loving relationship, there comes a new being, a creation 
that reproduces the essence of the mother and father, Nature and the 
Artist (Adams. 1994, p.123). 

 
Theophile Thore, 1844 

  
Therefore, the artist, a selected location and nature, with all its minutiae and 

various details, scenes and physical character, are combined together. In 

addition, this does not only join the images that follow (figs 151-3), but also 

unites them through the integral Plein-Air method that informed and allowed 

their creation.  
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 Figure 151. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Gainsborough’s Forest (‘Cornard Wood’). c.1746-8. Oil on canvas. 154.9 cm. (Myrone; 
Rosenthal. 2002, p.48). 
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 Figure 152. Theodore Rousseau (1812-1867) 
Oak Trees in the Forest of Fontainebleau. (Bouret. 1973, p.121).  
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 Figure 153. Claude-Oscar Monet (1840-1926). 
The Bodmer Oak, Fontainebleau Forest, 1865. Oil on canvas. (Stevens. 1994, pp.200-1). 
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Across the generations of European landscape artists, the actual experience 

of the material world became vital to a material liaison; a liaison that permitted 

nature to be part of a creative practice. Therefore, as Gainsborough followed 

the Claudean model with his Claude Glass5 in hand and the Barbizon artists 

worked in the Forest of Fontainebleau, with Rousseau leading them into direct 

observation and documentation, the practitioners of the Post War era would 

eventually be able to place themselves outside, combining experience, 

method and material as a universal act of creation (see figs 154-64).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 “The Claude glass was a convex tinted mirror which concentrated the forms and tonalities of scenes viewed through 
it. It was named after the great French classical landscapist Claude Lorrain as it was believed to make nature look 
like on e of his compositions.” (Vaughan. 2002. pp, 129). 
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 Figure 154. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Self-Portrait Sketching. c.1754-9. Pencil on paper. (Myrone; Rosenthal. 2002, p.57). 
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 Figure 155. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Man with Claude Glass, c.1750. (William. 2002, p.129).  
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 Figure 156. Claude Lorraine (1600 – 1682). An 
Artist Sketching, c.1640. (Andrews. 1999, p.98). 
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 Figure 157. Augustin Enfantin (1793-1827). An 
Artist painting in the Forest of Fontainebleau c.1825. Oil on paper mounted on canvas. 
Inscribed on the verso: Enfantin – l’artiste. (Noon. 2003, p.199). 
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 Figure 158. Camille Corot (1796-1875). Artist 
Walking Among Boulders, Fontainebleau. c.1828-30. (Bouret. 1973, p.84). 
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 Figure 159. Camille Corot (1796-1875). Painters 
Working in the Forest of Fontainebleau, 1833. Drawing, pen and ink and pencil.  (Bouret. 
1973, p.61). 
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 Figure 160. Camille Corot (1796-1875). Painters 
in the Forest of Fontainebleau. c.1830-35. Pen and ink and pencil drawing. (Bouret. 1973, 
p.88). 
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 Figure 161. Narcisse Diaz (1807-1876) and 
Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot (1796-1875) sitting on boulders in the forest of Fontainebleau, 
1854. Photograph by Charles Marville. (Bouret. 1973, pp.12-13). 
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 Figure 162. Bernard Leach (1887-1979) 
sketching, Tottori, Japan, 1964. (Watson. 1997, p.20). 
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 Figure 163. Wolfgang Laib (1950 - ). In the 
buttercup meadow. (Crowther. 1994, p.25). 
 

 Figure 164. D J Greening. Working Plein-Air, 
The Hagley Woods, Worcestershire. Wednesday 7th June, 2006. For further information 
regarding the Plein-Air see Appendix 04. Identified Themes → Theme 1 – Working Plein-Air 
[Walking]. 
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Bath & 
Bathampton 

A Plein-Air Excursion 
Saturday 21st – Sunday 22nd February, 2009 

 
Subsequently, the previous visual presentation can show how nature has 

been a consistent creative companion, studio, source and material. Though a 

key shift within this development can be presented through the way in which 

during 1758 – 1764 the city of Bath, and its surrounding landscape, became 

an external studio for Gainsborough. This was a time when the established 

Plein-Air method was joined with the developing theory of the Picturesque. 

 

The Picturesque, according to Sloman (2002, p.171), started within the 

“community of Bath visitors of the first half of the 1760s” informed and visually 

illustrated through the creative works and methods employed by 

Gainsborough while within the county of Somerset. Hence, the interface 

created by the Picturesque, the city of Bath and its surrounding environs 

paralleled and informed the writings of Edmund Burke (1729-1797), William 

Gilpin (1724-1804), Uvedale Price (1747-1829) and Richard Payne-Knight 

(1751-1824). Therefore, their philosophy will be used in this section to 

demonstrate how observation and a study of the “details of nature” (Vaughan. 

2002, p.129) permitted the physicality of the material world to not just be 

described through written and creative accounts but to become the foundation 

of a creative material exploration and presentation for the Post War era.   
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In and Around Bath 
 
Gainsborough would journey around “the hills and woods around Bath 

whenever he could” (Vaughan. 2002, p.129), inspired by Claude, searching 

for appropriate views that could be captured and reflected within his portable 

Claude Glass. Here, Gainsborough walked in the creative footsteps of his 

ancestors’, a sentiment that would link to Constable’s statement of being 

within Gainsborough home town:  

 
 

I believe I may be here a fortnight longer. It is a most delightful country 
for a painter. I fancy I see Gainsborough in every hedge and hollow 
tree’ (Leslie. 1995, p.7). 

 
John Constable (1776-1837) when writing to  

John Thomas Smith (1766-1833) from Ipswich 
  
Accordingly, I placed myself within the landscape of Bath and within the 

European Plein-Air lineage during 21st – 22nd February, 2009; I followed in 

Gainsborough’s footsteps and allowed the landscape he knew to be 

experienced once again (for further information view Appendix 07. Personal 

Creative Work → Bath and Bathampton, A Plein-Air Excursion, February 

2009). 

 

I started my contemporary Plein-Air journey within the town and hills of 

Bathampton, “favourite haunts” (Sloman. 2002, p.134) for Gainsborough, who, 

“according to the nineteenth-century antiquary Frederick Shum, ‘On the 

heights above he was often seen sketching’” (Sloman. 2002, p.134). Hence, 

Gainsborough’s actual experience of this selected landscape validated my 

Plein-Air excursion to witness this landscape and to walk under the sky of the 

town that covers the bridges and the canal, as equally as their image covers 

and inspired the canvas created by Gainsborough (see figs 165-9). 
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The Hills above Bathampton 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 165. 
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Bathampton Sky 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 166. 
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Bathampton Bridge 
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Figures 167, 168 and 169. D J Greening. Bathampton Bridge, 21
 

1784, oil on canvas (unfinished) dy Goldsworthy (1956 - ), Arch, 
(Craig et al., 1999, p.38). 

 

st February, 2009, Thomas 
Gainsborough (1727-1788), Mountain Landscape with Peasants Crossing a Bridge, c.1783-

(Meyer. 1995, p.62) and An
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Thus, I was permitted to move into an actual location due to Gainsborough’s 

external practice; a movement into a material reality. Here, I became as Gilpin 

stated, the “traveller with a pencil” (Stainton. 1991, p.11), just like Thomas 

Jones while travelling within Italy. However, the Plein-Air drawings (see figs 

170-2) I produced recorded the physicality of the landscape witnessed 

through an experience of being in contact with the land, also forming an 

association to the Post War practice of Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ) (see fig 

169 on the previous page). Therefore, we are not only allowed to be brought 

to the reality of the natural world but also to the lineage and fruition of the 

European Plein-Air technique.  

 

 
 

Figure 170. D J Greening. 
The Bathampton and Bath Sketchbook (21st – 22nd February, 2009). 

H. 14 cm x W. 9 cm x D. 1.3 cm (Dimensions Closed). 
 

 
 

 
 

Figures 171 and 172. D J Greening. 
The Bathampton and Bath Sketchbook, Open (21st – 22nd February, 2009). 
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To be immersed within an actual environment is a central creative method, a 

process that is fundamental to a material practice, as Gilpin further stated 

“towards the countryside itself” (Bermingham. 1987, pp. 64-5), towards the 

physicality of the land. Therefore, as the artist is exposed to the visual variety 

and tangibility of the natural world, they are able to interact, select and 

articulate their combined Plein-Air and material experiences, an interrelated 

manner that resonates with Price:  

 
 

…the authorities of those great artists who have most diligently studied 
the beauties of nature, both in their grandest and most general effects, 
and in their minutest detail; who have observed every variety of form 
and of colour, have been able to select and combine, and then, by the 
magic of their air, to fix upon the canvas all these various beauties 
(Price. 2000, pp.2-3). 

Uvedale Price (1747-1829)   
 
Observation, selection and articulation, within the natural world, from its 

grandest to its most minutiae attributes is a method that is rooted in actual 

physical experience, where the artist can follow “a path of his own, 

discovering that by personal observation and imitative feeling he could 

transform the everyday aspects of nature into an art” (Peacock. 1979, p.18). 

Consequently, the translation of what has been witnessed and felt, regarding 

a creative action and presentation, is equal to the origin of inspiration. When 

this is the material world, the elements of nature are fused with the creativity 

of the individual, bringing a “particular closeness” (Bermingham. 1987, p.57) 

and defining the implication of “the how as well as the what” (Joyes; Forge. 

1975, p.7). Interaction is key, and the junctions that are produced between the 

act of selection and motion of touch correspond to the Picturesque ethos and 

also parallel the prose of the Dutch 17th Century School, a foundation that 

links to Burke, for whom a creative and theoretical discourse between the 

artist and their material muse was paramount.   

 

 
Natural objects affect us, by the laws of that connexion, which 
Providence has established between certain motions and 
configurations of bodies, and certain consequent feelings in our minds 
(Burke. 1970, p.311). 
 

Edmund Burke (1729-1797)  
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Burke’s discourse is a creative conversation that corresponds to Binyon who 

stated that “landscape, more than anything else, [is]… the natural vehicle for a 

painter’s personal thought and emotion” (Holme. 1903, p.14). Though, when 

this is shared with a material understanding of the “minutest detail” (Price. 

2000, pp.2-3), only then do those ‘connexions’ permit the “infinite delight” 

(Kalinsky. 1995, p.12) that Gainsborough and his European contemporaries 

saw in natural world to be both the catalyst and motivation. These define a 

material practice, and through a direct immersion with the actuality of the 

natural world, the progression of subject into medium can be further 

chronologically presented, see figs 173-9.  
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 Figure 173. Aelbert Cuyp (1620-1691). Study of 
Leafy Plants (possibly sorrel and butterbur), Black chalk, grey wash, touched with red, yellow 
and green watercolour, heightened with white gum arabic. (Slive. 2005, p.5). 
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 Figure 174. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). 
Study of Burdock Leaves. Late 1740’s. Black chalk on paper. (Kalinsky. 1995, p.37). 
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 Figure 175. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). 
Study of Mallows. c.1755-60. Pencil on laid paper. (Myrone; Rosenthal. 2002, p.56). 
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 Figure 176. John Constable (1776-1837). A page 
from a sketchbook, 1814. Pencil. (Parkinson. 1998, p.67). 
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 Figure 177. John Constable (1776-1837). Study of 
foliage, 1820-30. Oil on paper. (Parkinson. 1998, p.67). 
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 Figure 178. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). part – 
milium effusum [detail]. 1994. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.58). 
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 Figure 179. Pier Paolo Calzolari (1943 - ). Il mio 
letto cosi come deve essere [My bed as it should be]. 1968. Wood, moss, bronze letters, 
banana leaves. (Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p.94). For further information see Appendix 04. 
Identified Themes → Theme 3 – The minutiae. 
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The preceding seven images trace an evolution from what has been 

witnessed, observed and documented, to being used in its raw original state. 

The sources of inspiration remains the same, but the medium of choice 

becomes the actual subject, connected to the integral “naturalism of English 

[and European] landscape painting” (Bermingham. 1987, p.57) though 

aligned, as for Knight, to “arouse the emotions, to stir the imagination, and to 

delight the eye with … naturalness (Bermingham. 1987, p.72). Thus, subject 

and medium are one, joined through the interactive and sensory methods 

used by the artist. Hence, we can experience the reality of the natural world 

due to what has gone before, fall into the minutiae and the European 

Landscape ancestry.    

 
 

…the beauties of particular kinds of trees, plants, flowers, and animals, 
having, I believe, been universally recognized in all ages and all 
countries… (Knight. 1972, p.7). 
 

Richard Payne-Knight (1751-1824) 
 
For Knight, a walk, a Plein-Air experience was a device to relate to the 

actuality of the material world, and become a universal source into a shared 

material and creative dialogue of being with nature. This is a concept that has 

inspired further material walks, within my home landscape of The Clent Hills, 

Worcestershire, (fig 180 on the following page) which is also the physical 

creation of a Picturesque landscape created by George Lyttelton, 1st Baron 

Lyttelton (1709-1773) in the mid 18th century. Thus, such a method cross-

references the Picturesque principles of being in contact with the natural world 

and the self-conscious desires of the artist, this is at the foundation of the 

European landscape lineage, as well as illustrating the importance of selected 

locations, such as The Clent Hills, Bath and Bathampton. Furthermore, the 

created landscapes of the 18th century nobility can, in one sense, be seen as 

forerunner of the 20th century use of actual land materials, as both a creative 

method and physical presentation. 
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Figure 180. D J Greening. minutiae Walk [A Walk within the Hayley Woods, the Clent Hills, 
thWo

 
rcestershire]. Monday 14  January 2008. Five Combined Photographs of Documentation. 
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Subsequently, as Gainsborough sketched, while in the landscape of 

Somerset, he made, as Vaughan (2002, p.129) presented, “vivid drawings of 

rocks and trees and streams and clumps of grass … keeping in touch with … 

nature” (fig 181). Therefore, we can surmise how the speed of his sketches 

could equate to the speed of his footsteps over the landscape as he searched 

for visual and physical information, reminiscent of Karl van Mander’s and 

Philibert van Borsselen Dutch Plein-Air excursions and Gilpin’s “correct 

knowledge of objects” (Bermingham. 1987, p.85). Hence, the actual moment 

is captured; a parallel to how Long’s Post War walks, within his landscape of 

Bristol, (an adjacent landscape to Bath) are based and founded because of 

the continuation of such external acts of interaction and appreciation (fig 182). 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 181. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). 
Woodland Poll with Rocks and Plants, c.1765-70. 

(William. 2002, p.128). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 182. Richard Long (1945 - ). Watershed, England, 1992. 
(Sleeman et al., 1998, no page numbers within text). 
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As a result, the material world can act as a creative space for the origin and 

creation of artworks, an inclusive and consistent landscape of inspiration, 

methods and materials. Here, subject, medium and artist can unite, following 

a path into their muse and moving from the drawn into the actually articulated, 

a progression demonstrated through figs 183-8.  
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 Figure 183. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). Study 
of a Boulder. Ashmolean Museum. Black and white chalk, brown paper. (Constable. 1953, 
Plate.124a). 
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 Figure 184. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). 
Hermits by a Pool. Ashmolean Museum. Black and white chalk, brown paper. (Constable. 
1953, Plate.124b).  
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 Figure 185. Lorenzo Lotto c.1480-1556/7. St 
Jerome in the Wilderness, 1506, oil on panel. (Wood. 1993, p.99).  
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 Figure 186. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 –). Leaves 
Laid on a River Boulder. Held with Water. Green and Yellow. Dark to Light. October, 1999. 
(Work produced while Andy Goldsworthy was visiting “Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 3-
5 October 1999 & 2-9 March 2000”). (Goldsworthy; Friedman. 2000, p.172). 
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 Figure 187. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 –). Leaves 
Laid on a River Boulder. Held with Water. Green and Yellow. Dark to Light. October, 1999. 
(Goldsworthy; Friedman. 2000, pp.172-3). 
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 Figure 188. David Nash (1945 - ). Nash carving a 
rough sphere (Nash. 2005, p.14). 
 
The images above, from Wilson’s rendered observation of the boulder to Andy 

Goldsworthy (1956 - ) and David Nash (1945 - ) actually working with the 

same motif, within the natural world, illustrate the realisation of the “various 

sorts of knowledge” (Andrews. 1999. pp, 186), stated by Johann Wolfgang 

von Goethe (1749-1832) in 1831 that the artist needs to understand their 

subject succinctly:  
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A landscape painter should possess various sorts of knowledge. It is 
not enough for him to understand perspective, architecture, and the 
anatomy of men and animals; he must also have some insight into 
botany and mineralogy, that he may know how to express properly the 
characteristics of trees, plants, and the character of the different sorts 
of mountains (Andrews. 1999, p.186). 

 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) 

 
Goethe suggests further observation and material investigation and when 

united to the Picturesque idea of interacting with nature, through emotional 

and sensory methods, the artist can not only commune with their subject but 

articulate its physical character; one of the creative fruitions of such an 

approach was the Model Landskip. 

 
Model Landskips  
 
The Model Landskip is a three-dimensional assemblage of natural materials, 

gathered from actual landscapes and combined with associated found 

objects. The pioneer of such a working technique was Gainsborough, who 

developed his Plein-Air drawings into physical material presentations. This 

evolution also occurred while he was working within Bath (Sloman. 2002, 

p.123) and heralds a significant change in the use and application of actual 

land materials as an integral physical creative method and presentation. A 

contemporary account of this method was given by Sir Joshua Reynolds 

(1723-1792): 

 
 

“ …from the fields [Gainsborough] brought into his painting room, 
stumps of tree, weeds, and animals of various kinds; and designed 
them, not from memory, but immediately from the objects. He even 
framed a kind of model of landskips, on his table; composed of broken 
stones, dried herds, and pieces of looking-glass, which he magnified 
and improved into rocks, trees and water.” (Discourse, X1V, Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, Discourses, ed. R Wark, San Marion 1959, p. 250) (Arts 
Council. 1971, p.32). 

 
Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792)  
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Gainsborough was collecting actual objects, forming and articulating them into 

tangible miniature environments, a concept of interaction and presentation 

that relates back to Carracci’s Ideal Landscape, though takes this material 

method an important stage further. In addition, Gainsborough was shaping 

theses Landskips, as Reynolds stated, immediately from the object and not 

from memory, thus, forming creative bridges between himself and his external 

and internal studio. Hence, the natural world, with its physicality, became a 

‘vital partner’ on a creative process fundamental to a working method, which 

led Reynolds to further state:  

 
 

Gainsborough did not need to “go out of his own country” for objects of 
his study; “they were everywhere about him; he found them in the 
streets, and in the fields” (Bermingham. 1987, p.58). 

 
  Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792)  
 
Here, the material world, nature, is an all encompassing source, a studio 

environment that extends from the tradition of drawing outside to the actual 

collection and representation of a witnessed landscape “in paint on canvas, in 

writing on paper, in earth, stone, water and vegetation on the ground” 

(Cosgrove; Daniels. 2000, p.1). This is a foundation from which the European 

Landscape School used actual land materials as integral creative mediums 

and devices to express their methods and concepts, to present the “inner life 

of nature” (Stainton. 1991, p.14) as well as their own conscious desires. An 

example of such a progression with its allied Post War fruition can be 

demonstrated through figs 189-92 on the following page.  
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Figures 189 and 190. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). A Peasant Girl Gathering Faggots 
in a Wood, (with detail) 1782. Oil on canvas. (Howard. 2002, p.64). 
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Figure 191. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ). Stacked Sticks, Cone, to make cone, ball, column, 
around, under through the branch. Capenoch, Dumfriesshire, November, December, 1994. 
(Goldsworthy; Friedman. 1996, p.114). 
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Figure 192. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ). Stacked Sticks, Ball, to make cone, ball, column, 
around, under through the branch. Capenoch, Dumfriesshire, November, December, 1994. 
(Goldsworthy; Friedman. 1996, p.114). 
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Through the juxtaposition of the previous images, we can imagine how 

Gainsborough would have experienced the natural world in order to represent 

such an image; an image formed through the Plein-Air methods of walking, 

drawing, collecting and articulating actual land materials. One can further 

consider how he would have taken a selection of twigs back to his studio to 

arrange, relating to their material essence and forming those connections 

discussed previously by Burke. These attributes resonate with and inform the 

Post War work of Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ), an artist who follows 

Gainsborough’s material activities and who is thus placed within the same 

Plein-Air and material European Landscape lineage. Here, Gainsborough’s 

rendering of the young girl collecting faggots from a wood becomes 

Goldsworthy’s actual place of inspiration, creation, and presentation, a 

landscape that supplies all the necessary elements to bring the artist to their 

chosen subject, its tangibility and creative ancestry. A further example of the 

evolution can be shown through the two works on the following page, the first 

by Sir John Millais (1829-1898) titled Autumn Leaves, 1855-56 (fig 193) and 

the second by Goldsworthy titled Leaf Hole October, 1988 (fig 194). These 

works present the co-dependent working relationship of method and material.  
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 Figure 193. Sir John Millais (1829-1898). Autumn 
Leaves, 1855-56. Oil on Canvas. (Howard. 2002, p.50). 
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 Figure 194. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ). Leaf 
Hole, Centre D’Art Contemporain, Castres, France, October, 1988. (Goldsworthy; Friedman. 
1990, p.37). 
 
Here, method, material, subject and medium are brought into the same 

creative sphere. Hence, the works above either focus on or are the actual 

result of collecting leaves from the natural world; they hold a combined 

narrative of interaction, articulation and presentation.   
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If Gainsborough had not constructed his model landskips and portrayed an 

individual collecting faggots from the natural world, and if Millais had not 

represented the gathering of autumn leaves, Goldsworthy would perhaps not 

have been able to walk and articulate the leaves that were once rendered into 

a physical final presentation. This uncovers an inter-reliant method, a 

foundation that has been laid for the Post War practitioner, encompassing the 

Dutch excursions across their Home-Scape, the continuation of drawing 

outside, the special emphasis on selected locations, the emotive importance 

of the Picturesque and the collective acts of collection, craft and 

representation with the physicality of nature. This has allowed such artists as 

Goldsworthy and I, not only to walk within a Plein-Air lineage but also to 

present the experience of being outside, and in creative dialogue with the 

actual material world, as a final creative result. Accordingly, as Thomas Paine 

(1737-1809) discussed, in his text, The Rights of Man: “It is now towards the 

end of February. Were I to take a turn into the country, the trees would 

present a leafless wintry appearance. As people are apt to plunk twigs as they 

walk along, I perhaps might do the same”. (Cosgrove; Daniels. 2000, p.53), I 

am permitted to follow such an interactive act of collection. I can plunk a twig 

as I walk, collect soil and clay and unite them with associated found objects, 

in the manner of Gainsborough (see figs 195-201). Therefore, the model 

landskips I have formed in response are recollections of Plein-Air excursions 

through the streets of Tivoli, as presented within Chapter One, or the 

landscape of my home. These models present a physical chronicle that exists 

and is the result of the European desire to be outside and commune with the 

reality of nature, although such personal works are bound into this material 

tradition and I cannot do this without thinking of the artists that comprise the 

European Landscape School.  
 

 
Figure 195. D J Greening. A Model Landscape; A Model Landskip [2006].  
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Figures 196 and 197. D J Greening. Portable, Paint Box Landscape [2006]. H. 27.7 cm x W. 
35 cm x D. 24.4 cm, (Dimensions Open). 
 

   
Figures 198 and 199. D J Greening. Landscape within a Toffee Tin [2007]. H. 19.3 cm x W. 
24.7 cm x D. 31.2 cm (Dimensions Open). 
 

   
Figures 200 and 201. D J Greening. Landscape Box [2006]. H. 36 cm x W. 31 cm x D. 19.5 
cm. 
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Plein-Air  

Portable Methods & Materials 
 
 

I throw myself into the grass amidst 
sparkling dewdrops; when every leaf and 
every blade of grass abounds with life, the 
earth lives and stirs beneath me (Woodring. 
1989, pp.12-13). 

 
Philipp Otto Runge (1777-1810) 

Quoted from a letter to his brother, 1802 
 
We can now move from the miniature landscape into the entirety of the 

material world, though not forgetting the minutiae of nature.  As Runge placed 

himself against the materiality of nature, every detail of the natural world 

became exposed, connected and experienced. As a result, the material 

technique of the Plein-Air is fundamental to the demonstration of the creative 

succession of natural materials within the Post War era. However, the themes 

and strands of this method run throughout the chronology that comprises this 

thesis. Therefore, the interactive concept of the sketchbook will be further 

analysed against the paint box. Both creative systems allowed the artist to be 

mobile within their landscape of choice, able to carry creative materials to 

record witnessed scenes; material that would one day become the actual 

medium for creative expression. 

 

Hence, as the dewdrops, leaves and grass stirred beneath Runge a creative 

experience was able to be documented, inspiring his descriptive record. Here, 

the reality of the material world, informed from an actual location, brought the 

individual to commune with the land. And as the Dutch School had previously, 

the wish to witness ones own place, to document a personal experience, 

through the written word and drawn image, became a cornerstone of personal 

landscape practice.  
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The landscape became an environment for the use of portable creative 

equipment, moving from the traditional use of the sketchbook, as a device to 

hold visual imagery to be taken back to the studio, to the paint box allowing 

the artist to work and remain outside. Accordingly, when these methods are 

united, nature becomes the focal creative space, an external studio (a 

concept that resonates with the discussion in Chapter One, regarding my 

Plein-Air excursion within Roma). Hence, the transferable physical 

knowledge, unlocked through such creative actions, allowed the reality of the 

actual material world to be experienced firsthand as a primary source of 

information. Subsequently, through actual landscapes, timeframes and the 

individuals’ conscious desire to be within an co-dependent reliance with their 

muse, the natural world was experienced, forming a common and equal bond 

that links the artist to the natural world, their contextual history and a sense of 

the particular location.  

 

Constable stated, “I should paint my own places best” (Bermingham. 1987, 

p.87), subsequently, this “Man of the Soil” (Meyer. 1995, p.137) could walk 

further into his own world, those “intimately familiar landscapes” (Rosenthal. 

1983, p.5) with his portable paint box and sketchbook, collecting material 

samples as much as distances.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 202. John Constable (1776-1837). Mr. Golding Constable’s House, East Bergholt, the 
Birthplace of the Painter, c.1809-10. Oil on millboard laid on panel.  (Parkinson. 1998, p.32). 

 
Therefore, the interactive methods that compose the Plein-Air were united to 

the experience of nature; the artist can be viewed as the cipher, a channel to 

observe, document and articulate. The creative evidence of such a concept 

can be illustrated through the juxtaposition of the following five images, 

including an example from my personal practice (see figs 203-7).  
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 Figure 203. John Constable’s Metal Paint Box. 
c.1837. Estate of Sir Edwin A. G. Manton. (Humphreys. 2006, p.12). 
 

  Figures 204 and 205. D J 
Greening. J & J Colman’s Mustard Tin [2006]. H. 12 cm x W. 24.5 cm x D. 18.5 cm 
(Dimensions Closed) and a Selection of Items from the J & J Colman’s Mustard Tin.  
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Figures 206 and 207. Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919) painting Plein-Air in the garden at 
Les Collettes. (Fell. 1995, p.97) and his folding table and artist’s materials. (Fell. 1995, p.89). 
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Here, we see how Constable’s metal paint box allowed him to work within the 

external world, parallel to Pierre-Auguste Renoir’s (1841-1919) folding table 

and artist’s materials. Importantly Fell (1995, p.89) stated how Renoir 

proclaimed how “without paints in tubes there would have been no Cezanne, 

no Monet, no Sisley, no Pissarro, nothing of what journalists were to call 

Impressionism.” Hence, the creation of portable paints is a key aspect in the 

artist becoming a traveller within the landscape. However, Constable’s paint 

box shows how, in a time before the birth of Impressionism, this interactive 

method was already in use, a result of the ingenuity of the artist to be in a 

direct creative relationship with their subject. Therefore, for Constable, the 

natural world was both his “home and his workshop” (Mullins. 1985, p.20), 

combining source of inspiration, place of creation and eventual studio space 

and medium for the Post War artist.  

 

The fruition of such creativity can be presented through the Post War working 

methods of Robert Perry (1944 - ) (figs 208-9), an artist who has described 

himself as “descended from people like the Barbizon painters” (Perry. 2009). 

He uses nature as his studio and his portable paint box has developed into a 

van equipped with all the necessary tools to produce his external works. 

Though, this is not at the expense of the central inclusion of natural materials, 

the leaves and grass that inspired Runge to fall in nature now allow Perry to 

fall into and work with his subject as he incorporates them onto his canvases.  
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 Figure 208. Robert Perry (1944 - ), Working 
Plein-Air. (Perry. No date. a).  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 209. Robert Perry (1944 - ). Working in 
Aveluy Wood. 7 Feb 2001. Photo. (Perry. No date. b).  
 
Such working methods are also linked to how the artists, who worked within 

Europe during the early 20th century, “relied on makeshift tents, while others 

employed small, portable studios on wheels” (Weisberg. 1992, p.127). This 

European interactive tradition has allowed the development of my Plein-Air 

practice, through the collection and presentation of a portable paint box that 

consists of natural materials (juxtaposed previously against Constable’s paint 

box, see fig 204-5). The box holds mediums that are the result of creative 

actions, integral to a Plein-Air experience and the European lineage of 

working with and within the natural world.  
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Therefore, we can “[live] in the fields” (Rosenthal. 1983, p.91), live within a 

Plein-Air method where the actual material world is embedded within a 

landscape practice. Moreover, this can be reinforced by how “[Emile Zola 

(1840-1902 and [Champfleury (pseudonym of Jules Husson) (1821-1889)] 

began to indicate [within the 19th century] that nature was substantive, that it 

had a material reality” (Adams. 1994, p.186); a reality that brought the 

experienced physical character of the natural world to the forefront of a 

personal and emotive landscape practice. Such a perspective can equate to 

how Constable described the materiality of the natural world, strengthening a 

material experience and reading:  

 
 

The sound of water escaping from mill-dams, the willows, old rotten 
planks, slimly posts and brickwork; I love such things…those scenes 
made me paint (Meyer. 1995, p.138)6. 

 
John Constable (1776-1837) 
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Figure 210. John Constable (1776-1837). The Lock. 1824. 
Oil on canvas. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 
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Figure 211. John Constable (1776-1837). The Lock. (Detail). 1824. 
Oil on canvas. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 

                                                 
6 “Contemporary psychological research suggests that the emotions of an artist explain his work better than his 
intelligence. They drive him to develop a language through which to express his feelings, and it is this same drive that 
adds power and emotion to his recollection of the past. Constable was fully aware of his motives and, in one of his 
letters, described the importance and strength of [John Constable’s] own memories: “The sound of water escaping 
from mill-dams, the willows, old rotten planks, slimly posts and brickwork; I love such things…those scenes made me 
paint.”” (Meyer. 1995, p.138). 
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The natural world is a three dimensional sphere – tangible and welcoming, full 

of visual, physical and sensory characteristics, including all those aspects that 

can be touched, heard and smelled. This holistic appreciation allowed the 

reality of the actual material world to be recorded and through such first hand 

Plein-Air experiences, as the portable paint box and drawn sketch, the 

authenticity of the material world was permitted to move from the physical 

world, through the artist and into the artwork.  

 

Therefore, as with one of Constable’s contemporaries, John Sell Cotman 

(1782-1842), the method of producing a on-the-spot sketch could allow the 

artist to “live and grow in [their] medium” (Shipp. 1995, p.94), allowing the 

growth of “the prose and poetry of foliage” (Shipp. 1995, p.94) to become 

imbued with the development of the material world as a creative medium, 

linking the subject of creation to the final chosen medium for presentation.  

 

The four images that follow (figs 212-15) show how what was once witnessed 

Plein-Air has become, since 1945, the actual medium of expression. Though 

all the works hold a comparable visual resonance, that of the land, an attribute 

that unifies the lineage of the European Landscape School and can be 

summed up through how Edward Calvert (1799-1883) stated, “I have 

fondness for the Earth” (Stainton. 1991, pp.59-60), a fondness that 

reverberates from Constable to Burri or Carracci to Long.  
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 Figure 212. John Constable (1776-1837). Chain Pier. 
1827. Oil on Canvas. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 
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 Figure 213. Detail from the foreground beach in the 
Chain Pier, Brighton, 1827, by John Constable (1776-1837), showing dragged brushwork 
over the ‘stippled’ priming. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 
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 Figure 214. John Sell Cotman (1782-1842). On the 
Greta. c.1805-6. Pencil and watercolour with some white bodycolour on paper. Inscribed in 
pencil on verso ‘On the Greta’ and numbered in pen and brown ink ‘20’. (Blayney-Brown; 
Hemingway; Lyles. 2000, p.80).  
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 Figure 215. Alberto Burri (1915-[1995]). Sacco H3, 
1954, Sacking H3. Sacking, pumice stone, oil paint and Vinavil on canvas. (Gale. 2005, 
pp.78-9). 
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Accordingly, we can move from a discussion on the portable paint box to the 

sketchbook. Within the Post War era the sketchbook has become an 

important element for subject to become medium. When aligned to the 

outdoor sketch and the portability of paper, ink, pen or pencil, a key shift can 

be presented towards the creative use of the material world.  

 

The ideas presented by Theophile Thore (1807-1869) within the 19th Century, 

started to promote the Plein-Air sketch as a final presentation it is own right 

(Adams. 1994, pp.123-4). Here, the method of being with nature became a 

conceptual framework and final production. Furthermore, this allowed artists’ 

response to the natural world to become a prominent factor and to permit the 

sketch to become “an end in itself and not just a stepping stone towards a 

more complete work” (Adams. 1994, pp.123-4). Hence, the Plein-Air 

production was a means in which to combine emotional responses through a 

creative action, a sentiment that links back to the Picturesque and to include 

the “honesty and integrity” (Adams. 1994, pp.123-4) of the landscapist, with 

every minutiae detail being given consideration. In addition, this allowed the 

physicality of the natural world to be represented through its actuality, as 

Claude-Joseph Vernet (1714-1789) described: 

 
 

‘You must do exactly what you see in nature; if one object is confused 
with another, be it in form or in colour, you must render it as you see it; 
for, if it is good in nature it will be good in painting’ (Andrews. 1999, pp. 
181-2). 
 

Claude-Joseph Vernet (1714-1789) 
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Therefore, the experience and rendering of reality was key; a process that led 

natural materials to be united with drawn responses, a method employed by 

Constable as he collected organic matter to be placed within his sketchbook.  

 
 

 You once talked to me about a journal. I have a little one that I made 
last summer that might amuse you could see it – you will then see how 
I amused my leisure walks, picking up scraps of trees, plants, ferns, 
distances...7 (Parkinson. 1998, pp.66-8). 

 
John Constable (1776-1837), Late March 18148 

 
Here, the actual material world was included within the portable sketchbook; 

its abilities to contain drawings were combined with materials (such a 

sketchbook can be viewed below, fig 216). The medium is the message, a 

memory of what has been witnessed, a record of a visual and material 

experience, encompassing the actual time of day to form a cohesive Plein-Air 

response. 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 216. John Constable (1776-1837). 
A page from a sketchbook, 1813. Pencil.  

(Parkinson. 1998, p.66). 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
7 “In late March 1814 Constable wrote to his wife-to-be Maria about a large painting he had almost finished for the 
R.A. summer exhibition, ending the letter with this statement” (Parkinson. 1998. pp, 66-68). 
8 “[Constable] had spent the summer of 1813 in East Bergholt, from 30 June to early November. There he was able to 
look at nature in the countryside he knew well, but where he was always finding something new” (Parkinson. 1998, 
pp.66-8). 
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Such a combination gave further foundation for the Post War artist to 

experience, include and combine actual materials within their practice. 

Kiefer’s work with the sketchbook, see figs 217-18 below, links to how 

Constable “carefully noted … not only places but dates and times of day as 

well” (Bermingham. 1987, p.87). Hence, a bridge is formed between 

interactive and material methods, allowing the documentation of the 

physicality of a landscape to be joined and integrated into a personally 

motivated and conscious material practice.  
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Figures 217 and 218. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ).Les Reines de France, 1996. Book. Charcoal, 
pencil, emulsion, acrylic and dried flowers and plants on cardboard. 10 pages.  

(Arasse. c.2001. pp.174-5). 
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Consequently, as Constable stated, in regards to Richard Wilson, Alexander 

Cozens (1717-1786), Thomas Gainsborough & Thomas Girtin (1775-1802), 

“…each brings in his hand a flower snatched by himself from the lap of 

nature” (Leslie. 1995, p.257). Thus, Constable’s interactive insight is 

embedded within the Post War era. The most concise manner in which to 

present the fruition of this continuity, once again, relates back to Kiefer, (see 

figs 219-23, including an example from my practice) Goldsworthy and Basia 

Irland (1946 - ). These artists use the sketchbook as a portable device to 

interact with nature, displaying its material essence and following the 

European tradition as they continue to snatch actual land materials, binding 

their combined physicality within the pages of a sketchbook. 
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Figure 219. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). March Sand V, 1977; Markischer Sand V. Twenty-five 
double-page photographic images, with sand, oil, and glue, mounted on cardboard and bound 

(each bound volume). (Rosenthal. 1987, pp.45-47). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 220. D J Greening. Book (6 pages) [2007]. 
H. 24 cm x W. 16.3 cm x D. 0.3 cm (Each ‘Leaf’). 
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Figures 221 and 222. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ). 
Sketchbooks. (Goldsworthy; Friedman. 2000, p.58). 
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Figure 223. Basia Irland (1946 - ) Hydrolibros (1989-2002). “Carved wooden books covered 
with earth from different river and ocean shores are embedded with natural matter from each 

site to create 'words' and 'paragraphs', forming an international ecological language”. 
(University of New Mexico. No date). 
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Hence, conscious desires to be Plein-Air and articulate the reality of the 

material world, as a creative method and conclusion, gives consent to the 

actual material world as a narrative and medium. Within this creative context 

the contemporary Plein-Air artist can walk into a landscape, as equally as 

walking into a material articulation, following Paine and Constable as they 

pluck or snatch a leaf, twig or even the soil itself from a witnessed landscape. 

This combines the materiality of a Plein-Air experience to a creative action; a 

creative action defined through its lineage and a continued desire to be in 

contact with the material world. 

 

Therefore, as I walked in the footsteps of Joseph Mallord William Turner 

(1775-1851), through the streets of Edinburgh in May, 2007, I followed the 

path he trod during 1818 (for further information see Appendix 07. Personal 

Creative Work → Edinburgh 2007 and 2008). I was permitted not only to draw 

the city but also to collect and use the reality of the witnessed environment to 

render material images. The visual presentation that follows presents this 

Plein-Air journey and illustrates the works produced against their inspiration, 

and the validation of the external world and nature as a studio, narrative and 

creative medium for the Post War era (see figs 224-34).   

 
Edinburgh 
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Figure 224. Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851). 
Edinburgh from Calton Hill, pages 39 verso and 40 recto from the ‘Scotch Antiquities’ 

Sketchbook, 1818. (Thomson. 1999, p.27). 
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 Figure 225. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Sketchbook’ Thursday 31st May, 2007. (Paper & Pencil). 
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 Figure 226. Joseph Mallord William 
Turner (1775-1851). Heriot’s Hospital from the West Bow, Edinburgh, pages 86 recto of the 
‘Scotch Antiquities’ Sketchbook, 1818. (Thomson. 1999, p.90). 
 

 Figure 227. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Sketchbook’ Thursday 31st May, 2007. (Paper & Pencil). 
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 Figure 228. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Sketchbook’ Thursday 31st May, 2007. (Paper & Pencil). 
 

 Figure 229. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Sketchbook’ Thursday 31st May, 2007. (Paper & Pencil). 
 

 Figure 230. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Castle [Soil] Sketchbook’ Friday 1st June, 2007. (Soil & Leaf). 
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Figures 231, 232 and 233. D J Greening. Working Plein-Air outside Edinburgh Castle, Friday 

1st June, 2007. 
 

 Figure 234. D J Greening. Image taken 
from ‘The Edinburgh Castle [Soil] Sketchbook’ Friday 1st June, 2007. (Soil & Grass). 
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Within Edinburgh, I collected leaves and placed them against my Plein-Air 

responses, just as Constable had previously walked within a landscape, within 

the tradition of the Dutch School, and moved into the reality of the land, 

furthering the European continuity of working Plein-Air, with pencil, 

sketchbook, paint box or even plough in hand. In addition, to be immersed in 

a landscape has been a continuous creative action, where the observed 

moves into the physically articulated, from model landscapes to actual 

collections of natural materials, and where personal emotions can reverberate 

with a Picturesque sensitivity within the final production of work produced 

Plein-Air. 

 

Therefore, “nature [is] the material for art” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.7), allowing 

a “respect for reality” (Cogniat. 1968, p.67) and an actual discovery “of the 

living world…between nature and man” (Cogniat. 1968. pp, 67). Furthermore, 

this interactive method resonates with Monet, as he stated: “Everything 

painted directly on the spot has strength and power, a vivacity of touch that 

one never finds in the studio….Three brush strokes from nature are worth 

more than two days of work at the easel” (Cogniat. 1966, p.19). Hence, the 

act of being within a selected location, and working in partnership with a 

chosen muse, gives the inclusive foundation where the shift from walking and 

drawing Plein-Air has become the uninterrupted material method for the 

European Landscape School to present such actions as final presentations.  
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In the words of Octave Mirbeau (1848-1917) (an acquaintance of Monet’s) 

“Earth is the only thing that matters” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.19) and as we 

“walk in the field with a humble mind”9 (Leslie. 1995, pp.276-7), following 

Constable’s Plein-Air credo, we can move into the actuality of the material 

world, allowing its composite materials to become an inclusive creative space 

of inspiration, genre, studio and medium. This allows subject to become 

medium, and as the sand was blown on to Monet’s Plein-Air canvases (see 

figs 235-6) the essence of the material world was captured within his work, an 

essence experienced by Constable and Kiefer, (figs 237-8) where “nature 

shapes sensation, which in turn shapes the painting, which in turn shapes 

sensation, an endless dialogue (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.14). 

 

Sensation can thus allow a reflective and cyclic approach to understanding 

the combined role of nature and the artist. Here, an exchange of ideas can be 

formed and expanded upon through actual interactions with the natural world. 

As a result, each ‘exchange’ brings the practitioner closer to the reality of their 

subject. Accordingly, the consciousness of sensation can be paralleled 

alongside those artist who comprise the European Landscape School and 

how they have continued to both experience and work with the actuality of the 

natural world, forming a “endless dialogue” (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.14). 

Though, this is a dialogue that is not only defined through material contact, 

and the aligned historical precedents, but also encourages those who wish to 

follow a similar path to shape and develop their own creative journey into the 

natural world.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 John Constable (1776-1837). Quoted from a lecture delivered to the Literary and Scientific Institution at Hempstead, 
1836. 
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 Figure 235. Claude-Oscar Monet (1840-1926). The 
Beach at Trouville 1870. Oil on canvas. (Langmuir. 1997, pp.315-16). 
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 Figure 236. Claude-Oscar Monet (1840-1926). The 
Beach at Trouville. Macro detail of sand from the bottom of the painting. (Langmuir. 1997, 
pp.315-16). 
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 Figure 237. Detail from the foreground beach in the 
Chain Pier, Brighton, 1827, by John Constable (1776-1837), showing dragged brushwork 
over the ‘stippled’ priming. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 
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 Figure 238. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). March Sand V, 
1977; Markischer Sand V. Twenty-five double-page photographic images, with sand, oil, and 
glue, mounted on cardboard and bound. (Rosenthal. 1987, pp.45-7). 
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Therefore, the creative dialogue, presented by Forge (1975) defines the co-

dependent reliance between the natural world and the artist. Furthermore, this 

is the creative cipher that allows “the how as well as the what” (Joyes; Forge. 

1975, p.7) to be bound together; linking the established European material 

chronology to the foundation and further exploration of those artists who 

choose and desired to work Plein-Air within the Post War era, the progression 

of which will form the subsequent chapters of this thesis.  
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Three (1900-1960) 

 

The Spirit of the Material World: Extending and 
developing the Plein-Air model into the gathering and articulation of actual 
land materials. Thus, allowing a physical interaction with the natural world to 
become the principle method, cipher and expressive focus for final creative 
presentations, centred on actual landscape and land materials. 
 
Chapter Three is within three main sections, the first focuses on a Plein-Air 
journey within the landscape of Avebury, Wiltshire, England, the second is a 
visual Plein-Air documentation of the landscape of Moreton, Wirral, England 
and the third section is a presentation of the integral connection between the 
artist and nature, titled, A Natural Alliance, Interactive and Material 
Manifestations. The practice of Paul Nash (1889-1946) acts as a central 
theme combined with associated visual and written quotes, with emphasis 
from the writings of John Ruskin (1819-1900). Moreover, this has been 
combined with Post War examples of artworks, from aligned artists, and from 
the personal co-dependent body of creative work to further establish the 
contextual and creative lineage that defines the thesis.  
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Nature paints for all the world, poor and 
rich together; and while, therefore, she 
thus adorns the innermost rocks of her 
hills, to temp your investigation, or indulge 
your luxury – she paints, far more 
carefully, the outside of the hills, which are 
for the eyes of the shepherd and the 
ploughman (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.228).  

 
John Ruskin (1819-1900) 

 
Ruskin’s statement resounds with the Plein-Air methods that have already 

been introduced within this thesis; a manifesto for a Post War material based 

and personal practice. Walking, drawings and importantly, actually being 

within nature, therefore becomes the interactive canvas for an inclusive 

creative credo. Universal through the context of the artworks produced, as 

these methods, like the landscape itself, are accessible and valued by all, 

across the boundaries of different countries, timeframes and artists.  

 

The actual material world embraces the shepherd, ploughman, (as discussed 

within the previous Chapter) and artist as they walk over, through and into the 

character of a landscape. They walk in the footsteps of one another, a 

combined journey with nature and her materials, from the observed into the 

articulated. Investigation tempts us to delve into the landscape, maybe 

searching for precious materials, however, the continuous European manner 

of interacting and articulating the physicality of the earth allows us rather to 

value the soil, leaves and stones, combined with their original location, as 

precious materials, sources of inspiration, creative acts and final 

presentations. 
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The contextual development for such a progression is rooted within the Plein-

Air lineage, here the spirit of the material world transcends the landscape, its 

composite materials, and on through the creative and conscious desires of the 

artist. Consequently, the way Paul Nash (1889-1946) worked outside, through 

his creative movements with nature, equates to that of Andy Goldsworthy’s 

(1956 - ) within the Post War era (see figs 239-40 below). Thus, an interactive 

narrative is progressed. It is this story that will be the focus for this Chapter, 

the continuation of a 400 year walk with and into the actual material world.  
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Figures 239 and 240. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Standing with Sketchbook, Cowley Dump, 
Oxford. 1940. (Causey et al., 2003, p.117) and Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ). Leaf; River; 

Stone. 4th October 1999. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 3-5 October 1999 & 2-9 March 
2000. (Goldsworthy; Friedman. 2000, pp.163-4). 
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A Contextual Development 
 
As Paul Nash directly related to landscapes he became exposed to nature in 

the raw; he visually and physically conversed with the natural world, from the 

biggest to the smallest detail. This interactive framework would not only allow 

him to describe his muse through the written word but also lead to material 

manifestations, a conceptual basis that permitted him to write an account of 

natural materials for the new modern journal, Axis, in 1935:  

 
 

The hard cold stone, the rasping grass, the intricate architecture of 
trees and waves, or the brittle sculpture of a dead leaf – I cannot 
translate altogether beyond their own image, without suffering in spirit 
(Causley et al., 2003, p.16). 

 
Paul Nash (1889-1946) 

‘For, But Not With’, From The New Modern Journal, Axis, 1935 
 
Nash leads us to an important development within European landscape 

practice, that of viewing the material world as a source of inspiration and a 

medium, that through its materials is the most succinct manner to present the 

focus of a personal creative practice. Such a progression can also be aligned 

to the how Taylor (Corbett et al., 2002, p.179) discussed the social effects of 

world conflict on personal creative practice through how, “…a wartime shift 

occurred in the climate of British culture”. Therefore, the consequence of war 

can be seen to cause a fracture in the society affected, allowing a re-

evaluation, but also permitting a connection to the past. As a result, in-

between the world wars, a movement can be detected that allowed the 

individual artist to have the choice to further gravitate towards nature, as a 

source and media, but also gaining creative strength from the shifting and 

progressive nature that has underpinned the European Landscape School.  

 

Thus, the desire to render a tree, leaves and stones, as two-dimensional 

images, started to become secondary. These natural elements, so complete 

within themselves, are moved from observation into collection and creative 

articulation. When combined with how Mullins (1985, p.8) stated that it “is a 

simple phenomenon which intrigues me – the way we hook human sentiments 

on to particular objects”, we see how the natural world is not just a landscape 
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for transient contemplation, but a space, as it was for Samuel Palmer (1805-

1881) a century earlier, for the actual reality of nature to be “received into the 

soul” (1825) (Grigson. 1975, p.10), bringing the artist into a personal and 

reflective realm that is integral to their creative desires and intentions. 

 
Such an emotive viewpoint relates back to the Picturesque ethos of the 18th 

century and how Gainsborough created his Model Landskip’s, leading to how 

Nash, and one of his contemporaries Peter Lanyon (1918-1964), activity 

engaged with the natural world as a material source, a method that Lanyon 

encouraged his students to follow in the 1950s: 

 
 

Fetch objects from outside, bark, stones, twigs, flowers etc and to 
arrange these as still lives … obtain information by moving within an 
environment and not standing apart from a view. (Garlake. c.2003, 
p.20). 

 
Peter Lanyon (1918-1964) 

 
This progression, into the actual use of natural materials, is integral to a Plein-

Air method. The emphasis for the European Landscapist has always been on 

external and actual interaction. A method that is further reinforced by 

Cooper’s (Sutherland; Cooper. 1961, p.21) discussion on how Graham 

Sutherland (1903-1980) would collect natural objects while experiencing the 

external world; “his baggage… contained souvenirs of a more material sort, in 

the form of stones, shells, tree-roots and the like, casually picked up during 

his wanderings”.  

 

The lineage of painting, with all its associated Plein-Air techniques, is bound 

to the fruition of a Post War material practice, a creative action that is instilled 

through the practice of Carracci, and a method that allowed Sutherland to 

compile these gathered materials into “a store of visual images” (Sutherland; 

Cooper. 1961, p.21). This was a physical library that could act as a material 

documentation and rendering of a witnessed landscape, a progression from 

the concept of the sketchbook. And when combined with associated found 

objects, photographs and drawings from actual locations, the foundation for 

the creative movement into the material world. At this point, what has been 
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observed becomes combined with acts of collection, leading to a material 

method of sequencing and the final display of artworks that are the 

embodiment of a Plein-Air, material and personal practice, a progression 

shown through the following figs 241-7.  
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 Figure 241. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Stones at Avebury 
(Photograph), 1942. (Causey et al., 2003, p.32).  
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 Figure 242. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Still Life Flints on 
Doormat, (Undated Photograph). (Causey et al., 2003, p.109).  
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 Figure 243. Paul Nash (1889-1946). In the Marshes, 
1938. (Tate Gallery. No date. e). 
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 Figure 244. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Landscape at 
Large, 1936. Paper collage, wood (pine) and shale on paper frame. (Tate Gallery. No date. f). 
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Figure 245. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). Built Up Coast, 
1960. Ceramic tile, glass and metal, mirror and oil on board. (Stephens. 2000, p.65). 
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 Figure 246. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). Blue Glass 
Airscape, 1960. Wood, glass, paint and plaster on cork tile. (Stephens. 2000, p.165). 
 

 Figure 247. D J Greening. Portable, Paint Box 
Landscape [2006]. H. 27.7 cm x W. 35 cm x D. 24.4 cm, (Dimensions Open).  
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Therefore, as the artist moves, with their desires and intentions, into the 

reality of the natural world they are placed within an external context, and as 

Lanyon saw himself as part of a landscape and Plein-Air tradition10 he 

became aware of and integrated into a creative and human history. 

 
 

I’m much more interested in the fact that perhaps this hedge that I’m 
walking along many other people’s shoulders of generations have 
actually been, they’ve actually touched these hedges they’re man 
made and they have a physical proportion to man. I know that some of 
(the fields) are the sort of size that one man can plough with one horse 
in one day. It’s this sort of relationship to man himself (Stephens. 2000, 
p.100). 

 
Peter Lanyon (1918-1964) 

 
It is this history that has formed the framework for the artist to work outside, 

surrounded by the natural world, its materials and the Plein-Air tradition. As a 

result, Nash and his contemporaries’ became increasingly more “interested in 

landscapes that had once been made, that had once been subject to the hand 

of man” (Causley et al., 2003, p.24). The European Landscapist was not just 

touching the earth, but also in a creative dialogue with those individuals who 

comprise the ancestry of the European Landscape School. Here, the hand of 

man reaches across, permitting the material world to be both a continuous 

and creative partner, and as presented in Chapter Two, Thomas Paine’s 

(1737-1809) desire to plunk a twig from a tree became fundamental to 

experiencing the natural world and unlocking its tangible character as a 

medium for expression.  Additionally, we are allowed to continue to walk and 

progress this material journey into the Post War era, strengthening a 

contextual lineage while walking within England or Roma, while walking in the 

material world.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 “I think of myself as a landscape painter in the tradition of Constable and Turner” (Stephens. 2000, p.9). 
 

Peter Lanyon (1918-1964) 
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O to be in England 
 Now that April’s there, 

And whoever wakes in England, 
Sees, some morning, unaware, 
That the lowest boughs and the brushwood sheaf, 
Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf, 
While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough 
In England – now!  
(Mullins. 1985, p.8) 

 
Robert Browning (1812-1889) 
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Avebury 
Wiltshire, England 

Tuesday 9th May, 2006 
 
Consequently, to be within an actual landscape can become a final creative 

method and presentation, united through experience and history. Though, 

how has this transition occurred? The desires and intentions of the artist link 

to corresponding attributes of nature, defined through the concept of 

animism11. Therefore, as Nash walked through the landscape of Avebury, 

Wiltshire, in 1933, he turned towards “direct observation” (Causley et al., 

2003, p.18). Here, Nash was inspired and captivated by the megaliths; 

animism could be seen everywhere, bound into the human and natural past, 

reflected and expressed through time by the standing stones and the intricate 

details of nature.  

 
 

Henceforth Nature became endowed for me with new life. The 
landscape, too, seemed now possessed of a different animation. To 
contemplate the personal beauty of stone and leaf, bark and shell, 
(Causley et al., 2003, p.18). 

 
Paul Nash (1889-1946) 

 
Nash’s words set a credo for the artist to see the life of the natural world as a 

creative impetus. Nature stirred beneath him, and as he walked within the 

actual location of Avebury the natural world became synthesised in a creative 

account, an account that would present a method to investigate, process and 

present the reality of the natural world as a source for creative endeavour.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
11 “Animism 1 the belief that natural objects, phenomena, and the universe itself have desires and intentions. 2 (in 
the philosophies of Plato and Pythagoras) the hypothesis that there is an immaterial force that animates the universe. 
[C19: from Latin anima vital breath, spirit] > ‘animist n > animistic adj” (Treffry, 1998, p.59). 
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Last summer, I walked in a field near Avebury where two rough 
monoliths stand up, sixteen feet high, miraculously patterned with black 
and orange lichen, remnants of the avenue of stones which led to the 
Great Circle. A mile away, a green pyramid casts a gigantic shadow. In 
the hedge, at hand, the white trumpet of convolvulus turns from its 
spiral stem, following the sun. In my art I would solve such an equation 
(Corbett; Holt; Russell. 2002, p.207).12 

 
Paul Nash, 1933 

 
Therefore, as Nash had walked amongst the megaliths of Avebury and 

Sutherland with the megaliths of Yorkshire, during 1936-7, their reaction was 

seen as both “vivid [and] emotional” (Cooper. 1961, pp.14-16), the reward of 

the patient observer:  

 
 

There are no natural objects out of which more can be thus learned 
than out of stones. They seem to have been created especially to 
reward a patient observer. (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.229).  

 
John Ruskin (1819-1900) 
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Figure 248. Graham Sutherland (1903-1980). Study of Rocks. 1937. 
Ink and water-colour. (Sutherland; Cooper. 1961, Plate.11a). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
12 Paul Nash - statement from the publication Unit One, 1933. 
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The emotive and observant responses, integral to a European landscape 

context, inspired a personal Plein-Air journey into Wiltshire. As I experienced 

and interpreted the landscape of Avebury, and walked around the standing 

stones, I discovered a landscape, as Roma was for Carracci and Claude, 

which allowed a creative interface to occur between the artist and the material 

world. The visual presentation that follows is the record of my Plein-Air 

journey; personal photographs have been juxtaposed against Nash’s work to 

present the inspiration and justification for my Post War experience, see figs 

249-59. (For further information view Appendix 07.Personal Creative Work → 

Avebury Wiltshire 9th May, 2006). 
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Figures 249, 250 and 251. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 252. Paul Nash (1889-1946).  Druid Landscape, 1934. Oil on cardboard.  
(Causey et al., 2003, p.81). 

 

 
 

Figure 253. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. [Photograph] Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 254. Paul Nash (1889-1946, Druid Landscape, 1934, Oil on cardboard, (Causey et al., 
2003, p.81). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Avebury, Wiltshire, 

[Photograph] Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 255. Paul Nash (1889-1946, Druid Landscape, 1934, Oil on cardboard, (Causey et al., 

2003, p.81). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Avebury, Wiltshire, 
[Photograph] Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 256. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Landscape of the Megaliths. 1934.  
Oil on canvas. (Causey et al., 2003, p.80). 

 

  
 

Figures 257 and 258. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. [Photograph]. 
Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 259. Paul Nash (1889-1946), Landscape of the Megaliths, 1934, Oil on canvas, 
(Causey et al., 2003, p.80). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Avebury, 

Wiltshire, [Photographs] Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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As a result, my interaction, creative response and presentation were permitted 

due to the legacy of Nash & Sutherland; the stones they saw had already 

been touched, chosen and affected by their selection with mankind. Hence, 

continuing to relate to this landscape allowed the extension of the Plein-Air 

process. As Nash stated, in Country Life Magazine, 1st May 1937, “the stone 

itself has its spirit, it is alive” (Causley et al., 2003, p.92). Therefore, within 

Avebury, the role of actual materials can be presented as forming a 

partnership with the individual, historically and contemporarily, illustrating how 

an inanimate object, a stone, twig or even the soil itself is imbued with spirit, a 

character and zest equal to that of the animate world.  

 

And so, the world that surrounds us, and envelopes our daily lives, confirms 

the co-dependent nature of animism, and through a Plein-Air and material 

interaction nature becomes integral to the method and presentation. For the 

Post War landscapist it is no longer just a visual record that acts as the 

account for the final creative outcome, but when explored and combined with 

Plein-Air drawings, photographs and personal experiences, the natural world 

can be seen as having and holding its own “desires and intentions” (Treffry, 

1998, p.59), thus, forming a “link between the object and the viewer” (Causley 

et al., 2003, p.18). This is a concept that allowed Nash to relate to the 

physicality of the natural world, and an approach that has allowed the Post 

War artists, Richard Long (1945 - ) and Hamish Fulton (1946 - ), to progress 

this interactive technique as a final presentation in its own right. Hence, as I 

walked within Avebury I was in partnership with the landscape and the 

European Landscape School, a partnership that has encouraged the shift 

from the observed into the articulated and also allowed an experience and 

interaction with nature to be presented as a final outcome, as presented 

through figs 260-4.  
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 Figure 260. Paul Nash (1889-1946). Landscape 
of the Megaliths, 1937. Watercolour on paper. (Causey et al., 2003, p.35). 
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 Figure 261. John Constable (1776-1837). 
Stonehenge. (Stainton.1991, Plate.52). 
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 Figure 262. Richard Long (1945 - ). A Line in 
Scotland, Cul Mor. 1981. Black and white photograph. (Kastner; Wallis. 1998, p.127). 
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 Figure 263. Richard Long (1945 - ). Watershed, 
England, 1992. (Sleeman et al., 1998, no page numbers within text). 
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 Figure 264. Hamish Fulton (1946 - ). “A Hollow 
Lane On The North Downs – Ancient Paths Forming A Route Between Winchester And 
Canterbury Ten Days In April – A 165 Mile Walk” The Pilgrim’s Walk, 1971. (Fulton. Walking 
artist. 2001, p.14). 
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Another key factor, aligned to this progression, is the further incorporation of 

the minutiae aspects of the material world. Just as Gainsborough and 

Constable previously drew and collected leaves from actual locations, the 

sprit of place, genius loci, transcended their examination of nature, through 

their collection of land materials and then developing into a combined creative 

partner (for further information see Appendix 04. Identified Themes → Theme 

2 – A Known Landscape and Theme 3 – the minutiae). This sprit, as it was for 

Nash, can be seen “of the land… lyrical” (Causley et al., 2003, p.10). Thus, 

the individual does not only commune with the entirety of the landscape but all 

its composite parts, unlocked through the action of being placed within a 

selected location. Here, the smallest detail of nature, a rock or stone, can be 

seen in detail (figs 265-71). Nature can be viewed as an artist forming and 

presenting the material world as a finished artwork, waiting to be discovered, 

captured and presented. A mode of awareness that has evolved due to the 

continued relationship European landscapists have held with the material 

world. Here, Ruskin’s patient observer is able to gain creative insights into the 

potential of nature as a material source and final presentation. Nature can be 

seen as an equal, holding the spirit of animism (as discussed on page 176) 

and presenting to those who take the time to examine her physicality, the 

creative possibilities of the material world.  

 
 

When a rock of any kind has lain for some time exposed to the 
weather, Nature finishes it in her own way; first, she takes wonderful 
pains about its form, sculpturing it into exquisite variety of dint and 
dimple, and rounding or hollowing it into contours, which for fineness 
no human hand can follow; then she colours it; and every one of her 
touches of colour, instead of being a powder mixed with oil, is a minute 
forest of living trees, glorious in structure, which in all probability are 
mysteries even to the eyes of angels (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, 
pp.388-9).  

 
John Ruskin (1819-1900) 
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Figures 265, 266 and 267. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. [Photograph]. 
Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figures 268, 269 and 270. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. [Photograph]. 
Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Figure 271. D J Greening. Avebury, Wiltshire. [Photograph Repeat]. 
Tuesday 9th May 2006. 
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Therefore, as Nash discovered the black and orange lichens, upon the 

surface of the megaliths at Avebury, he was able to see a miniature and 

detailed landscape, an image that I was also able to experience, document 

and use creatively, due to the path established by the European Landscape 

School. Consequently, we are able to look into the natural world and find 

complete creative manifestations. And as we remain outside our contact with 

nature is extended. As Ruskin further discussed the attributes of a stone, an 

additional parallel can be drawn alongside Gainsborough’s use of model 

landscapes, as presented within the previous chapter.   

 
 

For a stone, when examined, will be found a mountain in miniature. 
The fineness of Nature’s work is so great, that, into a single block, a 
foot or two in diameter, she can compress as many changes of form 
and structure, on a small scale, as she needs for her mountains on a 
large one; and, taking moss for a forest, and grains of crystal for crags, 
the surface of a stone, in by far the plurality of instances, is more 
interesting that the surface of an ordinary hill; more fantastic in form, 
and incomparably richer in colour (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.229).  

 
John Ruskin (1819-1946) 

 
Ruskin’s prose allows the physical realisation of a written quote (see figs 272-

6) to act as a creative method and presentation, allowing a contextual 

framework and development for the Post War implication of the Plein-Air 

technique. Here we can discover the true materiality of the natural world and 

hence, the justification for these experiences as final creative outcomes.  
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Figures 272-276. 

 
a minutiae world 

 
D J Greening. 

The Clent Hills, Worcestershire 
Thursday 10th July 

2008 
 
The creative lineage that traces this development does not just lie with Ruskin 

and Nash but also implicit within the method employed by Bernard Palissy 

(1510-1590). Palissy actively collected and integrated items he had collected 

from nature into his working process (fig 277). His direct contact with nature 

became the source for his practice. Through craft and concept he joined the 

essence of the land into his methods, and it is of note that Palissy’s choice to 

use actual land materials occurred at a time before Carracci’s Ideal 

Landscape. Thus, the natural world has been, for the European landscapist, 

of continuous material interest. Contact and portrayal has united them as 

succinctly as subject and medium has been united and permitted as a 

creative outcome within the Post War era, as shown through the work of Lucio 

Fontana (1899-1968) and onto the development of my practice (figs 278-87).  
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Figure 277. Bernard Palissy (1510-1590). Basin, late 16th century.  
Painted and lead-glazed earthenware. (West. 2006, p.55). 
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Figure 278. Lucio Fontana (1899-1968). Granchio (Crab) 1936.  
Polychrome ceramics. (Whitfield. 1999, p.19). 
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Figures 279-287. D J Greening. Basin X 3 [2007], with details. 
H. 6.9 x Dia. 23 cm (each). 
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Moreton 
Wirral, England 

Saturday 14th July, 2007 
 
Therefore, this material interest, joined through contact, collection and 

portrayal, can be used to explore the Plein-Air method as it has progressed 

from the 16th century to the Post War era. Physically interacting with the 

natural world has permitted the “direct observation” (Causley et al., 2003, 

p.18) that was experienced by Nash to be the focus for modern day 

landscapists’, such as Long and Fulton. Furthermore, this has allowed 

portrayal to develop into a physical experience and actual material 

presentation, giving consent to nature as an expressive source and product. A 

perspective that is demonstrated by further personal creative walks into the 

English landscape, walks that punctuate this thesis.  

 

Subsequently, as I walked within the environment of Moreton, Wirral  I was 

able to present the experience as a final creative outcome, the manifestation 

was combined through a walk that was allowed to occur due to Nash’s 

experience of Avebury and a visual record of my Plein-Air interaction (for 

further information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → Moreton 

Saturday 14th July 2007). Hence, as Carracci walked in the environs of Roma, 

an Ideal landscape unfolded around him, and as I have walked within 

Moreton, during August 2005 and July 2007, (figs 288-310) I became 

surrounded by a material environment. Photographs were taken and Plein-Air 

drawings produced that find resonance with the sprit of Nash’s description of 

the monoliths in Wiltshire and Sutherlands’ material libraries.  
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Figure 288. D J Greening. Moreton Landscape [38 Plein-Air Drawings and Shells]. 
Friday 26th August 2005. H. 1.5 cm x W. 13 cm x D. 7.7cm. 

 
The record and presentation of the Moreton journey of 2007 follows, 

juxtaposed against allied artworks that inspired and allowed this creative 

action to occur. 
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A photographic record of the landscape/seascape of Moreton, Wirral,  
Saturday 14th July 2007.  

 

       
 

Figures 289, 290 and 291. D J Greening. Moreton, Wirral. Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figures 292, 293 and 294. D J Greening. Moreton, Wirral. Saturday 14th July 2007. 
Juxtaposed with Anselm Kiefer’s (1945 - ) Einschlag, 1985. Blei, Emulsion und Schellack auf 

Foto uber Leinwand. (Kiefer. 1986. b, Fig.3). 
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A Plein-Air and Visual Resonance:  
Subject into Medium: Medium as Subject 
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Figure 295. Paul Nash (1889-1946). 
Mud Flats, Swanage, 1935-6. Photograph. 

(Causey et al., 2003, p.107). 
 

 
 

Figure 296. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
 

 
 

Figure 297. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 298. Paul Nash (1889-1946), Mud Flats, Swanage, 1935-6, [Photograph] (Causey et 
al., 2003, p.107). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Moreton, Wirral, 

[Photographs], Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 299. Paul Nash (1889-1946). 
Ploughed Field, Undated Photograph. 

(Causey et al., 2003, p.107). 
 

 
 

Figure 300. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
 

 
 

Figure 301. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 302. D J Greening, Moreton, Wirral, repeated and juxtaposed, 
[Photographs], Saturday 14th July 2007.  
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Figure 303. Paul Nash (1889-1946), Ploughed Field, Undated Photograph, (Causey et al., 
2003, p.107). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Moreton, Wirral,  

[Photographs], Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 304. Paul Nash (1889-1946). 
Stone Beach, Undated Photograph. 

(Causey et al., 2003, p.109). 
 

 
 

Figure 305. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
 

 
 

Figure 306. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 307. Paul Nash (1889-1946), Stone Beach, Undated Photograph, (Causey et al., 2003, 
p.109). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Moreton, Wirral,  

[Photographs], Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 308. Paul Nash (1889-1946). 
Promenade II 1920. Wood-engraving on paper. 

(Tate Gallery. No date. g). 
 

 
 

Figure 309. D J Greening. 
Moreton, Wirral, [Photograph]. 

Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Figure 310. Paul Nash (1889-1946), Promenade II 1920, Wood-engraving on paper, (Tate 
Gallery. No date. g). Repeated and juxtaposed against D J Greening, Moreton, Wirral,  

[Photographs], Saturday 14th July 2007. 
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Accordingly, due to my experience of Moreton (a landscape that has a 

personal family connection) a specific demonstration of a Post War inclusion 

and progression of subject as medium can now be demonstrated, this is not 

only aligned to the lineage of the European Landscape School but integral to 

the individuals desire to be in contact with the actuality of the land.  

 

As Eric Ravilious (1903-1942) uncovered materials within a landscape his 

physical discoveries allowed him to “speak the truth on a natural level, … 

gleaming metal, weather-worn planks, basket patterning and footprints in 

snow were things he enjoyed painting” (Constable. 1982, p.36). This 

statement is striking in its similarity to Constable’s earlier description of “the 

sound of water escaping from mill-dams, the willows, old rotten planks, slimy 

posts and brickwork” (Meyer. 1995, p.138). Thus, both these accounts are the 

product of a Plein-Air experience, and would not have been possible if not for 

a direct interaction with the tangibility of the natural world. Hence, material 

characteristics are not only able to be discovered but touched, collected and 

ultimately articulated.  
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Figure 311. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). Farm Implements. 
1932. (Constable. 1982, Plate.22). 
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Figure 312. John Constable (1776-1837). The Lock. [Detail]. 1824. 
Oil on canvas. (Lyles. 2006, p.57). 
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Furthermore, this gives the foundation for a combined manner of interest, 

from Constable to Ravilious, which unites the European Landscape School. In 

this joined discourse the land speaks to the artist as equally as one 

generation of landscapists’ converses with each other through their physical 

productions. Here we enter a combined narrative of the land, we are not only 

encouraged to be a painter but a practitioner that renders their subject 

through its own physicality – earth becomes paint and the canvas is the land 

itself. Though, the awareness of those who have gone before does not leave 

this physical sphere, and this specific feature becomes the practice based 

method to encourage the Post War artist to choice the natural world as 

subject and source, an evolution encompassing Constable, Ravilious and 

Kiefer (figs 313-15).  
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 Figure 313. Eric Ravilious (1903-
1942).Chalk Paths. 1935. (Constable. 1982, Plate.8). 
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 Figure 314. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). 
Nuremberg, 1982. Nurnberg. Acrylic, emulsion, and straw on canvas. (Rosenthal. 1987, 
p.100). 
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 Figure 315. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). 
Waterloo, et la terre tremble encore, 1982. Oil, acrylic, charcoal and unfired clay on canvas. 
(Arasse. c.2001, p.109). 
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From now, an “outer and an inner reality” (Binyon. 1983, p.7) becomes an 

interrelated certainty, comprised of the subject, landscape, and the personal 

reflections and desires of the practitioner. The spirit of the material world is 

unlocked and presented through its “physical feel” and “actuality” (Binyon. 

1983, p.7). As Ravilious captured drawn images from the carriage of a moving 

train (fig 316-17), his methods of seeing the passing landscape, as raw 

material for future works, allows us to not only render these fleeting images 

but encourages us to move from our carriage, or studio, and experience the 

physicality of the natural world. Thus, the intervention of mankind with the 

actual material world, from the creation of megaliths, chalk figures drawn 

within the land, Plein-Air drawing and actual walks, permits us to move ever 

closer to the reality of the earth. 
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 Figure 316. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). Train 
Landscape. c.1939. (Constable. 1982, Plate.40).13 
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 Figure 317. Eric Ravilious (1903 – 1942). 
The Westbury Horse. c.1939. (Constable. 1982, Plate.39). 
 

                                                 
13 “The Westbury Horse seen from a railway carriage. Ravilious drew it from the train, going back and forth between 
two stations and painting from the interior of the third-class carriage. Seen out of the top of the left-hand window, the 
standing white horse shows small but unmistakable” (Binyon. 1983, pp. 109). 
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Consequently, as I drew the passing landscapes, from the internal space of a 

carriage, (see figs 322-5 on the following page) this process related back to 

an assemblage of found objects, including a model train, I had previously 

created to allow a collection of items to be brought back from my ancestral 

home of Devon, England to my present-day domestic environment (figs 318-

21 below). Hence, the process of collecting and assembling items is bound to 

the exploration of a landscape through drawing. This is a joined and reflective 

method, defined through how the actual visual and physical experience of a 

landscape can be inspired from its historical precedents and thus, transmitted 

back to help uncover the unbroken line of interaction with the natural world. It 

is also allied and defined through the Plein-Air method, where within this 

creative field we are allowed to search for visual and tangible information and 

present our personal and creative experiences within the European tradition.  

 

 
 

Figure 318. D J Greening. Dorset [2005]. Tin, Paper, Pebble, Glass, Wax and Sea Water.  
H. 21 cm x W. 30 cm x D. 4.5 cm. 
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Figures 319, 320 and 321. D J Greening. Dorset [2005], juxtaposed against Eric Ravilious’s 
(1903-1942) Train Landscape, c.1939. 
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Train Drawings  
 

 Figure 322. D J Greening. A drawing from 
Sketchbook 36, Train, (Pencil), p.20. Wednesday 24th May, 2006, A4. 
 

 Figure 323. D J Greening. A drawing from 
Sketchbook 36, Train, (Pencil), p.21. Wednesday 24th May, 2006, A4. 
 

 Figure 324. D J Greening. A drawing from the 
from Euston Station Sketchbook (Pencil). Sunday 17th February 2008, A5. 
 

 Figure 325. D J Greening. A drawing from the 
from Euston Station Sketchbook (Pencil). Sunday 17th February 2008, A5. 
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Subsequently, as we observe and feel our way through a landscape14 we are 

presented with our greatest ally, the actual material world. This is a creative 

walk within the actual footsteps of the European Landscape School. Thus, as 

we experience the reality of a landscape, from the stones of Avebury to the 

seascape of Moreton, these “lines of nature” (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.228) 

present a path into the landscape and a European history that we are allowed 

to follow towards our own material manifestations.  

 
 

There is an expression and a feeling about all the hill lines of nature, 
which is not to be reduced to line and rule – not to be measured by 
angles or described by compasses – not to be chipped out by the 
geologist, or equated by the mathematician. It is intangible, incalculable 
– a thing to be felt, not understood – to be loved, not comprehended – 
a music of the eyes, a melody of the heart, whose truth is known only 
by its sweetness (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.228). 
 

John Ruskin (1819-1900) 
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Figure 326. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). The Vale of the White Horse, c.1939.  
Watercolour. (Binyon. 1983, p.109). 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14 A concept that further resonates to a statement by Ruskin: “a steep bank of loose earth of any kind [is]… capable 
of giving high gratification to a careful observer” (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950, p.227).  
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A Natural 
Alliance 

Interactive and Material Manifestations 
 
The material manifestations of the Post War artist define a natural alliance; an 

alliance with the material world that has been present throughout the 

European Landscape School. However, it is only within the latter part of the 

20th century that this union has developed into a creative method as a final 

outcome and presentation, although the seed, as I hope I have presented, 

has been continuously there from the beginning. The art of this period has 

been labelled revolutionary, as discussed within the text by Kastner and 

Wallis (1998); however it’s creative and material origins lie within the lines of 

nature discussed by Ruskin. Here, the linear pathways that resonate 

throughout the European historical interaction with landscape find their 

continuation and fruition within the Post War era. This is a Plein-Air method 

that stretches back once again to the birth of Carracci’s’ Ideal Landscape and 

hence, a very 16th century revolution. Thus, the distinct change Carracci 

founded, while choosing to focus on an actual landscape, made a creative 

journey into the material world possible for those who would follow.  

 

Consequently, a reflective approach developed into a principle method in its 

own right that would allow an interaction with nature to become a material 

manifestation. A key practitioner to demonstrate this progression is the Italian 

artist Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). Penone’s practice has allowed the 

individual to commune with the character of the land through Plein-Air and 

material experiences. This has formed new material insight for the Post War 

era, but his desire to place himself outside still resides within the practice-

based ideology of an Ideal Landscape. Penone is thus within Carracci’s 

landscape lineage, working within his Italian creative ancestry.   
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I think all inanimate things desire contact with the beings that are 
normally considered living. Their desire is endless (Walker Art Centre 
and Tate Gallery. 2001, p.296). 

 
Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ) 

 
Penone indicates that a dialogue with nature is continuous, holding a sense of 

a living and reflective partnership, an idea that relates back to Nash’s interest 

in animism and the harmony that can be found between mankind and the 

natural world. Penone was a central artist within the Arte Povera Movement15 

and the significance he placed on the humble aspects of the material world, 

which would have previously delighted Constable, found their place as a 

creative focus, a sentiment reinforced by Francesco Bonami: 

 
 

Every Italian artist since the fifteenth century has had to challenge the 
idea of materiality on a personal level. In their own subversive fashion 
the Arte Povera artists continued this tradition. They expanded the 
range of materials used for art, but basically the relationship they 
established with a handful of coal or a head of lettuce was not much 
different from the way earlier artists approached a piece of marble 
(Walker Art Centre and Tate Gallery. 2001, p.109). 
  

Francesco Bonami (1955 - ) 
 
Bonami’s discussion of the lineage and place of materials, from the 15th 

century, places the Arte Povera Movement within a creative method that 

continues to discover the possibilities of the material world. However, the Post 

War creative approach is different. If we take a piece of marble for example, 

traditionally it would have been carved, fashioned into a desired shape, the 

representation of a figure from history or mythology. Conversely, the Post War 

artists’ interest rests with the marble itself, its own intrinsic material quality. 

Here, the genesis for the artwork is the material, an attribute chosen through 

the individuals personal desire to interact and relate to their subject; actual 

land materials. Therefore, marble as equally as coal, lettuce, leaves and soil 

becomes the narrative for the artwork, a material story that is conveyed 

                                                 
15 “Arte Povera designates a kind of art which, in contrast to the technologized world around it, seeks to achieve a 
poetic statement with the simplest of means.  This return to simple materials, revealing laws and processes deriving 
from the power of the imagination, is an examination of the artists own conduct in an industrialized society […] A way 
of “dropping out” which is by no means a denial of society, but which instead asserts a moral claim: the subjjectified 
sensibility in its objectified authenticity reflects a natural collection of the environmental phenomena, both universal 
and individual” (Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p.20). 

Jean – Christophe Ammann, 1970 
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through the artists’ personal creative experience and self-consciousness. 

However, this is still an approach that has been permitted due to a historical 

awareness of the natural world, as Tommaso Trini stated in 1968: 

 
 

Western intellectualism is rooted in nature, in its undifferentiated 
physicality and materiality – which calls to mind William Carlos 
William’s words, “there are no new ideas except in things” (Walker Art 
Centre and Tate Gallery. 2001, p.161). 

 
Tommaso Trini (1937 - ) 

 
For this reason, the progressive manner of viewing and manipulating actual 

land materials could shift from traditional and academic conventions into 

observation and acts of material and external experiences. Though the Plein-

Air history is integral to this development, and it is of note that this creative 

technique lies outside mainstream academic methods. Accordingly, this 

sustained revolution has paralleled 400 hundred years of European art 

practice, coming to fruition in an expanding discourse between the individual 

and the natural world within the Post War era. As each generation adds to the 

genre and strengthens its reflective and personal validity, nature has become 

a sphere for discovery, were “there are no new ideas except in things” 

(Walker Art Centre and Tate Gallery. 2001, p.161), ideas that have been 

revealed through a continuous direct interaction and contact. Thus, to walk, to 

be Plein-Air, is the Post War credo for a material discovery and final 

presentation.  

 
 

Green, the bejewelled green of foliage and inert moss, the greenery, 
cool repose, forest refuge. 
To capture the green of the forest. 
To run one’s hand across the green of the forest. 
To rub the green of the forest. 
To image the thickness of the green of the forest. 
To work with the splendour, the consistency of the green of the forest. 
To consume the green of the forest against the forest. 
To repeat the forest with the greens of the forest. 
To place oneself as a dam against the flood of grass with a salt hat. 
(Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p. 266). 
 

Giuseppe Penone (1947 - )  
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The result of such material discoveries, fundamental to an alliance with the 

actual material world, can be shown through the juxtaposition of the artworks 

below (figs 327-33). Here, the method of interaction and experience is a 

creative journey into the land and its materials, leading to external 

presentations.  
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 Figure 327. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). 
Redruth, c.1953. Charcoal. (Lanyon et al., 1983, p.18). 
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 Figure 328. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). 
Wood Engraving. 1929. Untitled print for Gray’s Elegy. (Richards; Carrod. 1972, p.28).  
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 Figure 329. Antony Gormley (1950 - ). 
Dicotyledon 1989. Red-coloured earth originally collected by the artist from the Lot region in 
France and mixed with rabbit skin glue and water. (Moszynska. 2002, p.118). 
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 Figure 330. Anselm Kiefer (1945 - ). 
Reclining Man with Branch, Liegender Mann mit Zweig. Watercolour on paper. (Rosenthal. 
1987, p.20). 
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 Figure 331. A page from the Ashburn 
Manuscript, 14th century. Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence. (Rosenthal. 1987, p.18). 
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 Figure 332. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). Alpi 
Marittime (Maritime Alps).1968. (Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p.146). 
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 Figure 333. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). La 
mia altezza, la lunghezza della mie braccia, il mio repiro in unruscello (My height, the length 
of my arms, my breath in a brook) from Alpi marittime (Martime Alps), 1968. Photo 
documentation of the work in progress, Garessio. (Walker Art Centre; Tate Gallery. 2001, 
p.82). 
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Therefore, through Lanyon’s image of Redruth in Cornwall, part of his home 

landscape, we can see how his method of “pressing oneself to the ground, 

watching the clouds move, feeling the world turn … imagining past 

generations of Cornishmen, beached in their coffins beside the cove, rising up 

and putting out to sea with the tide” (Lanyon, P; Lanyon, A; Feaver. 1983, p.3) 

informed and contextualised the visual documentation of his Plein-Air and 

material experiences. When placed against Ravilious’s, Antony Gormley’s 

(1950 - ) and Kiefer’s depiction of the individual, pressed on or within the land 

(linking to a page from the 14th century Ashburn Manuscript), we can further 

observe how the natural world formed the foundation for a personal practice. 

A practice that renders images of experience as equally as it grows from the 

individuals’ continuous desire to work within an ancestry, stretching from the 

Cornishmen to the Post War Landscapist. This natural alchemy (Rosenthal. 

Anselm Kiefer. 1987, p.18), of actuality, experience and creative history 

succinctly correlates with Penone’s 1968 actions titled, Alpi Marittime 

(Maritime Alps, figs 332-3). Penone’s description of his working technique 

also links back to Lanyon’s insights:   

 
 

To make sculpture the sculptor must lie down, slipping to the ground 
slowly and smoothly, without falling. Finally, when he has achieved 
horizontality, he must concentrate his attention and efforts on his body, 
which, pressed against the ground, allows him to see and feel with his 
form the forms of the earth (Walker Art Centre; Tate Gallery. 2001, 
p.298). 

 
Giuseppe Penone (1947 - )  

 
As a consequence, the individual is not only immersed within the reality of the 

natural world but the lineage of creative interaction that has led them to his 

point. Here, a landscape is not just been seen through its image, but its 

physical materials and the recreation of Plein-Air methods from past 

generations. Lanyon further stated how we should lie on our backs, pressed 

against the earth, which centres our practice, and “look at the sky and feel” 

(Lanyon et al., 1983, p.3). This emotive and actual method was the 
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“recreation of experience in immediacy” 16 (Garlake. c.2003, p.6) and allows 

the Post War landscapist to work within an interactive method. Therefore, as 

Penone portrayed himself through a Plein-Air interaction within his childhood 

landscape of Garessio (a village in the Piedmont region of Italy) he was 

working just as Lanyon had previously within his home landscape of Cornwall 

and Constable within his landscape of Suffolk.  

 

Thus, the portrait is no longer just of a visual image of a selected landscape, 

but a combined interactive method of connection that inspires and forms the 

creative outcome. The photograph becomes the record, as the Plein-Air 

sketch has been for the previous generations. Though just like the sketch, this 

is a documentation of an actual experience and physical connection to entice 

us further into the material world, following and perpetuating the creative 

lineage from Carracci, Claude, Gainsborough, Constable, Monet, Nash, 

Ravilious and Lanyon into the Post War era. 

 
 

As far as materials are concerned, there is not such a big difference 
between a piece of steel and a rock or a tree, if you think about the fact 
that the form of the landscape and the forests have resulted from 
thousands of years of work by farmers and other people who have 
worked on the land for countless generations.  The distinction between 
the two is not so big (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.146). 

 
Giuseppe Penone, 1999 

 
The artist can now commune with the materiality of the natural world and work 

within a selected landscape without distinction. Though this is not just defined 

through the material but the manner in which it is worked. This can take the 

form of a creative assemblage, in the manner of Nash or an actual articulation 

or a walk, in the manner of Long, were the artist can draw with their feet as 

they travel over and into the mutability of the natural world. Discovering the 

character of the changing seasons, or the weather conditions present on a 

certain day, the individual can choose a media from the plethora of nature’s 

studio, such as the humble leaf, and work within the remit of its material 

                                                 
16 Lanyon’s statements are reminiscent of Edmund Burke’s 18th century discussion on how “Natural objects affect us, 
by the laws of that connexion”, which Providence has established between certain motions and configurations of 
bodies, and certain consequent feelings in our minds” (Burke. 1970, p.311). 
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qualities, aware of its properties for creative pliability, decay and 

metamorphosis, as it resides for articulation and documentation with its 

original environment. 

 

Encapsulating the ideology of nature as the artist, already presented by 

Ruskin on page 174, the natural world can thus guide the individual, and its 

composite elements, as equally as a tree searches for new possibilities within 

an expanding natural sphere. Such a perspective can be informed through 

how Penone stated, “Just like a man, trees have an awareness of the 

materiality which is expressed in their will to live” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, 

p.30), see figs 334-6. (For further information on the representation and 

creative implication of trees, see Appendix 03. Themes and Concepts → 

Trees). 
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Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 334. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). 
Continuera A Crescere Tranne Che In Quel Punt /It Will Continue To Grow, Except At This 
Point. 1968. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.151). 
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 Figure 335. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). 
Bifurcation (Set I) 1986. Biforcazione. Pencil on paper. (Tate Gallery. No date. h). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 336. Richard Wilson (1713/14-1782). 
Tree Study. Chalk on paper. (Tate Gallery. No date. i). 
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It is this will, still united to the primary connections achieved through being 

and drawing Plein-Air, that allows a 19th century Romantic sentiment to 

resonate within the Post War ear, “harmony … between nature and man, … 

can provide a poetic warmth and intimacy” (Cogniat. 1968, p.67). From now, 

this harmony brings the Plein-Air voyager to the essence of the “living world” 

(Cogniat. 1968, p.67), so it is now feasible to breathe17 with a chosen subject, 

to breathe with the natural world, its materials and its actual life: 

 
 

When I breathe nature enters my lungs, sometimes I have the feeling 
that I'm not breathing, but the outside world is breathing me… 
(Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.32). 

 
Herman de Vries (1931 - ) 
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Figures 337 and 338. Herman de Vries (1931 - ), part – milium effusum (detail), 1994, 
(Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.58) and Albrecht Durer (1471-1528), The Large Turf, 1503, 

Watercolour and gouache on paper (Bailey. 2003, p.79. Plate.24). 
 
Therefore, breathing as a creative method and insight, through de Vries’s and 

Penone’s works (in particular his Soffio actions and sculptures, see the 

following figs 339-41) has allowed the Post War artist to not only breathe with 

the landscape and materials that have been experienced, but with the past 

practitioners that have walked and worked Plein-Air, these elements comprise 

the creative world that we work and live within; the world around us. 

                                                 
17 The discussion of breathing, with the actuality of the natural world, can be further presented through two aligned 
quotes from Penone that further illustrates the importance of this insight as a practice based method and outcome: “I 
feel the forest breathing and the slow inexorable growth of the woods. I match my breathing to that green world 
around me; I feel the flow of the tree around my hand placed against the trunk” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.32) and 
“Every breath we exhale is an introduction of one body of air into another, and that, in a sense, our innermost being is 
identical to and cannot be separated from the world around us” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.148).  
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 Figure 339. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). [An 
image from] A series of six sets of three photographs and one single image (studies for the 
Soffio sculptures…).1997. Dust, Trees. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.148). 
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 Figure 340. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). An 
image from a series of six sets of three photographs and one single image (studies for the 
Soffio sculptures…). 1997. Dust and Trees. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002. pp, 148). 
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 Figure 341. Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ). Soffi 4, 
5, 6 (Breaths 4, 5, 6). 1978. Fired Clay. 6 parts. Installation, Brickyard, Castellamonte. 
(Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, p.151). 
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In summary, the contributions of the practitioners’ that have defined this 

chapter, and who are integral to the overall thesis, have continually allowed 

and encouraged themselves and nature to enter the creative and personal 

sphere. Unknowingly or not, they established the foundation for an intimate, 

spiritual and reflective discourse with nature and her materials. Consequently, 

the spirit of the material world is combined to a creative value that can now be 

determined through the choice of the practitioner to be within the external 

world, an insight discovered through such Plein-Air excursions to Avebury and 

Moreton.  

 

As Penone stated, “man is nature, and there is no material difference between 

them” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.30), it is this similarity that has permitted 

and extended the development of the Plein-Air model into the actual gathering 

and articulation of actual land materials. And as Nash worked outside, within 

the Cowley Dump, Oxford (fig 343), he was already part of a Plein-Air and 

material European tradition. Although, he crucially extended what could be 

seen as a viable subject for creative experience and material interaction and 

representation, permitting a foundation for the development of the material 

world, into the Post War era, through the inclusion of actual landscapes as a 

creative whole. Encompassing vision to materiality, including machines, such 

as trains and the fragments of plans, and resonating back to the plough as a 

device to experience the earth, Nash, like those who have gone before, 

became part of an interactive and material lineage. This eventually allowed 

such artists’ as Penone and Goldsworthy to allow physical contact and 

manifestation to be the principle method, cipher and expressive focus of a 

reflective and self-conscious Post War practice. It is this method, with its 

aligned creative fruition, that will be the focus for the remainder of this thesis.  
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Figures 342 and 343. Andy Goldsworthy (1956 - ).Leaf; River; Stone. 4th October 1999. 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 3-5 October 1999 & 2-9 March 2000. (Goldsworthy; 
Friedman. 2000, pp.163-4) & Paul Nash (1889-1946) Standing with Sketchbook, Cowley 

Dump, Oxford. 1940. (Causey et al., 2003, p.117). 
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A good path is one that loses itself in the undergrowth, one where the 
bushes close and immediately behind the wanderer without saying 
whether he is the first one to leave a trace on it or the last one ever to 
tread it…To find the path, to follow it, to examine it, and to clear away 
the tangled undergrowth: that is the sculpture’ (Christov-Bakargiev. 
1999, pp.39-40).  

    
Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Four (1960-2009) 

  

“Into the Soil” (Bjork et al., 2008): The material fruition of the Plein-
Air method: An emphasis, by the practitioner, to be and stay within the actual 
material world as the genesis, studio, medium and means of final creation and 
presentation. Chapter Four is comprised of three main sections; the first 
presents A Known Location: Home, “A Loyalty to one Landscape” (Clifford et 
al., 1984, p.42), the second the historical implication of being Plein-Air and in 
creative contact with the material world within the Post War era, through a 
Material Vocabulary, a Contemporary History, and the third focuses on the 
principle method of walking as an external and final creative outcome. 
Additionally, this chapter further corresponds to the three identified themes of 
the study by weaving references across the main sections, especially to the 
linear issues that have developed across the chronology to establish the 
conclusion for the investigation.  
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“Into the Soil” (Bjork et al., 2008) 
 
 

Anyone who is creating something living should plunge himself in the 
primordial depths in which the life forces dwell (Bouret. 1973, p.22). 
 

Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling (1775-1854) 
 

The aim of this final chapter is to present the material fruition of the Plein-Air 

method, further informed and extended through the creative lineage that has 

already been presented within the thesis. However, as we move into the Post 

War era the shift from the observed into the articulated becomes the central 

focus. As European landscapists have historically seen “man through nature” 

(Long; Seymour. 1998, p.58), nature can now be seen through man, a 

principle device to experience, unlock sensations and locations to form final 

material manifestations.  

 

As this development has continued, from Carracci’s ideal approach to the 

present day, those practitioners who decided, in the words of Penone, “to 

work in the language of things”, (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.32-3) became 

united to their media as equally as to their creative ancestry. Therefore, a 

material understanding, as Penone further stated, places “the use of materials 

in a manner that enables them to communicate emotions, sensations, 

reflections, and a sense of wonder” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.32-3). Such 

an understanding has its foundation within Picturesque ideology, thus the 

writings of Price, Knight and Burke have further resonance and are included in 

this chapter, aligned to associated historic and Post War examples to further 

present the hypothesis of the investigation.  

 

To plunge oneself into a chosen subject, as Schelling encourages, does not 

just reside with an immersion within an actual landscape, but an associated 

immersion with the continuation of the Plein-Air technique that stretches back 

to the 16th century. Here, a living past can be brought to the present day, 

defined through awareness of those who have walked and worked before. 

Thus, the “generations of walkers who have gone that way before, making an 

accumulation of countless footsteps, a line of time constantly renewed” (Long; 
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Seymour. 1998, p.60), allowed the Post War landscapist to continue and 

develop their own material journey, renewed and stimulated through their 

ancestry. This foundation permitted external methods and experiences to be 

related; resulting in what was once seen as unconnected to be placed and 

integrated into a landscape method, which establishes observation, 

experience and material interaction as continuous creative partners, upon a 

landscape journey.  
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Figures 344 and 345. Annibale Carracci (1560-1609). Landscape. Washington, National 
Gallery of Art. (National Gallery of Art, Washington. 2007) and Richard Long (1945 - ). 

England, 1968. (Sleeman et al., 1998, no page numbers on text). 
 
The two images above (figs 344-5), initially presented within the Introduction, 

are thus the result of the same Plein-Air technique, an evolution from the 16th 

century to its current position that gave credence to the eventual place of the 

material world as inspiration, studio and source. Thus, the European 

landscapist has held actual interaction at the cornerstone to their practice. 

The concept of a home landscape has been a constant theme throughout this 

thesis, and thus a key factor in the fruition of subject becoming media; a 

specific mode of working has been integral to the practices of Carracci to 

Long. Therefore, this concept finds further resonance in the next section of 

this chapter, through discussion on a direct relationship to a known location, 

home. (For further information Appendix 04. Identified Themes → Theme 2 – 

A Known Location).  
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A Known 
Location: Home 

“A Loyalty to one Landscape” 
(Clifford et al., 1984, p.42). 

 
 

One feels a loyalty to one landscape, the pleasure of a traveller in 
another. Even those who work the earth, who curse it as well as love it, 
are usually found to nourish a stubborn topographic affection. National 
patriotism is a mere parody of this feeling. The body and surface of a 
landscape can attract something like personal love. There is something 
deeply erotic in the relationship of man and place’ it includes endless 
exploration and happy repetition and silent familiarity; smell, sight, 
taste, touch and hearing call it to life. (Clifford et al., 1984, p.42).  

 
Peter Levi (1931-2000) 

 
A known location and a home landscape18 is an interactive concept that 

brings the individual “to one landscape”, (Clifford et al. 1984. pp, 42). 

Therefore, this interactive model promoted and reinforced the loyalty to a 

landscape and its composite materials. As we travel, within known, familiar or 

even new landscapes, we are thus brought to the reality of the earth, we are 

able to uncover the tangibility of locations as we transpose previous 

experiences onto new environments and place ourselves against and with 

physicality, created through being Plein-Air and in contact with our chosen 

muse. Here, all the encompassing sensations of smell through to touch can 

be experienced and employed.  

 

These interactive and sensory characteristics can resonate as we walk Plein-

Air with a sketchbook in hand or even a collection of land materials gathered 

from an actual environment allowing a holistic insight to be experienced, as 

described by Perry. 

 

                                                 
18 For further information see Appendix 03. Themes & Concepts → A Domestic Perspective and The Seasons: A 
Home Landscape. 
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Working on site means that you have 100% awareness of your 
environment, the sounds, the smells, the temperature, the climate, the 
time of day, the time of year” (Perry. 2009). 

 

Thus, within the Post War era, we can find ourselves, like Perry, following in 

the Plein-Air and material footsteps of Constable and Ravilious (see Chapter 

Three page 208). Though, we are now able to present these external, sensory 

and material experiences as final artworks, a result due to the Plein-Air 

method that continues to define the European Landscape School.  

 

Constable stated that, “painting is but another word for feeling. I associate my 

“careless boyhood” to all that lies on the banks of the Stour. They made me a 

painter (& I am grateful) that is I had often thought of pictures of them before I 

had ever touched a pencil”, (Stainton. 1991, p.8). Hence, while outside, the 

Post War landscapist can now exclusively work with the materials they are 

surrounded by, documenting their emotional reactions to the physical reality 

they are confronted with and present their findings as a creative outcome. And 

so, the concept of place, from Carracci’s Roma to Constable’s Suffolk, is 

imbued into a European landscape method. Thus, the Plein-Air method 

progressed from an interactive device, to gather primary information, to 

becoming the final creative presentation.  

 

As we move from Gainsborough’s experience and portrayal of his Cornard 

Wood, to Constable’s depiction of his home in East Bergholt, onto the 

contemporary practices of Luciano Fabro (1936 - ) and Pino Pascali (1936-

1968), the inclusion and presentation of a home landscape becomes the 

underlying concept (see figs 346-9). Through Pascali’s practice the “sensation 

of touch… [is to be] evoked… by the conjunction of materials with highly 

varied textures – such as the dirt, metal and water” (Christov-Bakargiev. 1999, 

p.19). However, this is a sensation that does not just reach into the material, 

but back through the European Landscape School that has allowed this 

development to occur and be integral to final artworks that focus on location 

and the actual material world.  
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 Figure 346. John Constable (1776-1837). Mr. 
Golding Constable’s House, East Bergholt, the Birthplace of the Painter, c.1809-10. Oil on 
millboard laid on panel. (Parkinson. 1998, p.32). 
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 Figure 347. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Gainsborough’s Forest (‘Cornard Wood’). c.1746-8. Oil on canvas. (Myrone; 
Rosenthal. 2002, p.48). 
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 Figure 348. Luciano Fabro (1936 - ). Italia 
Carta Stradale (Road Map Italy) 1969. Road map, lead, wood. (Walker Art Centre; Tate 
Gallery. 2001, p.226). 
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 Figure 349. Pino Pascali (1936-1968). Un 
metro cubo di terra (One cubic meter of earth) 1967. Earth on wooden structure. (Walker Art 
Centre; Tate Gallery. 2001, p.291). 
 
Materials and locality are thus joined into the same creative discourse, 

illustrated further by how Long’s Post War practice uses local mud as a 

principle creative media, as he stated, “because it’s beautiful… [from the 

place] where I was born” (Long et al., 2002, p.147). Once again, a home 

environment is the focus for a personal landscape and material practice. Long 

collects his mud from a creek 10 minutes away from his home near Bristol, 

England (Goodling; Furlong. 2002, p.139), joined to and working within the 

same landscape as one of his forebears, Samuel Jackson (1794-1869) (see 

figs 350-1). Therefore, as Jackson and Long have worked within the same 

landscape within different centuries, their combined experience of place has 

brought them to the land. While working Plein-Air, sketching or articulating 

actual land materials, the continuity of location and interaction has brought 

what was once observed and recorded through pencil and paper to become 

mud over paper – a transition of material, but a continuation achieved through 

a “loyalty to one landscape” (Clifford et al., 1984, p.42). 
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Figure 350. Richard Long (1945 - ). Untitled. 1989. River Avon mud on paper gathered from 
the artist home landscape. Two out of five parts. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.135). 
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Figure 351. Samuel Jackson (1794-1869). A Sketching Partly in Leigh Woods, c.1850. 
Watercolour and body colour. (Hemming. 1989, p.65). 

 
This transition and loyalty can be further contextualised through how the 

external methods of Long’s practice correlates back to the Dutch 17th century 

School, as initially presented within Chapter Two. As Karl van Mander wrote 

his 17th century verse, in response to the landscape of his home, Long is 

permitted to do the same (fig 352). Hence, the poetry of the written word can 

be used as a device to record a unique Plein-Air experience; a unique 

response, aligned to the individuals own immersion with a landscape of their 

choice.  
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Figure 352. Richard Long (1945 - ). Mud Walk, England, 1987 
(Sleeman et al., 1998, no page numbers within text). 

 
Moreover, as Constable scribed the actual date and location upon his Plein-

Air drawings (see figs 353-4) and Turner wrote within the first page of his 

1810-1816 sketchbook about how “the pebbles get smaller as they receded 

from Portland” (Geoffrey. 1975, p.20), the actual experience of a location, with 

all its minutiae physicality, becomes integral to the inclusive creative reading 

and eventual material articulation of landscape.  
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Figure 353. John Constable (1776-1837). Stoke-by-Nayland. From the V & A. sketchbook, No 
132, p. 79. Inscribed: “Stoke Oct 23rd 1814 Sat. noon”. Constable said “this day…nothing 

could exceed the beauty of the foliage” (Day. 1975, p.41). 
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Figure 354. John Constable (1776-1837). East Bergholt, Church, 1814. From the V & A. 
sketchbook, No. 132, p 82. Inscribed: “Saturday 17th Sept. 1814 E.B.” (Day. 1975, p.43). 

 
As Long picks up a stone and carries it with him on a Post War Plein-Air walk, 

Chris Drury (1948 - ) forms a physical diary of found objects and Nikolaus 

Lang (1941 - ) presents a collection of gathered ochre’s and sands, they 

follow in Constable’s and Turners 18th century material observations of a 

selected landscape (see figs 355-7). Here, a stone, pebble, found object, 

sand and even the day of initial examination, are bound into an external 

approach and final presentation; a fruition that has been permitted due to the 

continued material interactions of the European Landscape School. 
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 Figure 355. Richard Long (1945 - ). Stone 
Walk, 1955 (Long; Seymour. 1998, p.12). 
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 Figure 356. Chris Drury (1948 - ). Mushroom 
Wheel. 17th September 2000 – 16th September 2001. 365 found objects, one for each day of 
the year on the two outer circumferences. Hand-written diary entries in lines radiating from the 
central mushroom spore print on paper, mounted on board in 12 segments. (Gooding; 
Furlong. 2002, p.77). 
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 Figure 357. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). Colour 
Field – Ochre and Sand. 1987. Ochre (coloured clays) and sand (coloured sands) on paper. 
Maslin Beach and Maslin sand Quarry (Adelaide). The field is divided into three sections of 
equal size. The raw ochres with the corresponding pulverized pigments are displayed in the 
middle; the sand samples are distributed equally on either side in conical heaps. (Gooding; 
Furlong. 2002, p.97). 
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Drury has described the manner of creating Mushroom Wheel (fig 356) as one 

“of becoming integrated throughout a year with the cycles and seasons of 

nature” (Drury. 2009). Accordingly, Lanyon wrote about his Cornwall being 

within his bones19 (Garlake. c.2003, p.48), leading to Fulton presenting written 

accounts of his external experiences (figs 358-9 below).  
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 Figure 358. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). 
Sketch map of coastal journey 1952. (Garlake. c.2003, p.42). 
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 Figure 359. Hamish Fulton (1946 - ). Rock Fall 
Echo the Dust (A Twelve and a Half Day Walk on Baffin Island Arctic Canada Summer 1998), 
1998. Wall painting installation at Tyler Gallery, Philadelphia (Kastner; Wallis. 1998, p.129). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19 “I [Peter Lanyon] was interested in what happened between a place just outside St. Ives called Hellesvean and St. 
Just…that bit of country was actually in my bones”. (Garlake. c.2003, p.48).  
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These responses are the result of interactive methods and illustrate the 

primary desire to interact and observe landscape “from different positions – 

standing up, lying down” (Stephens. 2000, p.22), even extending to flying (fig 

360), as Lanyon frequently did, to “get to a more completer knowledge of the 

landscape” (Stephens. 2000, pp.156-6) and “to extend [his] physical 

participation into more dimensions” (Stephens. 2000, pp.156-6), reminiscent 

of Ravilious’s train journeys across Wiltshire. Lanyon also stated that such 

interactions were an “extension of what Turner was doing” (Stephens. 2000, 

pp.156-6), thus building on the traditional method of experiencing landscape, 

and particular places, to inform creative reactions and productions (fig 361). 
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 Figure 360. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964), 
coming into land, 1963. (Stephens. 2000, p.157). 
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 Figure 361. Peter Lanyon (1918-1964). Solo 
Flight, 1960. Oil on canvas. (Stephens. 2000, p.156).  
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Drury has also expressed that he is “deeply embedded in place” (Drury. 

2009), thus, to observe is to relate, and as Lanyon further stated, “[I need] to 

refer back continually to what is under my feet” (Lanyon et al., 1983, p.3). 

Therefore, as we walk within the Post War era we can make reference back to 

the tangibility of the land as equality as to the lineage of artists that have 

allowed this approach, and thus define the chronology of this thesis.  

 

In addition, as Knight travelled through the material world, within the 18th 

century, “the beauties of particular kinds of trees, plants, flowers, and animals” 

(Knight. 1972, p.7) became exposed to him. These characteristics are, 

according to Knight, universal in their application (Knight. 1972, p.7). Hence, 

the Post War landscapist can progress their Plein-Air and materially focused 

personal practice into a universal sphere of interaction, touch, experience and 

material articulation.  

 

Subsequently, as we map the progression from the observed into the 

articulated the tradition of the Plein-Air allowed a home landscape, a material 

landscape, to become a combined signature between the artist and their 

chosen material. This concept can be presented through the juxtaposition of 

the selected artworks on the following page (figs 362-4). Here, an actual 

location, china clay and mud have been combined through a Plein-Air 

experience; what was once documented, as through Laura Knight’s (1877-

1970) Men Working in a China Clay Pit, c.1912, has permitted the subject to 

evolve into an expressive media. 
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 Figure 362. Laura Knight (1877-1970). Men 
Working in a China Clay Pit. c.1912. (Gerrish-Nunn. 2006, p.76). 
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 Figure 363. Jenny Beaven (1950 - ). 
Porcelain, china clay and natural colours. (Clayart, no date). 
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 Figure 364. Richard Long (1945 - ). River 
Avon Mud and China Clay on Oak. (Long; Moorhouse; Hooker. 2002, p.277).  
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Knight herself was a keen Plein-Air artist (Cross. 1995, p.167). Therefore, as 

Jenny Beaven (1950 - ) works within the china clay pits of Cornwall (Beavon. 

2003, pp.18-21), Lanyon’s home landscape, and Long articulates his selected 

land materials as a printing medium; they place themselves within the studio 

of nature. The choice to express what has been physically witnessed allows 

the artist to sign their work through experience, a documentation of creative 

concern that can be presented from one generation to the next, allowing 

Richard Payne-Knight’s universal application of the natural world to form a 

principle creative vocabulary.  
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 Figure 365. Alfred Munnings (1878-1958). 
Dame Laura Knight (1877-1970). Painting. Oil on canvas. (Cross. 1995, p.167). 
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A Material 
Vocabulary 

A Contemporary History  
 
 

I am content with the vocabulary of the universal and common means; 
walking, placing, stones, sticks, water, circles, lines, days, nights, 
roads. (Long; Seymour. 1998, pp.63).  

 
Richard Long (1945 - )  

 
The shifting definition of what constitutes an acceptable artwork is at the heart 

of the progression of the material world as a creative source, media, and final 

place of presentation. Many of the artists who are discussed in this thesis 

were unable to present their actual Plein-Air experiences as final creative 

outcomes. However, their intimate relationship with the material world 

remained integral to their personal practice, part of a method that eventually 

resulted in drawn or painted responses becoming actual material experiences 

and manifestations. Within the Post War Era, these external responses have 

largely become recorded through the camera, a means of documentation that 

resonates back to how Narcisse Diaz (1807-1876) and Jean-Baptiste-Camille 

Corot (1796-1875) were captured within the Fontainebleau Forest (figure 161, 

page 121, Chapter Two). Such records have been integral to the visual 

dissemination of the personal and ephemeral experiences of landscape, 

allowing both the artist and their work to be known to an audience. Hence, the 

shift of this definition becomes embedded through the sustained method of 

the Plein-Air, aligned to the contextual development that each century has 

given to the progression of subject into media.  

 

Therefore, from the birth of Carracci’s ideal landscape, to Claude’s Plein-Air 

drawings around Tivoli, to the Dutch representation of their home 

environment, through to Gainsborough, Constable, Monet and Nash being 

within and documenting actual landscapes, the reality of the land has been a 
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constant companion upon the European journey into the material world. It is 

this context that has allowed a transition to occur, from one generation to the 

next, where the creative vocabulary open to the artist could be extended, 

encompassing all the experienced attributes of those who had gone and 

worked before. Thus, eventually allowing an artwork to comprise of a stone, 

leaf or a walk on an actual day. 

 

The work of the Scandinavian artist Ulla Viotti (1933 - ) assists in showing the 

product of this progression through her choice to consciously work outside, 

not only as her source but gallery. The concept, Homage to King Bol, 1991, 

(fig 366) shows Viotti’s “close harmony with nature and [the] history [of her 

home] … environment [Osterlen]” (Ahlstrand et al., 1985, p.31), an approach 

parallel to Constable’s and his choice of subject matter (fig 367).  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 366. Ulla Viotti (1933 - ). Homage to 
King Bol. A Bronze Age Hill where King Bol is buried. Seats 20 people. Viotti creates her own 
archaeology in the landscape. The work is constructed only with shale and sand. (Heeney. 
2003, p.86). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 367. John Constable (1776-1837). 
Hadleigh Castle (full size sketch) (about 1828-9). Oil on canvas. (Humphreys; Beaven. 2006, 
p.6). 
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The natural and elemental material of clay has become a creative medium 

that is worked within an actual location in the same manner that Constable 

would have previously drawn within his sketchbooks in Suffolk. Furthermore, 

as Viotti’s structure is encouraged to fall back into the earth, its origin of 

conception becomes bound to its original source. And as the Bronze Age 

lineage of the selected location would suggest, Scania, those men and 

women that worked the land beforehand, with their tools and gave offering to 

the deceased, is thus continued through Viotti offering a similar cycle of 

human interaction with a known or home landscape, albeit a self-conscious 

one. This ancestry of creative concern is a characteristic that runs as an 

unbroken line throughout the European approach to landscape. Thus, the 

individual can interact and work with actual locations and land materials and 

take inspiration from an artist such as Cotman (see figs 368-70) and actively 

create or find the subject he once rendered, giving fruition to both the 

continuation and development of the Plein-Air technique. 
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 Figure 368. David Cox (1783-1859). Plants by 
a Brick Culvert, c.1815-20. (Wilton. 1993, Plate.138).  
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 Figure 369. Ulla Viotti (1933 - ). Gravefield 
made during Brickstein a brick sculpture symposium in Korsritch (near Brugge) in 1987. 
(Heeney. 2003, p.86). 
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 Figure 370. D J Greening. Brick, Moss and 
Metal Fragment. [Friday 24th March, 2006]. H. 10.5 cm x W. 22.1 cm x D. 10.5 cm. 
(Approximant Dimensions). 
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A minutiae World  
 
 

To see a world in a grain of sand, 
And a heaven in a wild flower, 
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand, 
And eternity in an hour 
(Blake; Gardner. 1973, p.130).  

 
William Blake (1757-1827) 

 
The quote above from William Blake (1757-1827) can further be related to the 

idea of the observed into the articulated. Blake’s understanding of the 

minutiae, a theme integral to this study, is at the heart of this poem, an insight 

from direct observation (for further information see Appendix 04. Identified 

Themes → Theme 3 – The minutiae). And as Long described, “stones are like 

grains of sand in the space of the landscape” (Kastner; Wallis. 1998, p.242), a 

comparable insight can be found. The details of the material world can thus 

not only be placed within our hands to study their qualities, but discovered, 

articulated and placed within actual locations. Therefore, a stone, a grain of 

sand or a flower can be a material for contemplation, drawing our attention 

“into inward meditation by the physical presence of the materials before us” 

(Long; Seymour. 1998, p.61). Here, the animism that Nash first discussed in 

response to Avebury resonates back to Blake and Turner’s pebbles and onto 

Long’s stones. Furthermore, as we follow Burke’s mantra that “beautiful 

objects are comparatively small” (Burke. 1970, p.212), a lineage and material 

vocabulary is revealed to the Post War landscapist.  

 

Material observation is joined to creative articulation, the specific rather than 

the general. Hence, in the words of Price, “the authorities of those great artists 

who have most diligently studied the beauties of nature, both in their grandest 

and most general effects, and in their minutest detail” (Price. 2000, pp, 2-3), 

became those artists who were able to experience and convey the actuality of 

their chosen muse. And although this thesis focuses on European Landscape 

art, a link can be found with the Post War American land artist, Robert 

Smithson (1938-1973). His statement that, “the picturesque, far from being an 

inner movement of the mind, is based on real land; it precedes the mind in its 
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material external existence” (Tiberghien. 1995, p.216), shows the fruition of 

Price’s and Knight’s Picturesque ideology within the 20th century. 

 

Therefore, as Blake brought the material world into his creative sphere and 

allowed it to inspire his prose, in turn, he assisted in the externalisation of the 

material world, a process already established through Carracci’s external 

experience of a selected landscape. This can be defined by the act of 

observation, touch and examination being a source for external creative 

outcomes. Thus, the material can move from its original location, the 

landscape, into the individuals mind and then back to its place of origin. Here, 

the attribute of direct interaction, that came to define Picturesque and Post 

War material practice, rebounds across those artists who have immersed 

themselves within their chosen subject. 

 

“Real land” (Tiberghien. 1995, p.216) comes first, as genesis and material 

source, the further fruition of “the how as well as the what” (Joyes; Forge. 

1975, p.7), as explored within Chapter Two. From now, the Post War era 

comprised of artists that used nature for their chosen medium. The practice of 

Nils Udo (1937 - ) can illustrate this point, as his poems and material 

manifestations (fig 371) do not just lie within the ancestry of Blake, but the 

practice of Monet (fig 372). Here, physical creations are realised out of 

experience and the chronology that defines this thesis.  

 
 

To design with flowers.  
To paint with the clouds.  
To write with water.  
To record the wind of May or the path of a falling leaf.  
To work on a storm.  
To anticipate a glacier.  
To arrange water and light....  
To take in a forest or a prairie.... 
To open up the living three dimensional spaces of Nature.  
(The Green Museum. No date. a).  

Nils Udo (1937 - ) 
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Figure 371. Nils Udo (1937 - ). "Untitled", Brookbed, Bindweed Blossoms, 
Ile de la Réunion, Indian Ocean, 1990. (The Green Museum. No date. b). 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 372. Claude-Oscar Monet (1840-1926). 
Yellow and White Water Lilies. c.1920. (Joyes; Forge. 1975, p.91). 

 
In addition, Herman de Vries stated in 1999 that, “I feel the poetry of things 

that I work with” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.52). It is this poetry of 

observation, interaction and physicality that joins a creative ancestry to an 

ancestry of interaction and material understanding. Therefore, the 

development of subject into medium is a progression that can be traced from 

Albrecht Durer’s (1471-1528) study of The Large Turf in 1503, through the 

Dutch and English School’s portrayal of the minutiae details of nature to the 

Post War artists actually using their subject as a media, as presented through 

the artworks below (figs 373-80). For further information see Appendix 02. 

Timelines.   
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 Figure 373. Albrecht Durer (1471-1528), The Large Turf, 
1503. Watercolour and gouache on paper. (Bailey. 2003, p.79. Plate.24). 
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 Figure 374. Aelbert Cuyp (1620-1691). Study of Leafy 
Plants (possibly sorrel and butterbur), Black chalk, grey wash, touched with red, yellow and 
green watercolour, heightened with white gum arabic. (Slive. 2005, p.5). 
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 Figure 375. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). Study of 
Burdock Leaves. Late 1740’s. Black chalk on paper. (Kalinsky. 1995, p.37). 
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 Figure 376. John Constable (1776-1837). Study of foliage, 
1820-30. Oil on paper. (Parkinson. 1998, p.67).  
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 Figure 377. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). art – coltsfoot. 
1998. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.60).  
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 Figure 378. Adolf Senff (1785-1863). A Study of Plants. 
1828. Oil on paper laid on cardboard. (Senff. 1828). 
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 Figure 379. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). from our ga
53). 

 

rden. 
1987. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.
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 Figure 380. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). das grosse 
rasenstuck. 1979. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.42). 
 
We can search further into the idea of the minutiae to extend what can 

comprise a material vocabulary, combined with the actions of collectio

presentation. Price further stated that, 

n and 

 a physical 

“as the eye borrows many of its 

sensations from the touch, so that again seems to borrow others from the 

sight” (Price. 2000, p.85). Hence, the reflective concept of realisation and 

interaction can be seen as a method that can bring observation into
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realm. Here, Price’s sensory model, when placed against the details of the 

material world, corresponds to a Post War creative fruition. Udo also 

described that, “everything perceivable through human senses takes part. 

Natural space experienced through hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting and 

touching” (The Green Museum. No date. c). Therefore, the minutiae can be 

resented as the tangible cipher to form these human sensations. 

 

 

 

s to 

ig 381), a museum of natural objects that 

ccording to Putman (2001, p.10), were “private and devotional places 

specially created with the profound belief that nature was linked with art”. 

Although this concept originated within the 16th century its influence 

reverberates from the methods of collection used by Gainsborough, for his 

model landskips, to Nash and Sutherland gathering physical libraries of found 

objects (as discussed on Chapter Three, page 171), and looks forward 

towards Post War material practice. 

 

p

Consequently, it is not surprising when Knight presented that “sensation, 

therefore, felt upon opening the eyes for the first time, must necessarily be

that of the objects seen touching them”… (Knight. 1972, p.57), we are now 

able to fall into the physical character of the natural world, allowed to see, 

touch and collect the details that we are surrounded by and record these

experiences as material manifestations. 

 

However, location and landscape remains key, the original source. Though,

as the European landscapist has moved through actual environments the 

need to present their experience has been a constant factor. This relate

the concept of the Wunderkammer (f

a
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 Figure 381. The Wunderkammer of Ferrante 
Imperato, Naples from Historia Naturale by Ferrante Imperato 1599. (Putman. 2001, p.10). 
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The “Wunderkammer [can be defined through] an expression of a particular 

       

     

ivers Museum Oxford 16th March 2006. Photographs: D J Greening.  

 

individual’s collecting interests

personal choice, resulting in a intimate

acts of collection and display integral

Eduardo Paolozzi’s (1924-2005) work fo

1988-9, and a personal concept that wa

” (Putman. 2001, p.10), a presentation of a 

 and meditative space that echoes the 

 to The Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, 

r The British Museum, London, in 

s inspired through the established 

presenting items from an experience landscape, The method of collecting and 

Clent Hills, Worcestershire (s

 

ee the following figs 382-89). 

 

  

 Figures 382-387. The Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford. 
Thursday 16th March 2006. For further information view Appendix 07. Personal Creative 

ork → Pitt RW
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 Figure 388. Eduardo Paolozzi (1924-2005). Case 
installation from Lost Magic Kingdoms Exhibition, 1988-9, British Museum, London (Pearson. 
1999, p.63). 
 

 Figure 389. D J Greening. The September Show, 2
Leaves and Clay Gathered from The Clent Hills Worcestershire and Found Objects. 
Wolverhampton University, School of Art & Design: Foyer. For further information see 
Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → September Show 2007. 

007. 

ed 

ehind glass; therefore, the action of touch, as presented by Price, Knight and 

 of 

aterial world, its source, nature and art, can be joined together. This junction 

 
The collections of objects and juxtapositions above have been display

b

Udo, cannot be experienced by the viewer. However, they are the product

physical acts of interaction and connections by those who have created the 

exhibitions. They are thus the product of personal and material acts of 

selection. Hopefully, the desire to present these experiences can entice the 

viewer towards their own Plein-Air and material journey as the concept of the  

Wunderkammer became a method within my own practice (fig 389).  

 

However, when this concept is progressed and translated further into the 

m

occurs through the role of the artist. Thus, they can follow the Victorian idea of 

the Cabinet of Curiosities or collection of natural artefacts, as within the Stone 

collection of Natural History at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery (Davies. 
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1985), and become part of their physical environment. The individual c

touch the objects that compose these collections, and unlike Museum 

exhibitions, interact with the parts the form the whole.  

 

an 

 a result, the concept of the Wunderkammer can move from the confines of 

 

ens. 

 

 to the ancestry of 

e Wunderkammer, to “those early modern ethnographic museums or 

institutions” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, pp.26-9), such as The Pitt Rivers 

Museum. Lang, German by birth but has frequently worked within Australia, 

builds from this foundation, and through his concepts Cultural Heap (1986-

1991) (fig 390). Hence, selected materials, from the natural world, became the 

physical realisation of a reflective space, were nature, art and the artist were 

connected through a Plein-Air and physical experience.  

 

As

a room back into the entirety of the natural world, comprised by all its minutiae

details, sensations and physicality. This brings a “place of origin” (Steph

2000, p.166) to the individual, and as they become conscious of their 

placement within the material world, the origin of their practice can also be 

discovered, aligned to the lineage of interaction and collection that has lead

them to this point. 

  

The Post War practice of Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ) is united

th
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 Figure 390. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). From 
Culture Heap. 1986-1991. Coolamon (made with stone tools by Lang). A fluted wooden 
implement of a sort used by women. River-gum wood coated with ochre. Contents: threaded 
stones of the quandong fruit; threaded fragments of emu eggs, shells from prehistoric camp 
sites; threaded vertebrae of King Brown snake; threaded ‘natural glass’ fragments resulting 
from lightning strikes in sand (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.118).  
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Lang’s practice presented the individuals story within a landscape (Gooding; 

Furlong. 2002, pp.26-9), a story of interaction and creative reaction that links 

to Gainsborough’s Plein-Air practice and through such works as Peter’s Story 

986-89) (fig 391) Lang shows the evolution of traditionally drawing Plein-Air 

to the equal acts of collection, documentation and external interaction (see 

gs 392-3 on the following page). His methods also relates to Penone’s work 

ithin his home environment as previously presented within Chapter Three, 

om page 221. Therefore, from now, the artist can be joined to the landscape, 

lmost becoming indistinguishable from their surroundings and subject matter.  
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 Figure 391. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). Peter’s 
Story, 1986-89. After the bush fire, Wilpena Creek, Finders Ranges. (Gooding; Furlong. 2
p.109). 

002, 
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 Figure 392. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). Peter’
Story, 1986-89. Figure at waterhole, Frome Creek, Flinders Ranges. (Gooding; F

s 
urlong. 

002, p.107). 2
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 Figure 393. Thomas Gainsborough (1727-
1788). Woodland Poll with Rocks and Plants, c.1765-70. (William. 2002, p.128). 
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The modern day landscapist is no longer just Gilpin’s “traveller with a pen

(Stainton. 1991, p.11), but a Plein-Air traveller, journeying into the physical 

sphere of nature and the creative lineage and concerns of their predecessors, 

almost becoming part of the land as they journey “into the soil” (Bjork et al

2008). This progression, into the land, and reflective approach to th

of the European Landscape School, found further resonance through a 

personal exploration and presentation into the material world, titled, Co

cil” 

., 

e ancestry 

llection 

8th August 2007]. Clay, Metal, Wood, Material (Ribbon) Glass, Paper and 

encil (see fig 394). When juxtaposed against examples from Lang’s practice 

ig 395-6), the works become joined; the visual documentation is only a 

cord. The fundamental aspect is the actual interaction with a landscape. As 

worked once again within my home landscape of The Clent Hills, I gathered 

lay directly from the land, my actions linked to how Lang has reused 

rehistoric stone tools to understand their “possibilities as tools, in 

nderstanding theory and practice” (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, pp.101-2), a 

omparable method to the co-dependent nature of this investigation.  
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 Figure 394. D J Greening.  Collection [18th 
August 2007]. Clay, Metal, Wood, Material (Ribbon) Glass, Paper and Pencil. H. 14.2 cm x W. 
36 cm x D. 35 cm (Approximant Dimensions of Display). For further information see Appendix 
07. Personal Creative Work → 2007 Personal Creative Work, from Slide 299.  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 395. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). From 
Culture Heap. 1986 – 1991. Prehistoric stone implements found throughout the Flinders 
Rangers, South Australia; blades, points, scrapers, drills, burins, choppers, cores, 
hammerstones, mill and grinding stones. (Gooding; Furlong. 2002, p.101).  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 396. Nikolaus Lang (1941 - ). Peter’s 
Story. 1986-89. Dressing axe blanks, Hookina Creek, Flinders Rangers. (Gooding; Furlong. 
2002, p.102). 
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Accordingly, the outcome of my material experience did not only permit a 

relationship to the physicality of a known location, but to work with the 

awareness of what has allowed such Plein-Air material actions to be seen as 

fully fledged creative methods and outcomes. Therefore, the chronology that 

has been presented within the thesis is a line that does not only trace a 

pathway through European landscape art history, but a line that uncovers the 

fruition of the material world as source, place of creation and final outcome. 

The Plein-Air technique has been a constant companion upon this excursion, 

continued and developed by those who have chosen to work outside. And as 

Viotti worked within the Bronze Age landscape of her home and Lang with 

prehistoric tools, collected while travelling through Australia, an important shift 

occurred through using tools to affect land based materials.  

 

The role of a selected location can be presented as central to this 

progression, with the need to touch and work alongside an experienced 

landscape, reminiscent of Blake’s poetry and how Lanyon would “first walk 

around a place, touching earth, stones and flowers” (Garlake. c.2003, p.37). 

Though, these tools are bound to the hands they are placed within, as Burke 

stated, “all bodies that are pleasant to the touch, are so by the slightness of 

the resistance they make…The chief pleasure we receive by feeling, is in the 

one or the other of these qualities” (Burke. 1970, p.230). Subsequently, to feel 

is an emotional reaction through sensation; material sensation. This leads to 

discovery through materials. Therefore, as Gormley worked clay within his 

hands (see figs 397-9) the malleability of his media is combined to the lineage 

of interaction that has gone before, a passing on of hands, which is the fruition 

of a creative walk into the material world. 
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Figures 397, 398 and 399. Antony Gormley (1950 - ). The Process of making Field for the 
British Isles.1992., a collection of approximately 35,000 terracotta figures.  

(Gormley et al., 1993, p.32). 
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Walking Plein-Air 
Location: Experience: Material 

 
 

No one can walk into the same stream twice, because the water has 
run on. No one can read the same brook twice, because the reader is 
not the same. The taste of an apple will alter, not just with the ageing of 
the senses, and of the seasons and of the tree, but because life 
changes us subtly and deeply. And even if the landscape stayed the 
same, as a few landscapes seem to do by mothy magic, swallowing 
and transforming change into themselves, we ourselves alter so much 
with the increase of knowledge and experience of the world, that as we 
age we see things in a new way. Without this constant refreshing of the 
senses, and this continual rethinking as we look, the world would go 
dead on its old observers (Clifford et al.,1984, p.36). 

 
Peter Levi (1931-2000) 

 
The desire to be in contact with a landscape can be presented as a 

connection that allows both the sensations of the individual and their place 

within the moment of experience to be bound to the reality of interacting with 

an actual landscape. When we walk, we walk within the time that is given to 

us, what we see, hear, touch and taste is unique to our personal experience. 

However, the constant refreshing and continuation of these activities, allows 

us to not only place ourselves with nature but against those who have walked 

this path before. 

 

Therefore, Levi stated, “as we age we see things in a new way” (Clifford et al., 

1984, p.36). This has been refreshed by each generation giving new insights 

to what has been perceived beforehand. Though, as the European Landscape 

School has aged, from Carracci’s 16th century idea, the sustained 

observations of those artists who have chosen to work within the external 

world have permitted the material world to flourish within creative practice. 

There is no dead observation, only the progression of a 400 hundred year old 

walk into the physical world. And as “one feels a loyalty to one landscape” 

(Clifford et al., 1984, p.42) the creative cycle of the Plein-Air, nature and the 

generations of European Landscape artists unlock a chronology where the 
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three identified themes of this study, Working Plein-Air, A Relationship to 

Landscape; Home and The Depiction and use of minutiae Natural Elements, 

can be bound into the external method of walking. Coming to fruition within 

the Post War era as a “fundamental, [and] universal activity” (Long et al., 

2002, p.33), bringing the individual to the land and their creative ancestry.   

 

Additionally, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1788) recorded his accounts 

of his walks within 18th century Europe, through his text Reveries of the 

Solitary Walker, the documentation of his activities resonated back to the 17th 

century Dutch Schools commentary on their landscape. Rousseau became 

the hermit within the landscape, an individual who witnessed the uniqueness 

of the material world, experiencing the character of nature from the alders to 

the wild thyme as he travelled to the island of Saint-Pierre:  

 
 
Disembarking and spending the afternoon there, either walking in its 
narrow confines among the sallows, alders, persicarias and shrubs of 
all kinds, or else establishing myself on the summit of a shady hillock 
covered with turf, wild thyme and flowers, including even red and white 
clover which had probably been sown there at some time in the past 
(Rousseau. 1979, pp.85-6). 

 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) 

 
Here, the action of walking was a device that allowed Rousseau to relate to 

materiality and vision of an experienced landscape. And as the European 

landscapists had beforehand, a personal immersion within nature became the 

principle means in which to understand and eventually articulate a chosen 

subject. However, within the Post War era the progression of this articulation 

does not just reside with the application of actual land materials but the 

movement of the individual’s feet across a landscape.  
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The Singular Moment  
 
As Long’s Post War practice makes a self conscious decision to be within a 

landscape, equal to the choices of his predecessors, his act of walking is able 

to “reveal the uniqueness of the fabric of the world, that every cell, every 

blade of grass, every stone, every river, every day is different” (Long; 

Seymour. 1998, p.55). This is the product of an engagement within the natural 

world, an experience bound to the individual’s appreciation of the material 

reality they are confronted with while walking Plein-Air, permitting everything 

from location, experience and the minutiae to be uncovered through the 

singularity of the moment and its timeframe. Long stated that “the source of 

my work is nature”, (Long; Seymour. 1998, p.51), though, this is a source that 

is not only transcended through the individual’s interaction, but permitted by 

those who have allowed “walking … [to be] a cultural history” (Long et al., 

2002, p.33), a history defined through a continuation of physical 

communication and creative reflection. 

 

Therefore, Moorhouse (Long et al., 2002, p.33) presented that “walking is a 

fundamental, universal activity, the basis of locomotion through the world of 

human beings”; a locomotion through landscape and time. And as Knight 

presented his universal application of the material world within the 18th 

century, within the Post War era, it became joined to the activity of walking, 

allowing this fundamental attribute of the Plein-Air technique to be the focus 

for a creative landscape practice. Moreover, as Palmer walked and worked 

within his home landscape of Shoreham, within the 19th century, relating, 

reacting and receiving nature into his creative and actual soul, (Peacock. 

1968), as first presented within Chapter Three, page 171, the specificity of his 

practice became linked to his own self and location. The following 

juxtaposition of the two works by Long and Palmer (figs 400-1) are both the 

result of an actual time, location and interaction, relating back to how 

Constable wrote the date and location on his Plein-Air drawings. 
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Therefore, the artist can place themselves within a responsive and reflective 

cycle, aware of a creative landscape history, their own external placement 

with nature and the material reality of their muse. Their experience maybe 

exclusive to them, but the external methods they select to employ are 

universal in their abilities to cross over the centuries. A Post War artist, such 

as Long, is thus placed within an historic context where, according to 

Seymour (Long; Seymour. 1998, p.55), he “has abandoned none of the 

traditional disciplines of art”, a tradition determined and formed through the 

continuation of the Plein-Air technique. In turn, the material world has been a 

physical companion upon an external landscape journey, a place of devotion 

(Wood. 1993, p.177) to allow the landscapist to relate to the natural world as 

“a place of worship” (Wood. 1993, p.177); a place of reflective and creative 

reverence.   

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 400. Richard Long (1945 - ). Walking 
To A Lunar Eclipse, A Leap Year Walk, England, 1996. (Sleeman et al., 1998. No page 
numbers within text). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 401. Samuel Palmer (1805-1881). The 
Valley Thick with Corn, 1825. (Causey et al., 2003, p.10). 
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An example of this devotion can be further presented through how Fulton’s 

Post War practice has allowed him to be “woven into nature” (Fulton et al., 

2002, p.31). Here, artists’ such as Fulton and Long are “following an 

adventure of living with the world” and placing themselves in what Wilson 

(Fulton et al., 2002, p.31) called a “direct religion”. This corresponds further to 

the idea of the hermit, and as Bellini rendered the image of St Francis in the 

Wilderness, Fulton’s 1971 work, The Pilgrims Way, is thus allowed to become 

a final outcome achieved through physical experience (see figs 402-3 below). 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 402. Giovanni Bellini (called 
Giambellino) (c.1430/40 – 1516). St Francis in the Wilderness (Clarke.1961, Plate.25). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 403. Hamish Fulton (1946 - ). “A 
Hollow Lane On The North Downs – Ancient Paths Forming A Route Between Winchester 
And Canterbury Ten Days In April – A 165 Mile Walk” The Pilgrim’s Walk, 1971 (Fulton. 2001, 
p.14). 
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In addition, Fulton (2001, p.8) discussed his walks, as devices to “transform 

the everyday world” into a “heightened sense of human history”; a history that 

he further stated journeyed to one common point, a “Wilderness” or a 

“Homeland”. Hence, as St Francis travelled into his wilderness, the modern 

day Plein-Air practitioner follows the same path into the material world, 

travelling from their point of origin to a new point of creative destination. The 

actual destination has been the same, the actual material world, though the 

ability to present an element from a Plein-Air experience, a walk or collection 

of natural items as a final outcome, has only occurred within the Post War era. 

 

Thus, the technique of the Plein-Air is a journey that has continued as the 

artist has experienced a primary reality through an external tradition that can 

link to the words of Long as a, “description, or story, of a work in the 

landscape” (Long et al., 2002, p.69). Hence, a “harmony … between nature 

and man” (Cogniat. 1968, p.67) has been formed, encompassing and defined 

by the European landscape artist.  Furthermore, Seymour (1998, p.53) stated 

that “traditionally the artist has always been the mediator between man and 

his surroundings, and his concern to reveal mystical truths about the 

relationship”. For this reason, the interactions, sensory and emotional 

responses, created while being Plein-Air, have permitted Post War artists to 

“not see themselves as representing the world, but rather as reporting and 

recording from within it” (Goodling; Furlong. 2002, p.10). Consequently, the 

realisation of being within the natural world can thus be presented as an art 

work; a creative experience of the physical reality of the natural world, a 

creative walk where the subject becomes medium, and a progression 

demonstrated on the following page through the work of Ravilious, Long, and 

my own Plein-Air experience (figs 404-6).  
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 Figure 404. Eric Ravilious (1903-1942). The 
Wilmington Giant. August 1939. (Constable. 1982, Plate.38).  
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 405. Richard Long (1945 - ).Cerne Abbas 
Walk. 1975. (Dimbleby. 2005, p.190).  
 

 Figure 406. D J Greening. Cerne Abbas, Dorset. 
Photograph taken, 27th June, 2009. For further visual information see Appendix 01. Working 
Journal → 2009 Journal → F. June 2009, from page 27. 
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An Outside Studio and Gallery  
 
 

My studio is in nature. Nature enters my studio. Silence and nature’s 
sounds permeate my work. I am what I have done; it is as if what I’ve 
done runs before me. It’s not me who defines or decides. (Mansfield. 
2006, pp.118-120).  
 

Bernard Dejonghe (1942 - ) 
 
As we move even further into the landscape, from two-dimensional renderings 

into physical articulations, this space of genesis, creation and presentation 

becomes the inclusive studio of creation for the Post War landscapist. For the 

French artist Bernard Dejonghe (1942 - ) nature is his studio, a place of 

conception and reflection, a source where the fabric of his practice seems to 

be already built into his creative responses, where he unlocks the concepts he 

makes through communing with the reality of the natural world. And just as 

Constable and Viotti worked within their home landscape, Dejonghe does the 

same in the Maritimes Alps in France, a landscape also known creatively by 

Penone. Thus, he is bound to his earth, his nature, his studio. This has 

produced final Plein-Air concepts such as Blue in Grass, 1986, (fig 407). As 

Dejonghe works with clay, gathered from the earth, he brings his final 

presentation back to its original setting, reminiscent of Viotti’s practice, his 

natural studio supply’s his medium and final place of exhibition.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 407. Bernard Dejonghe (1942 - ). Blue in Grass, 1986.  
Glazed Stoneware. (Mansfield. 2006, p.119). 
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Records are now presented as final artworks, and as I walked through the 

landscape of my home, (during the 20th April, 2007, see figs 408-9 below) the 

studio of nature became exposed. This was an insight permitted due to an 

awareness of the European Landscape Schools interest and continued 

interaction with the physicality of the external world.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figures 408 and 409. D J Greening. Bluebell Walk. [Friday 20th April, 2007], 
The Clent Hills, Worcestershire. For further information see Appendix  

07. Personal Creative Work → Bluebell Walk 2007. 
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Acts of observation and documentation are now able to become a creative 

outcome, resonating with how Rubens worked for his “own pleasure [in] deep 

contentment when communing with nature” (Verdi. 2005, p.49) within his 

homeland of Het Steen, south of Antwerp (fig 410).  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 410. Peter Paul Rubens (1577-
1640). Landscape in Flanders, c.1636. Panel. (Verdi. 2005, p.49). 
 

 Figure 411. D J Greening. The Clent Hills, 
Worcestershire, 23rd May 2006. Photograph.  
 
Thus, I am permitted to commune with nature, to become unified to not only a 

known location but to the creative lineage that has allowed me to walk within 

the landscape and woods of my home landscape (fig 411), to search for those 

distances and minutia details that would have previously captivated artists 

from Rubens to Dejonghe. This is the result of a continuous creative 

discourse of physical interaction, reinforced through Carracci’s Ideal 

Landscape and Picturesque ideology, as defined by Cogniat (1968, p.67) an 

ideology to bring the individual to the earth and “to bring new life to art by the 

respect for reality”. 
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Here, a material vocabulary is a material partnership, joined to a known 

location or a home landscape. Visions and interactions can resonate between 

centuries; examination, drawing, acts of collection and arrangement are all 

integral to this co-dependent Plein-Air method, where an “experience of 

emotion in the face of substance, colour, form or idea takes on a new aspect” 

(Long; Seymour. 1998, p.62). These are physical qualities that have allowed 

the use of “real things - real stones, real water, real mud, real time, real 

space, [and] real actions” (Long; Seymour. 1998, p.63) to be central to 

European Landscape creative practice. These materials are now equal to a 

drawn or painted response and when combined with the self-consciousness 

of the practitioner the material observer can thus read the creative reality of 

nature.  

 

Therefore, from such artists as Carracci, Claude, Gainsborough and 

Constable we can have a Post War fruition where the continued interaction 

and use of the actual material world has developed into an “organic relation 

between man and nature” (Long et al., 2002, p.42), a method of material 

discovery. Though, it is important to add that the Post War landscapist “is 

grounded in … the direct experience of the real world” (Long et al., 2002, 

p.42), an experience that has been formed through the continuation of their 

forbears working Plein-Air and also an experience that units the whole of the 

European Landscape School. 

 

And as Knight further presented his 18th century insights on the physical 

attributes of the natural world (Knight. 1972, pp.68-9) 20 his sentiments 

correlate to a continuation of concern present within European landscape art, 

in particular to Nash’s written and visual accounts of Avebury in the 1930s (as 

discussed within Chapter Three). Both are the product of the Plein-Air 

                                                 
20 “Such are animals which have loose, shaggy, and curly hair; trees, whose branches are spread into irregular forms, 
and exhibit broken and diversified masses of foliage, and whose trunks are varied with mosses and lichens, or 
enriched with ivy; buildings, that are mouldering into ruin, whose sharp angles are softened by decay, and whose 
crude and uniform tints are mellowed and diversified by weather-stains and wall plants; streams, that flow alternately 
smooth and agitated, between broken or sedgy banks, reflecting, sometimes clearly, and sometimes indistinctly, the 
various masses of rock or foliage, that hang over them…those qualities from all others; which the habitual 
concurrence and co-operation of the other senses have mixt and blended with them, in our ordinary perceptions, 
from which are ideas are formed” (Knight. 1972, pp.68-9).  
 

Richard Payne Knight (1751-1824)  
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method, a continuation that has allowed observation to become heightened 

into articulation and final creative outcomes. From this point on, “walking [is] a 

medium” (Long; Seymour. 1998, p.56), a creative device to bring the artist to 

the land and “into the soil” (Bjork et al., 2008).  

 
A Plein-Air Journey  
 
Throughout this thesis I have experienced many of the actual locations that 

the previous generations of European landscape artists have worked within.  

Therefore, from Roma to Bath, the landscapes that have inspired actual 

interaction, material articulation and manifestations have become embedded 

within my own practice. Though, the artists who comprise this thesis hold 

many combined attributes, from being Plein-Air and in contact with the details 

of nature, to working within their home landscape. So, within the final stage of 

this investigation I am brought back to my landscape, The Clent Hills, and I 

am thus allowed to walk and work within my home environment, permitted to 

do so due to the chronology that has been presented within this investigation. 

And as I have walked and still walk, I travel into the landscape as equally as 

travelling into the creative lineage of the Plein-Air. Through the concept 

Russian Doll Walk the action of moving through a selected environment 

became equal to moving through a collection of found objects that hold 

gathered actual land materials within them, (see figs 412-16) and for further 

information see Appendix 07. Personal Creative Work → 2007 Personal 

Creative Work, from Slide 341. 
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Russian Doll Walk 
Figures 412-416. 

 
Thursday 30th August 2007 

The Hagley Woods, The Clent Hills, Worcestershire 
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Experience 
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Therefore, to re-open the objects, that comprise Russian Doll Walk, is 

reminiscent of a re-enactment of the walk, a memory of a material activity. 

Though, the original action of being outside and within the actual location 

constitutes the artwork. It is this primary experience that has become the Post 

War concept and outcome. The documentation of which hopefully will lead 

others upon their own Plein-Air excursions, as I have been encouraged to do 

so by revealing and presenting the Plein-Air chronology of the European 

Landscape School. Therefore, the “loyalty to one landscape” (Clifford et al., 

1984, p.42), as presented by Levi earlier on within this chapter, brings us to a 

chosen subject and medium, where the external world can continue to be an 

equal companion on a material journey, a partnership of continued discovery 

with action, motive and effect.  

 
  

If every thing were known, there would be nothing to be learned; if 
every good were possessed, there would be none to be acquired; and 
if were wanting, or there were no evil, there would be none to be done; 
and consequently all would be dead inaction, or action without motive 
or effect  (Knight. 1972, p.476).  

 
Richard Payne Knight (1751-1824) 
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 “I walk therefore I am” 
(Goodling; Furlong. 2002, p.24). 

 
Herman de Vries (1931 - ) 

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 
 

Figure 417. Herman de Vries (1931 - ). ambulo ergo sum. ‘i walk therefore i am’. 2001. 
Sanctuaire de Rocherousse, Digne-les-Bains, Haute Provence, France  

(Goodling; Furlong. 2002, p.24). 
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Conclusion 
An Unbroken Line 

 
 

Let us consider what the real state of art is. And first I must ask you to 
extend the word art beyond those matters which are consciously works 
of art, to take in not only painting and sculpture, and architecture, but 
the shapes and colours of all household goods, nay, even the 
arrangement of the fields for tillage and pasture. (Morris; Zabel. 1993, 
pp.19-20). 

 
William Morris (1834-1896) 

 
What can or does constitute an acceptable artwork has been at the heart of 

this research investigation. The individuals that comprise the European 

Landscape School have all chosen to place themselves within the studio of 

nature, allowing a consistent and sustained Plein-Air progression that has 

been strengthened as each generation has walked further into their chosen 

muse. Hence, what can be seen through vision, interaction and materiality 

can transcend from observation into creative articulation and final artistic 

outcomes. Therefore, as Morris allows us to further contemplate the realms of 

art, he like those beforehand, owe their debt and thus creative insights to 

those artists that comprise the ancestry of the European Landscape School.  

 

It is this ancestry that has focused this study which has aimed to present the 

continued lineage of the European Plein-Air interactive method, through its 

development and progression in the use of actual land materials, within a self-

conscious personal landscape vision, aligned to actual experience and 

creative outcomes. This story can now be presented as an unbroken line of 

creativity from the birth of Ideal Landscape, in the late 16th century, to the 

fruition of subject as media within the Post Second World War era. 
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Accordingly, the natural world can be an interactive an inclusive studio from 

genesis, through to craft, creation and presentation. Those fields, tillage and 

pastures, once experienced and documented by the previous generations of 

landscapists, and as shown throughout this thesis, have allowed those who 

would follow to hold a comparable credo into the Post War era, that of being 

an external explorer who searches to extend a creative and material 

vocabulary. 

 

Each chapter has contributed to demonstrating this Plein-Air and material 

progression. The initial stage of development was presented through the first 

chapter, from the birth of ideal landscape in establishing a sole discipline of 

personal landscape practice. Here, the individual could walk and work within 

the natural world, setting in motion a focus on location, materials and working 

Plein-Air. Then, through chapter two, the progression of the Plein-Air was 

illustrated that extended external practiced based methods through 

investigating how European Landscape artist could extend their active 

involvement with actual locations through portable devices such as 

sketchbooks, aligned to the collection and articulation of gathered land 

materials, through such creative methods as model landscape. Thus, chapter 

three traced this progression further, to present a contextual development, 

defined through the Plein-Air method. Here the artist could choose to stay 

within the natural world, communing with its visual and physical character, 

further explored and progressed through such practiced based concepts as 

animism and the minutiae.   

 

Consequently, these strands give the foundation for chapter four that 

demonstrates the creative, external and material lineage that runs throughout 

the European Landscape School, since the 16th century. Here, the material 

fruition of the Plein-Air technique can be presented. Hence, the two images on 

the following page (figs 418-19) can now find their resonance. No longer do 

such artworks, with their integral Plein-Air actions, seem disconnected. Now, 

through the presentation of the Material Chronology that has been identified 

and presented through the respective chapters of this research project, we 

can see how the continuation and progression of the European desire to be 
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with creative harmony and companionship, with the material world, has 

allowed an unbroken line of Plein-Air and material interaction to develop, 

through the incremental actions and works made by movements and 

individuals over the best part of four centuries.  

 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 418. Giovanni Bellini (called Giambellino) 
(c.1430/40-1516). St Francis in the Wilderness (Clarke.1961, p.25). 
 

Image unable to be reproduced due to copyright 

 Figure 419. Wolfgang Laib (1950 - ). In the buttercup 
meadow (Crowther. 1994, p.25). 
 

Such a sustained progressed has been at the heart of a self-conscious 

landscape practice, from the 16th century to its current Post War position, a 

foundation exemplified through how Kenneth Clarke (1903-1983) discussed 

Bellini’s “landscapes [as] the supreme instance of facts transfigured through 

love…which embraces every twig, every stone, the humblest detail as well as 

the most grandiose perspective, and can only be attained by a profound 

humility” (Clarke.1961, p.38). And so, from this material love, Laib and his 

Post War contemporaries are permitted to transfigure their experience of the 

earth into a creative action and result. A corresponding insight that also 

resonates back to Leonardo da Vinci’s (1452-1519) description of the creative 

benefits of looking “at some old wall covered with dirt” (Brainmurmurs. 2006):  
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If you look at some old wall covered with dirt, or the odd appearance of 
some streaked stones, you may discover several things like landskips 
(sic), battles, clouds, uncommon attitude, draperies, etc. Out of this 
confused mass of objects the mind will be furnished with abundance of 
designs and subjects, perfectly new (Brainmurmurs. 2006). 

 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) 

 
Here, observing the creative possibilities of the material world has brought 

artistic insights that span the European desire to not only commune with the 

vision of landscape but also its physical potential. The artist can thus be 

placed within a lineage of working within the external world that has 

encompassed the evolution of drawings and painting outside to eventually 

solely walking into the immensity of landscape as a focus and final artwork.  

 

In addition, this is a progression that has been inspired and thus delineated by 

those artists who have previously formed their own ideal landscapes, model 

landskips and collections of found objects while being Plein-Air, each working 

method permitting the further development from the observed into the 

articulated, and an integral focus for presenting the narrative for each key 

development stage that has determined each chapter of this thesis. Such a 

material approach is bound to a hermit like desire to be alone in a landscape, 

encompassing a single creative viewpoint, within a singular landscape. 

Though, such a personal perspective is united through the continuity of those 

artists that have walked that way before, through their individual footsteps 

upon the same creative path that has focused on the external Plein-Air 

method. 

 

And as this path has continued, the chronological progression towards subject 

into media has been able to be strengthened; this evolution would come to 

define the destination of a 400 year old walk with the actual material world, a 

journey that has resulted in the use, application and creative expression of 

land materials and experiences within the Post War ear. Though, before this 

research, this was seen as a unique characteristic of Post Second World War 

land based practice, as presented by Kastner and Wallis (1998) and Richard 
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Long (Long; Seymour. 1998), as discussed within the Introduction. Thus, 

these theoretical and practice based insights have been challenged. 

Therefore, the important contribution of this study can now show that this 

material journey started within the 16th century, through Carracci’s 

development of Ideal Landscape, and continued gathering momentum as an 

unbroken creative strand. 

 

As a result, the actual site specific experience of the natural world, a material 

experience, became directly included within personal European Landscape 

practice. Landscape was able to evolve into a subject in its own right, setting 

an equal foundation to the established historical and biblical genres of art. 

And although history and religious creative practice may have traditionally set 

its narratives within a landscape, this backdrop was soon to become the 

actual studio for creative practice. Hence, the hermit could walk from the 

confines of their canvas into nature, experiencing, viewing and holding the 

material world within the contextual sphere of the three themes that would 

come to define the European Landscape practice.  

 

These themes have been identified through this research to allow the 

presentation of the chronology that illustrates the study. Thus, working Plein-

Air, having a relationship to landscape (a home landscape) and the depiction 

and use of minutiae natural elements have shown the evolution of the 

individual’s landscape vision, allowing the use of the material world to become 

a distinct interactive and materially based discipline, woven into the European 

landscape tradition. However, this is a tradition defined through progression 

and investigation. And as with any journey, its objective is to seek out new 

avenues for exploration, where creative osmosis can occur, and through such 

a manner of working the methodology for this study was established, although 

it has to be said, none of the individual artists could be aware of the larger 

metamorphosis of which they were a crucial part.  

 

Therefore, the analysis, refinement and application of the identified literature 

and artworks have been able to be reflected and combined within the sphere 

of personal practice, including and inspiring actual Plein-Air excursions to the 
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locations experienced by the artists integral to this study. The benefit of such 

a working method has been essential to “understanding people from their own 

frames of reference” (Bogdan’s and Taylor. 1998, p. 7), understanding artists 

through their previous external and creative experiences. Consequently, the 

use of actually placing oneself within the material world has become an equal 

research tool to that of engaging with the identified literature. Within this co-

dependent framework the juxtaposition of artworks, including examples from 

the body of personal practice and its creative generation, have been able to 

be evaluated. This has been achieved through the combination of theory and 

practice that has been embedded throughout this study. Thus, forming new 

junctions between the written and physical outcomes and allowing “landscape 

[to be used]…as a cultural instrument” (Andrews. 1999, p.15); an instrument 

to discover, analyse and become materially immersed within a subject that 

has captivated four centuries of landscapists.  

 

Subsequently, being within the external world has within itself allowed the 

identification and presentation of the Material Chronology that defines this 

investigation. Here, while walking outside, the use of the Personal Pronoun, 

used throughout the research, became paramount. Hence, it is the individual’s 

creative voice, a personal self-consciousness, through direct experience and 

material craft, which has allowed the physicality of the natural world to 

become a final outcome. And while being Plein-Air I did not just retrace the 

creative footsteps of those who had gone before, but through testing and 

finding evidence to answer the research question, through working on location 

and relating to the physicality of the material world, I was able to engage upon 

an individual walk into the genre and reality of landscape.  

 

And as Mullins (1985, p.44) stated that the “English landscape painting is a 

mirror of the English love of nature...so much so that he has sometimes felt 

himself to be actually part of it”, as we hold our mirror, or Claude glass, up to 

the vision of landscape and see the reflection of the ancestry that has brought 

us to this point, we see an image that is not just confined to our own 

immediate surrounds, but to an inherent creative interest focused upon the 
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external world, and it is here, we become part of the landscape chronology 

that defines our place within the Plein-Air.  
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Contribution to Knowledge 
  
The contribution to knowledge, identified and presented through this 

theoretical and practice based research study, is the presentation and 

demonstration of an unbroken line of Plein-Air and material interaction with 

the natural world. This is placed within a chronological context that runs 

from the birth of Ideal Landscape, in the late 16th century, towards the Second 

Post War Era. Thus, the study now presents evidence for a Material 

Chronology that charts the evolution of how the subject of landscape has 

become an actual creative medium within the European Landscape School.  

  

The Material Chronology can be illustrated through the visual timeline on the 

following page, with each incremental stage being presented through an 

identified artist’s work, therefore, displaying the development of subject into 

media embedded within the European landscape tradition. 
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Limits of the Research 
 
The parameters of this study have focused on the European Landscape 

School and the Plein-Air technique, since the birth of Ideal Landscape within 

the late 16th century. Within this creative and external sphere, landscape has 

moved from a subject into a media, with each generation of landscape artists 

walking further into the development of a personal landscape vision, achieved 

through a personal landscape practice. However, this study will reveal an 

intimate approach towards the material world, from the ideal towards the 

picturesque and on to its current material position. This is an approach that 

can be said to be unique to the European Landscape School. Though, 

hopefully the context of this study will be able to resonate and resound with 

other artists and locations, apart from those who comprise the European 

School. Here, the research can hopefully extend its parameters and 

encourage others to walk and work within the material world, giving focus to 

the combined role of theory and practice, and thus setting the foundation for 

the future application of this research study.  
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Future Research  
 
The narrative that has unfolded throughout this research has focused on 

discovering the unbroken line of creative Plein-Air and material interaction 

within the European Landscape School. However, as this study has 

progressed the parameters of the investigation have allowed other questions, 

regarding landscape, natural materials and the role of the artist, while Plein-

Air, to be asked and explored. Therefore, following the chronological and 

thematic structure that has been used within this present study seven other 

possible areas of research can be identified. These are avenues that originate 

from the junctions that have been formed throughout this thesis, and would 

continue to bring historic and contemporary artworks and methods of the 

individual working with the natural world together. 

 

The first area of potential research could form the basis for a study into the 

European landscape story before the identified start of this current 

investigation; before the birth of Ideal Landscape within the late 16th century. 

Hence, establishing a context for the development of the independent genre 

of European Landscape art, before the time of Carracci, to question what 

movements and creative shifts preceded the 16th century to allow the 

development of both a sole genre of landscape art and an ‘ideal’ manner of 

presenting the natural world. This would be initially informed from the Material 

Chronology, presented by this thesis, and extended through the examination 

of landscape as a backdrop for historical and biblical genre painting. 

Emphasis could also be given to the portrayal of the hermit within pre 16th 

century landscape art, with its corresponding representation of the individual 

retreating to none urban landscapes for secular purposes. Furthermore, this 

would enable the practice lead research method of the Plein-Air to be aligned 

to the characteristics of the hermit, through the researcher visiting actual 

landscapes. Thus, allowing the already identified methods of visiting and 

walking within environments or landscapes to be further applied to a research 

study. Also, the use of photography, an important part of this study, could be 

extended both in historical and creative terms; particularly to study the 

relationship between time and place. 
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The second opportunity for possible research, further aligned to a religious 

context, could be an analysis of the writings of John Ruskin (1819-1900) (as 

already referenced within Chapter Three), through his religious ideology and 

its implications for the development and use of natural materials within 

European Landscape Art. This could be explored through the way Ruskin’s 

written accounts of nature gave emphasis to the reality of the natural world, 

from the perspective of the biblical story of genesis, though how he 

discouraged the drawn or painted representation of nature as blasphemous 

against Gods creation of the world (Ruskin; Gardner. c.1950). A viewpoint he 

presented through his discussion of the Pre-Raphaelites, in particular the 

landscape paintings by Ford Maddox’s Brown (1821-1893) (Farrington. 2003), 

therefore inadvertently giving worth to the reality of nature as a creative 

source and possible medium. Such an approach could be explored to 

understand the possible contradictions that are present within the European 

perception of landscape and further add to the understanding of the evolution 

of the natural world as a creative medium and place of artistic creation within 

the Post Second World War Era. The importance of Ruskin, on 20th century 

artistic theory, could therefore make it possible to pursue this line of enquire 

with reference to his place within it. 

 

Furthermore, the third area of future study could be into the history and 

influence of scientific collections, focused on flora and fauna, to examine the 

actual inclusion of organic materials within the development of European 

Landscape Art. Focusing on the Stone Collection, held at Birmingham 

Museum & Art Gallery, (already discussed on page 258 of this thesis), the 

Darwin Collection within the National History Museum, London and the 

Herbarium Collections at Kew Gardens, London. Already aligned to the 

concept of the Wunderkammer (as discussed on page 255), this topic could 

potentially extend knowledge on the historic interest and Post War application 

of gathering and displaying organic specimens on the progression and use of 

natural materials as both a subject and medium.  
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Such a manner of collecting natural items, related to both drawn and painted 

imagery, could also be aligned to a fourth identified area of research. This 

would be an investigation into the Plein-Air expeditions carried out by the 

British painter and pupil of Richard Wilson, William Hodges (1744-1797), 

while travelling with Captain James Cook (1728-1779) and the East Indian 

Company during the late 18th century (Bonehill; Quilley. 2004). Assisting to 

establish how the actual experience of actual environments, through the 

methods of drawing, painting and importantly collecting organic items while 

outside, impacted on the portrayal and development of a Western 

understanding of landscape as a cultural and artistic medium.   

 

The fifth prospective area of research could examine the implication of 

landscape as a device to understand cultural and creative insights further. 

This could be achieved through continuing to discuss the practice of Eric 

Ravilious (1903-1942) and his painted representation of the chalk figures in 

Southern England, combined with Nikolaus Lang’s (1941 - ) use of Neolithic 

tools (as already discussed on pages 211 and 262-3 respectively of this 

thesis). This could establish a research study into the impact of mans pre-

historic creative and material relationship with their surroundings, nomadic or 

permanent, and its influence of Post Second World War personal practice. 

Accordingly, this could entail discussion on cave painting, the use of natural 

mediums to create artworks and the locations that have been chosen to 

display the works. Even the Nazca Lines in Peru, could be used to illustrate 

the use and application of working within the natural world as a creative studio 

and place of exhibition. Potentially illustrating how actual lines within a 

landscape can not only trace research pathways into a creative history, but 

also ‘walk’ into a cultural history that is fused with the experience and material 

articulation of the actual material world. This within itself is a part of a larger 

facet of 20th century art, namely it’s intensely self-conscious nature. 

 

Building from the existing discussion within Chapter Two of this thesis, the 

sixth area of future research could investigate the role of the Picturesque as a 

movement that did not only shape the theoretical perspective of the 18th 

century, but also the gardens of many stately homes and estates. Thus, 
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broadening the application of the writings of Sir Uvedale Price (1747-1829) 

through how they assisted in the re-evaluation of the natural world, as a 

subject and material. This could commence through a further examination of 

Price’s written accounts of his friend, Thomas Gainsborough’s (1727-1788) art 

practice (Bermingham. 1987), and then related to the development and 

progression of Lancelot Capability Brown’s (1716-1783) landscape gardening 

practice. Further discussion could include how the re-shaping of the English 

countryside, from Italianate designs, at the start of the industrial revolution 

was influenced by the emerging enclosure acts in order to preserve a national 

identity. An approach that could be said to parallel the European artworks 

produced during the First and Second World War to reinforce a nation’s 

identity at a time of social and political change. Itself another aspect of how 

high art became translated into actual land materials. 

 

The seventh potential area of exploration, which is the most comparable to 

the present investigation, would be to use the existing study as a framework 

and expand the research from the established European perspective into a 

wider Western remit. This could be achieved through a survey that would 

continue to use both the identified chronological and thematic structure that 

has been used throughout this present thesis, in relation to investigating the 

origins of the Post Second World War America Land Art Movement. This 

would hopefully reveal and discover a history for the American Land Art 

Movement as a self-contained genre, though allied to an established 

European approach. Also, how American artists respond and react to the 

scale of the landscape their work is made from and displayed within could 

also be research, illustrating the impact of the site-specific nature of working 

Plein-Air on personal creative practice.  

 

The new potential research pathways that have been presented may have 

been inspired from the existing study. Though, as this study leaves my 

personal approach of selecting and finding junctions between associated 

information, my main hope for this research is that it will not just tell the story 

of how European Landscape artists have interacted and articulated their 

material surroundings, but act as a stepping stone for others to encourage an 
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awareness of what has gone before to be applied to other theoretical and 

creative investigations. Here, the application of art history and actual artworks 

can hopefully allow those who will read this thesis to move further, following in 

the footsteps of the informed tradition that has defined the European 

Landscape School.  

 

These are footsteps that walk along a path that focuses on the incorporation 

of practice as a research tool, able to transfer methods of investigation, the 

juxtaposition of images and allied written quotations into a personal research 

study. Hence, the actual experience and physical interaction of actual 

locations has been a central technique to engage, reflect and analyse a given 

subject, achieved through the integration of textual, visual and creative 

material. And as Claude was aware of Carracci and Gainsborough of Claude, 

this reflective approach will hopefully further allow others to take the Material 

Chronology into new journeys, thus, building upon the identified themes of the 

investigation and extending the research into new avenues within the external 

studio of nature.  

 

Furthermore, one of the key factors of this study has been the emphasis on 

the visual content, which now can be used as an open resource, was partly 

informed through my personal situation of being Dyslexic. For this reason, the 

visual emphasis was the origin of the work, a system that allowed the 

evaluation and assimilation of the identified literature and visual sources. This 

led to the discussion of the themes of the study, through not just written 

responses, but importantly, the experience of actual landscapes and the 

creation of personal artworks; physical manifestations that were not only able 

to bring land material and found objects together but also the ideas of those 

authors and artists that contextualise and define this investigation 

 

Therefore, an integral element of this research is a combined method of 

practice and theory, a visual and interactive method designed to engage with 

texts as equally as materials and landscapes. Here, the Plein-Air technique 

continues, placed within a framework where experience, materiality and visual 

awareness can come into a greater dialogue with the more established written 
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methods of evaluation and presentation, bringing theory and practice together 

through reflection and evaluation and on to those who will follow and choose 

to work within the external world.   
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